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Abstract

The process of blending observational data in numerical models can be formulated using the Bayesian estimation method. The Bayesian statistical framework strives to find the best state and/or parameter estimates using (a) the stochastic computational model and (b) the noisy observational data. In sequential Bayesian estimation techniques, the data assimilation is performed at each time instant as data arrives. A number of extensions to the linear Kalman filter (e.g. extended Kalman filter, unscented Kalman filter and ensemble Kalman filter) have become popular tools for sequential data assimilation problems applicable to nonlinear systems. In the Bayesian setting, the most general nonlinear filtering algorithm is the so-called particle filter which can handle general form of nonlinearities and non-Gaussian noises in the model and measurement operators. The problem of static (time-invariant) parameter estimation problem is formulated using the aforementioned filtering techniques in combination with the Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling method. In this thesis, the usefulness of these methods is demonstrated through novel applications in structural dynamics and aeroelasticity.

For large-scale computational models, the parallel filtering algorithms aim to estimate the state of the system by exploiting high performance computing platforms. A significant research initiative has recently been focused on the parallelization of the ensemble Kalman filter due to its relatively low computational requirements. A major limitation of the ensemble Kalman filter to tackle the data assimilation problem for large-scale systems is the necessity of a large ensemble size which is often computationally impractical.
or infeasible. By avoiding Monte Carlo sampling, a novel filter has been recently proposed in the literature to address this issue by using a functional series (i.e. polynomial chaos series) representation of the stochastic state vector. This representation is more efficient in capturing the model state statistics for accurate forecast and analysis of observations leading to the Polynomial Chaos-based Kalman filter. In this thesis, a parallel assimilation (update) algorithm is developed with a scalable implementation using the Polynomial Chaos-based Kalman filter that exploits a previously developed polynomial chaos based scalable domain decomposition solver. Numerical investigations involve the two-dimensional stationary stochastic diffusion and advection-diffusion problems. The scalability of the parallel Polynomial Chaos-based Kalman filter algorithm is investigated in a Linux cluster.

The following statements summarize the findings from the investigations undertaken in this thesis: (1) the proposed probabilistic flutter margin method applied to a two-degrees-of-freedom numerical model provides more accurate (unbiased) and precise (low variance) estimates for the flutter speed in comparison to the conventional method; (2) for the estimation of time-invariant parameters of a nonlinear system exhibiting noisy oscillation, Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling, ensemble Kalman filter and particle filter provide parameter estimates which are comparable in accuracy for the case of dense observational data and weak measurement noise whereas for the cases of strong measurement noise and sparse observational data, the Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling-based algorithm and particle filters outperform the ensemble Kalman filter; (3) For static parameter estimation problem of a non-linear aeroelastic system using wind tunnel data, numerical predictions of the limit cycle oscillation match the experimental observations from wind tunnel tests with reasonable accuracy; (4) the developed parallel data assimilation algorithm that integrates the polynomial chaos-based Kalman filter and
domain decomposition solver shows scalable performance for stochastic diffusion and advection-diffusion problems with spatially varying non-Gaussian random parameters; (5) A new parallel solver for non-symmetric stochastic systems based on the preconditioned biconjugate gradient stabilized method is developed to tackle the steady-state stochastic advection-diffusion equation with spatially varying non-Gaussian diffusivity coefficient.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Motivation

1.1 Background

Mathematical models of physical and engineering systems may be broadly classified as [2]: (a) statistics-based models (e.g. time-series models) fitted using available observational data; (b) physics-based models, generally described by partial differential equations derived by satisfying certain physical laws (e.g. equilibrium and conservation principles in mechanics); (c) reduced-order models which capture dominant spatio-temporal features of the physics-based models (e.g. modal representation of structural dynamic systems). However, no mathematical model is the “true model” that produces the observational data [3]. Hypothetically, even if one assumes that the true model is known, it may not be practically useful for inference (understanding and prediction) when fitted using finite data set as its large number of parameters are estimated with low precision [3]. In general, the measured state of the system contains information and noise. A model of the system strives to compactly represent the information in data by filtering out the noise with the primary objective to address “what inferences do the data
support about the population?” [3].

Given a data set, the efficacy of a model hinges on whether it is over-fitted or under-fitted, not by the criterion if it closely mimics a (unknown) true model [3]. This fact relates to the principle that involves the choice of models with minimum number of parameters by bias and variance trade-off [3]. The over-fitted and under-fitted models do not imply or assume the existence of a low-dimensional model representing “truth”. As the number of model parameters increases, the misfit of the model output with data (i.e. bias) decreases. On the other hand, the variance in the parameter estimates increases making inference difficult for such models. Some dominant features will be present in most of the samples. One can make (strong) inference about the dominant features using a single sample (i.e. single time series). Only week inference may be made about the subdominant features exhibited by some (say 70%) of the samples. Only a few samples will display some rare features such as extreme events. Attempts to make inference about such rare events specific to a given sample leads to over-fitting as the resulting inference is not relevant to most samples. Such rare features (appearing in a few samples) are most suitably represented by a modeling error term [3]. When models fails to extract the dominant features in data (present in most samples), such models under-fit data. An optimal model strives to compromise between the error due to random fluctuations by bias and variance trade-off [3]. Of course, the order of the model can be increased as more data becomes available. While statistics-based models may provide more accurate predictions for a given set of tuning data (i.e. prior observations), the proponents of such models state that they do not capture the true physics [4]. Thus the approach adopted by the author is to combine both physics-based modeling with statistics-based techniques to obtain a “best” model which provides accurate predictions while satisfying the underlying physical laws.
It is worthwhile to point out the fact that recent availability of cost-effective high performance computing systems now enables numerical simulations with extremely high resolution computational models (with fewer computationally-imposed simplifying assumptions). Such simulations capture wide ranging spatial and temporal scales of a physical phenomenon. Furthermore, rapid development and deployment of modern sensing technologies permit gathering high-resolution (spatio-temporal) data, increasing in tandem with the resolution of numerical models [5]. This fact prompted the initiative to dynamically blend observational data into running computer simulations to reduce uncertainty and devise targeted data gathering ventures through symbiotic feedback from simulation and measurement processes [6]. To reap the benefit from the petascale computing platforms (and future exascale systems [7]), concomitant investment must be made for algorithm design of uncertainty quantification and data assimilation which scale up to a large number of processors/cores. In this thesis, some initiative in this direction is undertaken.

1.2 Brief Review of Filtering Algorithms for Sequential Data Assimilation

The process of blending observational data in numerical models is known as data assimilation [8–10]. Data assimilation aims to find the best state or state and parameter estimates using (a) the numerical model and (b) the observational data. There are two ways to pose this problem. Variational assimilation methods [8, 11], such as 3DVAR and 4DVAR, provide estimates that are close to the observations and prior guesses of the initial conditions and parameters while satisfying the model equations [10]. The
implicit assumption is that the model is corrupted by errors arising, for instance, due to neglected physics, linearization and discretization in space and time. The optimal model state obtained through the minimization process which fits best the observational data. The state estimate is then used as an initial condition for the numerical model to generate forecasts. Minimization methods require the repeated evaluation of the gradient of the cost function, which becomes computationally intensive for large-scale numerical models. Using the adjoint method, the gradient of the cost function can be computed at the expense of few function evaluations, enhancing the computational efficiency of the optimization process. The comprehensive theoretical and computational exposition of adjoint methods associated with linear and nonlinear models is available in [8, 12, 13].

A major disadvantage of variational methods is the necessity of obtaining a tangent linear adjoint operator of the models and forward observation operators, which may not be straightforward to obtain and implement for complex and large-scale problems [14, 15]. Another approach to data assimilation is sequential Bayesian estimation method. Operational forecasting is inherently sequential. Upon arrival of data, forecasts are issued continuously. In such dynamic environment, it is natural to blend data to models sequentially. Kalman filter (KF) has become a popular tool for sequential data assimilation problems involving linear systems [16, 17]. It optimally estimates the state of linear systems in the presence of additive Gaussian model and measurement noise when the observational data is linearly related to the state of the system. KF can be extended to weakly nonlinear and non-Gaussian systems by linearizing the model and measurement operators, leading to the popular (but no longer optimal) extended Kalman filter (EKF) [10, 18–20]. The major limitation of KF and EKF stems from the fact that the state evolution is assumed to be Gaussian or approximately Gaussian. Such approximation may lead to poor performance of EKF for strongly nonlinear dynamical
systems [21, 22]. To alleviate such problem, the unscented transform [23] is used to propagate the statistical moments of the state vector through the full nonlinear model operator leading to the so-called unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [24–27]. Using a set of carefully chosen sampling points (so-called sigma points), UKF estimates the first and second order moments of the state vector correct to the second order Taylor series expansion of the model operator.

A wide range of Monte Carlo based filtering algorithms have been developed to tackle more general classes of nonlinear systems perturbed by non-Gaussian noise. The ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) is one of the most widely used filtering algorithms based on Monte Carlo sampling technique [10, 28–33]. The usefulness of EnKF has been successfully demonstrated for numerous applications of data assimilation problems (e.g. [10, 30–32]). EnKF is a computationally efficient technique as it adopts the linear update (assimilation) step of KF. In numerous applications, EnKF resolves the issue of poor error covariance evolution commonly encountered in EKF [34]. In the context of structural dynamics, EnKF has recently been introduced as a non-parametric identification tool by Ghanem and Ferro [31]. Although widely used, some publications have reported rather poor performance of EnKF in certain applications involving highly non-Gaussian posterior probability density functions [32, 33]. To alleviate such problems, an extension of EnKF has been proposed that utilizes a weighted sum of Gaussian probability density functions to represent the non-Gaussian system state [35, 36].

The most general nonlinear filtering algorithm is the so-called particle filter (PF) [9, 32, 37–44]. In the framework of Bayesian inference, PF can handle general form of nonlinearities and non-Gaussian noises in the model and measurement operators. In PF, the ensemble members (so-called particles) are properly weighted based on the observational data. In general, PF demands larger ensembles compared to EnKF leading
to higher computational costs, but more effectively tackles strongly non-Gaussian problems. The problem related to the requirement of larger ensembles is partly mitigated using the so-called resampling technique [9, 40, 41, 45]. In the context of nonlinear dynamics, PF was applied to identify a nonlinear stiffness parameter of a Duffing oscillator [41–43]. Kivman [32] compared the applicability of the EnKF and PF for parameter estimation in the Lorenz model. Ching, Beck and Porter [46] compared the performance of EKF and PF for the state and parameter estimation of various nonlinear systems. Recently, the author studied the performance of EKF, EnKF and PF for joint state and parameter estimation of a Duffing oscillator undergoing chaotic motion [47]. To improve the performance of PF, hybrid filtering algorithms which combine EKF, UKF or EnKF with PF have also been proposed leading to the so-called extended Kalman and unscented Kalman particle filters (e.g. [27]), the predictor-corrector filter [48] and the weighted ensemble Kalman filter (WEnKF) [49].

1.3 Bayesian Inference for Estimation of Static Parameters

A popular approach to solving the parameter estimation problem using sequential data assimilation involves augmenting the state vector with the unknown system parameters. The new augmented state vector is estimated using one of the above-mentioned filtering techniques. In this approach, the parameter space is only explored at the initialization of the algorithm [50]. In certain cases, the algorithm may become ineffective; after a few iterations the probability distribution of the parameters may degenerate to a single delta Dirac function [51–54] leading to incorrect estimates. To alleviate this problem, several
authors have proposed various techniques, albeit with limited success (e.g. [47, 55–57]).

In this thesis, another approach is proposed to handle the static parameter estimation problem which avoids augmenting the state vector with the unknown parameters. Instead, the conditional distribution of the state given the noisy measurements is first estimated using an appropriate nonlinear filtering technique. Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling technique [58–60] is then used to generate samples from the posterior distribution of the unknown static parameters based on the conditional state estimates. MCMC approaches provide samples that are generated using the previous sample or set of samples with the aid of a Markov chain [58–60]. MCMC methods are rooted in the Metropolis algorithm [61] which was initially employed by physicists to compute complex integrals by rewriting them as expectations of some distributions, with MCMC providing samples from these distributions. It is worth mentioning that the framework of Probabilistic Graphical Models (PGMs) [62], although not used by the author, may be useful in formulating this problem as it provides mechanisms for analyzing complex interconnected systems.

1.4 Parallel Data Assimilation Algorithms

Parallel filtering algorithms with large-scale models are of increasing interest due to recent availability of cost-effective high performance computing systems [63]. The aim of these algorithms is to estimate the state of a large-scale system with a given numerical model and a set of observations. The algorithms also compute the error statistics in the state estimates. For large-scale systems, KF and EKF filtering techniques require (a) large computational resources to propagate the error covariance matrix and (b) large amount of memory to store the error covariance matrix. These requirements limit the
application of these filtering algorithms to high-dimensional state space models compared to EnKF which partly alleviates these problems. PF algorithms demand (a) large number of ensemble members (compared to EnKF) for good performance and (b) a resampling step of the posterior joint pdf which is again computationally expensive for high-dimensional models [10, 64, 65]. Although parallel algorithms for various filtering techniques (i.e. KF [66] and PF [67]) are reported in the literature, EnKF has received the most significant attention [68–76].

The development of EnKF paved the way for the application of sequential Bayesian inference technique for large-scale problems. However, filters based on EnKF still incur significant computational expense due to (a) high computational cost needed to march the ensemble of states of large-scale models in time and (b) large memory requirement to store the ensemble matrix (containing the various realizations of the system state) and other matrices needed to update the ensemble members when data becomes available. This fact drives the motivation to parallelize the filtering algorithms to use the large memory and computational capability of distributed memory computing systems.

Parallelization interfaces, such as message passing interface (MPI) [77], provide the mechanism to distribute the ensemble matrix across the computing nodes, in order to use the entire pool of available distributed memory and central processing units (CPUs)/cores in the high-performance computing (HPC) system. EnKF has been parallelized either by (a) delegating the task of propagating and updating a certain number of ensemble members or (b) by partitioning the spatial domain into a number of subdomains and each processor would then carry out the propagation and analysis of the entire ensemble of the state vector pertaining to one subdomain. For simplicity, the two parallelization techniques will be denoted by mode decomposition and domain decomposition [71], respectively.
The most straightforward strategy to parallelize the forecast step is to use mode decomposition whereby the ensemble states are distributed over the available pool of computing nodes [68, 71, 73]. Each node would then propagate one or a few members of the ensemble states concurrently, taking advantage of the embarrassing (straightforward) parallelism [78] of the forecast step, as alluded to by Evensen [34]. When the available data are spatially or temporally sparse, the propagation of ensemble members in time is normally the most computationally intensive step of the EnKF filtering algorithm, especially for large-scale models [73]. Therefore parallelizing the forecast step will yield a highly scalable filtering algorithm according to Amdahl’s law [79], reducing the time needed to solve a given data assimilation as more processors become available. This approach demands that each processor contains a few samples of the entire state vectors in its accessible memory. For the analysis (update) step, the matrix-vector operations incur significant inter-processor communications for collective operations. This fact seriously degrades the parallel scalability of the EnKF algorithm, especially when large amounts of observational data is assimilated [71]. Another bottleneck for this approach pertains to the memory requirement. The size of the model is restricted by the available memory as each processor must have access to at least one copy of the state vector.

Domain decomposition methods have received widespread attention to tackle large-scale (linear and nonlinear) systems arising from the spatial discretization of PDEs. In domain decomposition algorithms, such as iterative substructuring, exhibit scalable performance (for large number of processors) through data-parallelism. In the EnKF formalism, a common practice is to assign each processor a single subdomain [70, 71, 73]. Thus, each processor owns a copy of the entire ensemble of the state vector of the allocated subdomain. The domain decomposition approach circumvents the bottleneck due to the limited memory of the individual computing nodes arising in the aforementioned
mode decomposition based algorithm. For efficient parallel implementation of this algorithm, the analysis step adopts a simplification whereby spatial correlations among state elements and observations are ignored after some distance in space [69]. This assumption permits the efficient assimilation of measurements in the domain decomposition approach. In general, this approach is preferred if a domain decomposition based solver is already available for the forecast step [73].

1.5 Thesis Statement

For a low-resolution (small size) model that fits into the local memory of a compute node, Monte Carlo sampling method becomes *embarrassingly* parallel. In this scenario, each processor/core can handle a single Monte Carlo realization. For high-resolution models, a large number of processors now engage to tackle just a single Monte Carlo sample. In this case, Monte Carlo simulation loses the aforementioned parallelism. This fact imposes restriction on the number of Monte Carlo samples for high-resolution models.

For large-scale systems, a major limitation of EnKF is the requirement of a large ensemble size which is often computationally impractical or infeasible. For example, it has been shown [69] that for ensemble sizes less than or equal to 100, EnKF fails to obtain accurate statistics of the model state for a large-scale system. In order to avoid Monte Carlo sampling, Saad and Ghanem [80] have proposed a procedure to address this issue by using a polynomial chaos expansion (PCE) [1, 81] representation of the stochastic state vector. This representation is more efficient at capturing the model state statistics for accurate forecast and analysis of observations leading to Polynomial Chaos-based Kalman filter (PCKF). In this thesis, the author formulates a parallel assimilation
(update) algorithm and its scalable implementation using PCKF that makes use of a polynomial chaos based scalable domain decomposition solver [82–87].

1.6 Thesis Contributions

The novel contributions in this thesis can be summarized as follows:

• **Application of Bayesian Inference to the Flutter Margin Method:**
  In Chapter 3, a probabilistic framework based on Bayesian inference that offers a rational treatment of the uncertainties in the vibration data obtained from flight tests is developed in order to provide reliable estimates of the flutter speed. For the numerical experiments conducted in this thesis, the method provides robust estimates of the flutter speed vis-a-vis the conventional method. A proof of concept has been published in which the flutter speed of a simple airfoil numerical model was estimated [88–90].

• **Estimation of Time-Invariant Parameters of Noisy Nonlinear Oscillatory Systems:**
  The inverse problem of estimating time-invariant parameters of a nonlinear system exhibiting noisy oscillation is considered in Chapter 4. Firstly, a MCMC algorithm is developed for the time-invariant parameter estimation which uses a non-Gaussian filter, namely the EnKF for state estimation. Secondly, a recently proposed PF (that uses the EnKF to provide the proposal density), has been adapted for combined state and parameter estimation. This work has been submitted for publication in an international journal [91].
• **Static Parameter Estimation of a Non-linear Aeroelastic System using Wind Tunnel Data:**

In Chapter 5, the Bayesian inference is applied for parameter estimation of a self-sustaining aeroelastic oscillator. The system consists of an elastically mounted rigid wing on a rig fixed in a wind tunnel. For certain flow conditions in the transitional Reynolds number regime, the wing absorbs energy from the flow and settles in a stable limit cycle oscillation (LCO). The LCO originates from laminar boundary layer separation which leads to negative aerodynamic damping at small angles of attack. The proposed methodology uses EKF for the associated state estimation in order to estimate the aeroelastic parameters. To generate samples from the posterior joint probability density functions of the aeroelastic parameters, MCMC simulation technique is used. The findings of this investigation are published in the proceedings of ASME-FES [92] and IFASD [93] and in an international journal [94].

• **Data Assimilation for Large-Scale Computational Models:**

A parallel Bayesian estimation algorithm is developed in Chapter 6 which integrates PCKF [80] and a polynomial chaos based domain decomposition solver [82, 84–87, 95] for large-scale computational models. The domain decomposition solver is used to propagate the polynomial chaos (PC) coefficients of the state vector forward, providing an efficient forecast step. Whenever measurements are available, the analysis step updates the PC coefficients in parallel by taking advantage of the available spatial decomposition of the state vector. The distributed implementation of the solver and update (analysis) step are carried out using MPI. For numerical illustrations, the steady-state stochastic Poisson and advection-diffusion problems with non-Gaussian diffusivity are considered. Furthermore,
the parallel scalability of this algorithm is investigated on high performance computing platforms. Preliminary findings of this investigation are published in the proceedings of AIAA-SDM [96].

- **Parallel Solver for Non-Symmetric Stochastic Systems Based on Preconditioned Biconjugate Gradient Stabilized Method:**

  In Appendix D.4, a parallel preconditioner and parallel algorithm for the matrix-vector product involving the Schur complement matrix are formulated for the distributed implementation of the preconditioned biconjugate gradient stabilized method for spectral stochastic finite element method. This solver is used in this thesis to tackle the steady-state stochastic advection-diffusion problem.

### 1.7 Thesis Overview

The thesis is organized in the following manner. Chapter 1 presents an introduction to the problem of Bayesian inference for engineering systems and provides a relevant literature review. Chapter 2 introduces the concepts of probability theory in the context of Bayesian inference. It also reviews some of the widely used nonlinear filtering techniques to tackle the sequential data assimilation problem. A description of the Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling technique is provided in Chapter 3 with some illustrative applications including the problem of aeroelastic flutter speed estimation. The problem of static parameter estimation is formulated for dynamical systems in the context of Bayesian inference in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 describes the problem of nonlinear aeroelastic parameter estimation using wind tunnel data. Chapter 6 details a parallel filtering algorithm in order to tackle the data assimilation problem for large-scale models in com-
putational stochastic mechanics. The thesis concludes with summary of contributions and possible future research directions.
Chapter 2

Bayesian framework for state and/or parameter estimation

2.1 Introduction

This chapter introduces the underlying concepts for all probabilistic state and joint state and parameter estimation problems. The concept of conditional probability is central to those problems. A conditional probability describes the interdependence between different random events and allows one to use the statistical information provided by observations (or measurements) in making an inference regarding unobserved variables. In the case of state or state and parameter estimation of dynamical systems, the conditional probability links the information provided from the partial (sparse) and noisy measurements of the state vector to the entire state and parameter vectors of the system.
2.2 Bayesian Inference

2.2.1 Statistical Modeling

The state and parameters of a physical system are never known exactly. One can thus characterize these variables probabilistically in terms of random variables. Let us first recall some definitions and results regarding the characterization of random variables.

**Definition 2.1 (Probability Density).**

Denoting by $X \leq x$ the event of “the realization of the random variable $X$ is less than or equal to $x$”, the (cumulative) distribution function associated with the random variable $X$ is denoted as

$$F_X (x) = P (X \leq x) \quad (2.1)$$

and the probability density (subject to existence) is defined by

$$p_X (x) = \frac{dF_X (x)}{dx}. \quad (2.2)$$

The probability density (or distribution) function characterizes completely the statistical knowledge of the random variable $X$.

**Definition 2.2 (Joint Probability Density).**

Let $X$ and $Y$ be two random variables. The joint probability density of $X$ and $Y$ by [97] is denoted as

$$p_{XY} (x, y) = \frac{\partial F_{XY} (x, y)}{\partial x \partial y} \quad (2.3)$$

where

$$F_{XY} (x, y) = P (\{X \leq x\} \cap \{Y \leq y\}) . \quad (2.4)$$

The concept of joint probability density of two random variables can be extended to
a probability density for a random vector \( \mathbf{X} = [X_1, \ldots, X_n] \). The pdf of \( \mathbf{X} \) is defined as the joint probability density of its elements denoted by \( p(\mathbf{x}) = p(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \). This is referred to as a multi-dimensional probability density [97].

**Definition 2.3 (Marginal Probability Density).**

Let \( X \) and \( Y \) be two random variables (or vectors) and \( p_{XY}(x, y) \) their joint probability density. Then

\[
p_X(x) = \int p_{XY}(x, y) \, dy
\]

where \( p_X(x) \) is the marginal probability density of \( X \) [97].

**Definition 2.4 (Conditional Probability).**

The probability of the occurrence of an event \( A \) conditional upon the occurrence of another event \( B \) is given by [97]

\[
P(A \mid B) = \frac{P(A \cap B)}{P(B)}.
\]

\( P(A \mid B) \) characterizes the dependence of event \( A \) upon event \( B \). If \( A \) and \( B \) are independent, \( P(A \mid B) = P(A) \) [97].

**Definition 2.5 (Conditional Probability Density).**

The pdf of a random variable (or vector) \( X \) conditional upon another random variable (or vector) \( Y \) is given by [97]

\[
p_X(x \mid y) = \frac{p_{XY}(x, y)}{p_Y(y)} = \frac{p_{XY}(x, y)}{\int p_{XY}(x, y) \, dx}.
\]

The conditional probability density \( p_X(x \mid y) \) represents the statistical knowledge of \( X \) given an observation of \( Y \). It represents the basic tool of statistical estimation: if the
function $p_X(x|y)$ is known, an observation (or measurement) of the variable $Y$ would provide the statistical knowledge of the variable $X$.

**Definition 2.6 (Multivariate Normal Probability Density Function).**

The pdf of a random vector of dimension $n$ is said to be Gaussian (or Normal) with mean vector $\mu$ and covariance matrix $\Sigma$ if it has the following form [97]

$$p_X(x) = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{n/2}\left|\Sigma\right|^{1/2}} \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2} (x - \mu)^T \Sigma^{-1} (x - \mu) \right),$$

where $\left|\cdot\right|$ is the determinant of a matrix and superscript $T$ denotes the transpose operator.

A Normal distribution of a random vector with mean vector $\mu$ and covariance matrix $\Sigma$ will be denoted by $\mathcal{N}(x; \mu, \Sigma)$.

### 2.2.2 Bayesian Framework for Estimation

Bayes’ rule allows one to calculate the function $p_X(x|y)$ as follows

**Theorem 2.1 (Bayes’ Theorem).**

Let $X$ and $Y$ be two random variables, then [10, 98–100]

$$p_X(x|y) = \frac{p_Y(y|x)p_X(x)}{p_Y(y)} = \frac{p_Y(y|x)p_X(x)}{\int p_Y(y|x)p_X(x)\,dx}.$$

In order to simplify the notations, $p(x)$ and $p(x|y)$ will denote $p_X(x)$ and $p_X(x|y)$ respectively.

Bayes’ theorem provides the mathematical basis to the solution of the problem of estimation. Suppose a discretized system $S$ can be described by the vector $x$ containing the unknown state or state and parameter variables. $x$ will be referred to as the state vector. Let us assume that a number of measurements of the system $S$ are available,
being represented by a vector \( \mathbf{d} \). Using Bayes’ rule, one can write

\[
p(x|d) = \frac{p(d|x) p(x)}{\int p(d|x) p(x) \, dx}
\]

(2.10)

where

- \( p(x|d) \) is the posterior probability density function of \( x \) [10, 101]. It corresponds to the probability density of the parameter of interest, namely \( x \), given the measurements \( d \). \( p(x|d) \) therefore reflects all of the information provided by the measurements.

- \( p(d|x) \) is the likelihood function [10, 101]. It is derived directly from the measurement equation that relates the measurements to the state vector and the noise process that corrupts them. In most scenarios, this function can be evaluated without much conceptual or computational difficulty.

- \( p(x) \) is the prior probability density function of \( x \) [10, 101]. It represents the knowledge of the state vector prior to the assimilation of the measurements.

The main difficulty of implementing Bayes’ rule in practice is the evaluation of the integral \( \int p(d|x) p(x) \, dx \). In the general case, this integral can not be obtained analytically and its numerical approximation becomes increasingly difficult to obtain as \( x \) increases in dimension [102]. The case where \( d \) depends linearly on \( x \) and the measurement noise is additive and Gaussian in nature permits an analytical solution, in which case the posterior pdf is also Gaussian. For other (nonlinear and non-Gaussian) scenarios, the solution can only be approximated. The difficulty then lies in finding the best approximation technique to apply which is most appropriate for the problem at hand.
2.2.3 Estimators

The posterior pdf $p(x|d)$ provides the complete statistical knowledge of $x$. In a practical application, it is sometimes preferable to provide a value for $x$ that estimates its true value. The purpose of an estimator is to provide an estimate $\hat{x}$ of $x$. The two most common estimators obtained from the posterior pdf $p(x|d)$ are [9]:

1. Minimum mean-square error estimator (MMSE) [102] or minimum variance estimator given by
   \[ \hat{x}_{MMSE} = \int x p(x|d) \, dx \]  
   $\hat{x}_{MMSE}$ is the posterior mean of $x$. This estimator has the property of having the minimum mean square error of all estimators. Specifically, $\hat{x} = \hat{x}_{MMSE}$ minimizes $E [(\hat{x} - x)^T (\hat{x} - x)]$.

2. Maximum a posteriori estimator (MAP) [102] is given by
   \[ \hat{x}_{MAP} = \arg \max_x p(x|d) \]  
   $\hat{x}_{MAP}$ is the mode of the posterior distribution of $x$. The maximum-likelihood (ML) estimate (which maximizes the likelihood function) can be considered as a MAP-estimate with a flat (uninformative) prior for $x$.

2.2.4 Dynamical systems

The term dynamical system is used to denote a system whose state evolves with time. This thesis will deal with the discrete time representation of such systems. It will be assumed that the evolution of the state is random. Under this assumption, the problem
of state estimation bears resemblance with the problem addressed in the preceding subsections. Let us represent the ensemble of the states of the system on the time interval 

\([t_0, t_k]\) by \(X_k\):

\[
X_k = [x_0, x_1, \ldots, x_k]
\]  

(2.13)

where \(x_i\) is the state vector at time \(t = t_i\) for \(i = 0, 1, \ldots, k\).

Similarly, one can group the measurement vectors on the same time interval:

\[
D_k = [d_0, d_1, \ldots, d_k].
\]  

(2.14)

Bayes’ rule can then be applied to derive the posterior pdf of \(X_k\):

\[
p(X_k | D_k) = \int p(D_k | X_k) p(X_k) \, dX_k.
\]  

(2.15)

The following two assumptions permit the recursive evaluation of \(p(X_k | D_k)\) in Eq. (2.15) in terms of \(p(X_{k-1} | D_{k-1})\):

1. The successive states of the system form a Markov chain of order one. In other terms, the state at time \(t_k\) depends only on the state at the preceding instant:

\[
x_k = f_k(x_{k-1}, v_k)
\]  

(2.16)

with \(v_k\) being a vector white noise that leads to the random evolution of the state. It is sometimes referred to as modeling (process) noise.

2. The measurement vectors are statistically independent at different time instants
are independent and their pdfs, conditional on the state vector, is given by

\[ p(d_k|x_k, D_{k-1}) = p(d_k|x_k) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.17)

Under these assumptions \([49, 103]\]

\[
p(X_k|D_k) = p(x_k, X_{k-1}|d_k, D_{k-1})
\]
\[
= \frac{p(x_k, X_{k-1}, d_k, D_{k-1})}{p(d_k, D_{k-1})}
\]
\[
= \frac{p(x_k, d_k, X_{k-1}, D_{k-1}) p(X_{k-1}, D_{k-1})}{p(d_k|D_{k-1}) p(D_{k-1})}
\]
\[
= \frac{p(d_k|x_k, X_{k-1}, D_{k-1}) p(x_k|X_{k-1}, D_{k-1}) p(X_{k-1}|D_{k-1}) p(D_{k-1})}{p(d_k|D_{k-1}) p(D_{k-1})}
\]
\[
= \frac{p(d_k|x_k) p(x_k|X_{k-1}, D_{k-1}) p(x_k|X_{k-1})}{p(d_k|D_{k-1})}
\]
\[
= p(X_{k-1}|D_{k-1}) \frac{p(d_k|x_k) p(x_k|x_{k-1})}{p(d_k|D_{k-1})} . \hspace{1cm} (2.18)
\]

The above equation provides a recursive relationship between the posterior pdf at time \(t_k\) and time \(t_{k-1}\). In filtering, only the estimate of the current state \(x_k\) is of interest. The marginal probability density of \(x_k\) is calculated by:

\[ p(x_k|D_k) = \int p(X_k|D_k) dX_{k-1} . \hspace{1cm} (2.19) \]

Using the recursive relationship in Eq. (2.18), the above equation can be written as \([49, 103]\]

\[ p(x_k|D_k) = \frac{p(d_k|x_k) p(x_k|D_{k-1})}{p(d_k|D_{k-1})} . \hspace{1cm} (2.20) \]

This is an important relationship for any filtering (i.e. recursive estimation) problem.
satisfying the aforementioned two assumptions. From a computational point of view, the two main steps in filtering can be summarized as follows:

1. Forecast Step (Chapman-Kolmogorov equation) [104]:

\[
p(x_k|D_{k-1}) = \int p(x_k|x_{k-1}) p(x_{k-1}|D_{k-1}) \, dx_{k-1}
\]  

(2.21)

2. Analysis Step (Bayes' equation) [10, 98–100]:

\[
p(x_k|D_k) = \frac{p(d_k|x_k) p(x_k|D_{k-1})}{p(d_k|D_{k-1})}
\]  

(2.22)

where

\[
p(d_k|D_{k-1}) = \int p(d_k|x_k) p(x_k|D_{k-1}) \, dx_k.
\]  

(2.23)

In the general case, the above two integrals do not permit analytical solutions. This is the main difficulty encountered in the application of recursive estimation. Only for special cases (e.g. linear model and measurement equations with additive Gaussian noise), a closed-form expression for \( p(x_k|D_k) \) is available using the Kalman filter algorithm [16, 17]. Otherwise, one takes recourse the following two strategies:

- Use an analytical approximation by (a) linearizing the model and measurement equations with respect to the state and noise variables, leading to the extended Kalman filter (EKF) [10, 18–20], or (b) assuming the state variables to be Gaussian and using deterministic sampling methods to propagate the state variables through the nonlinear model equation which result in the unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [24–27].

- Use sampling methods to approximate \( p(x_k|D_k) \), resulting in either the Ensemble
2.3 Linear Filtering: The Kalman Filter

The Kalman filter [10, 19, 20] and its variants propagate a Gaussian probability density for the state. At each step of the filter, two quantities are provided which together characterize the Gaussian conditional distribution $p(x_k|D_k)$. These two quantities are (a) the mean vector denoted by $\hat{x}_k$ and (b) the covariance matrix denoted by $P_k$. The Kalman filter is only applicable to linear and Gaussian problems in which the following assumptions must be satisfied:

- The model and measurement equations are linear and the model and measurement noise processes are additive and Gaussian:

$$ x_{k+1} = F_k x_k + q_k, \quad (2.24) $$

$$ d_k = H_k x_k + e_k, \quad (2.25) $$

$$ q_k \sim \mathcal{N}(q_k; 0, Q_k), \quad (2.26) $$

$$ e_k \sim \mathcal{N}(e_k; 0, \Gamma_k), \quad (2.27) $$

where $x \in \mathbb{R}^n$ is the state vector, $F$ is the transition matrix of the dynamical model and $d \in \mathbb{R}^m$ is the measurement vector which relates to the state vector by the measurement model matrix $H$.

- The probability density of $x_0$ is Gaussian:

$$ x_0 \sim \mathcal{N}(x_0; \hat{x}_0, P_0). \quad (2.28) $$
In a probabilistic framework, the model and measurement equations (Eqns. 2.24-2.25) translate to

\[ p(x_{k+1}|x_k) = \mathcal{N}(x_{k+1}; F_k x_k, Q_k) , \quad (2.29) \]

\[ p(d_k|x_k) = \mathcal{N}(d_k; H_k x_k, R_k) . \quad (2.30) \]

Under the above assumptions, the probability density \( p(x_{fc}|D_{fc_i}) \) and \( p(x_{fc}|D_{fc}) \) are Gaussian at any time instance \( t_k \) and the Kalman filter provides the exact solution to the problem of recursive Bayesian estimation.

In order to identify the Gaussian nature of the state vector, the following notation is used

\[ p(x_k|D_{k-1}) = \mathcal{N}(x_k; \hat{x}_k^f, P_k^f) , \quad (2.31) \]

\[ p(x_k|D_k) = \mathcal{N}(x_k; \hat{x}_k^a, P_k^a) , \quad (2.32) \]

to denote the prior and posterior probability density functions of the state at time step \( t_k \), respectively. The prior Gaussian pdf is obtained by forecasting the first and second order statistics of the state vector from time step \( t_{k-1} \) to \( t_k \) using the dynamical model, hence the use of the superscript \( f \) to denote forecast. The superscript \( a \) denotes analysis as the posterior distribution of the state at time step \( t_k \) requires the analysis of the observation available at time step \( t_k \).

Assuming that the posterior distribution of the state vector at time step \( t_{k-1} \) is Gaussian, i.e. \( p(x_{k-1}|D_{k-1}) = \mathcal{N}(x_{k-1}; \hat{x}_{k-1}^a, P_{k-1}^a) \), it can be shown that the prior distribution of the state at time step \( t_k \) is also Gaussian, i.e. \( p(x_k|D_{k-1}) = \mathcal{N}(x_k; \hat{x}_k^f, P_k^f) \).
Eq. (2.21) and Eq. (2.29) give

\[
p(x_k|D_{k-1}) = \int p(x_k|x_{k-1}) p(x_{k-1}|D_{k-1}) \, dx_{k-1} \\
= \int \mathcal{N}(x_k; F_{k-1}x_{k-1}, Q_{k-1}) \mathcal{N}(x_{k-1}; \hat{x}_{k-1}^a, P_{k-1}^a) \, dx_{k-1} \\
= \mathcal{N}(x_k; F_{k-1} \hat{x}_{k-1}^a, F_{k-1}^T P_{k-1}^a F_{k-1} + Q_{k-1}) \\
= \mathcal{N}(x_k; \hat{x}_k^f, P_k^f) . \tag{2.33}
\]

The third equality in the above equation is obtained using Theorem A.6 of Appendix A.3.

From Eq. 2.33, one obtains the forecast mean and error covariance matrix which constitutes the forecast step of the Kalman filter.

- Forecast step:

\[
\hat{x}_k^f = F_{k-1} \hat{x}_{k-1}^a , \tag{2.34}
\]

\[
P_k^f = F_{k-1}^T P_{k-1}^a F_{k-1} + Q_{k-1} . \tag{2.35}
\]

One can also show that the conditional pdf of the state at time $t_k$ given an observation at time $t_k$ is also Gaussian, i.e. $p(x_k|D_k) = \mathcal{N}(x_k; \hat{x}_k^a, P_k^a)$. According to Theorem A.5
of Appendix A.3, the joint distribution of \( x_k \) and \( d_k \) given \( D_{k-1} \) is

\[
p(x_k, d_k | D_{k-1}) = p(d_k | x_k) \ p(x_k | D_{k-1})
\]

(2.36)

\[
= \mathcal{N}(d_k; H_k x_k, \Gamma_k) \ \mathcal{N}(x_k; \hat{x}_k^f, P_k^f)
\]

(2.37)

\[
= \mathcal{N}
\begin{pmatrix}
  x_k \\
  d_k
\end{pmatrix}
; 
\begin{pmatrix}
  \hat{x}_k^f \\
  H_k \hat{x}_k^f
\end{pmatrix}
; 
\begin{pmatrix}
  P_k^f & P_k^f H_k^T \\
  H_k P_k^f & H_k P_k^f H_k^T + \Gamma_k
\end{pmatrix}
\)

(2.38)

By Theorem A.4, the conditional distribution of \( x_k \) is:

\[
p(x_k | d_k, D_{k-1}) = p(x_k | D_k)
\]

\[
= \mathcal{N}
\begin{pmatrix}
  x_k \\
  \hat{x}_k^f
\end{pmatrix}
; 
\begin{pmatrix}
  \hat{x}_k^f + P_k^f H_k^T \left[H_k P_k^f H_k^T + \Gamma_k\right]^{-1} \left(d_k - H_k \hat{x}_k^f\right), \\
  P_k^f - P_k^f H_k^T \left[H_k P_k^f H_k^T + \Gamma_k\right]^{-1} H_k P_k^f
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
= \mathcal{N}
\begin{pmatrix}
  x_k \\
  \hat{x}_k^f + K_k \left(d_k - H_k \hat{x}_k^f\right), \\
  P_k^f - K_k \left[H_k P_k^f H_k^T + \Gamma_k\right]^{-1} K_k^T
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
= \mathcal{N}
\begin{pmatrix}
  x_k \\
  \hat{x}_k^f + K_k \left(d_k - H_k \hat{x}_k^f\right), \\
  (I - K_k H_k) P_k^f
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(2.39)

where

\[
K_k = P_k^f H_k^T \left[H_k P_k^f H_k^T + \Gamma_k\right]^{-1}
\]

(2.40)

is the Kalman gain matrix.

Eq. 2.39 provide the analysis mean and error covariance matrix which constitutes the analysis step of the Kalman filter.
• Analysis step:

\[
K_k = P'_k H'_k \left[ H_k P'_k H'_k + \Gamma_k \right]^{-1}, \tag{2.41}
\]

\[
\hat{x}_k^a = \hat{x}_k^f + K_k \left( d_k - H_k \hat{x}_k^f \right), \tag{2.42}
\]

\[
P_k^a = \left[ I - K_k H_k \right] P_k^f. \tag{2.43}
\]

### 2.4 Extended Kalman filter

The extended Kalman filter [10, 19, 20] provides a solution to the sequential Bayesian inference problem in which the model or measurement equations are nonlinear. In general, the discrete state-space representation of a nonlinear system is given by

\[
x_{k+1} = g_k (x_k, q_k), \tag{2.44}
\]

\[
d_k = h_k (x_k, \epsilon_k). \tag{2.45}
\]

Here \(x_k\) is the state vector, \(g_k\) is the discrete nonlinear model operator, \(d_k\) is the measurement vector which relates to the state by the nonlinear measurement operator \(h_k\). \(q_k\) and \(\epsilon_k\) are independent Gaussian random vectors with zero mean and covariance matrices \(Q_k\) and \(\Gamma_k\), respectively.

For the extended Kalman filter, the model and measurement equations are linearized around the current state. The linearized problem can be solved using the Kalman filter described in the preceding section. Linearizing \(h_k\) about \(x_k = x_k^f\) and \(\epsilon_k = 0\), one
obtains

\[
h_k (x_k, \epsilon_k) \approx h_k \left( x_k^f, \epsilon_k = 0 \right) + \frac{\partial h_k (x_k, \epsilon_k)}{\partial x_k} \bigg|_{x_k = x_k^f, \epsilon_k = 0} \left( x_k - x_k^f \right) + \frac{\partial h_k (x_k, \epsilon_k)}{\partial \epsilon_k} \bigg|_{x_k = x_k^f, \epsilon_k = 0} \epsilon_k
\]  

(2.46)

where \( \frac{\partial h_k (x_k, \epsilon_k)}{\partial x_k} \) and \( \frac{\partial h_k (x_k, \epsilon_k)}{\partial \epsilon_k} \) describe the Jacobian matrices of \( h_k (x_k, \epsilon_k) \) with respect to \( x_k \) and \( \epsilon_k \) respectively. It is further assumed that \( \mathbf{x} \) has a Gaussian prior probability density function (pdf) given by \( x_k \sim \mathcal{N} \left( x_k^f; \epsilon_k^f, \mathbf{P}_k^f \right) \). In the analysis step, EKF estimates the conditional mean \( \hat{x}_k^a \) and covariance \( \mathbf{P}_k^a \) of \( x_k \) given the measurement vector \( \mathbf{d}_k \):

- Analysis step:

\[
C_k = \left. \frac{\partial h_k (x_k, \epsilon_k)}{\partial x_k} \right|_{x_k = x_k^f, \epsilon_k = 0},
\]

(2.47)

\[
D_k = \left. \frac{\partial h_k (x_k, \epsilon_k)}{\partial \epsilon_k} \right|_{x_k = x_k^f, \epsilon_k = 0},
\]

(2.48)

\[
K_k = \mathbf{P}_k^f C_k^T \left[ D_k \Gamma_k D_k^T + C_k \mathbf{P}_k^f C_k^T \right]^{-1},
\]

(2.49)

\[
\hat{x}_k^a = \hat{x}_k^f + K_k \left( \mathbf{d}_k - h_k \left( \hat{x}_k^f, 0 \right) \right),
\]

(2.50)

\[
\mathbf{P}_k^a = \left[ \mathbf{I} - K_k \mathbf{C}_k \right] \mathbf{P}_k^f.
\]

(2.51)

Similarly, the model operator \( \mathbf{g}_k \) is linearized about \( x_k = \hat{x}_k^a \) and \( \mathbf{q}_k = 0 \) to obtain

\[
\mathbf{g}_k (x_k, \mathbf{q}_k) \approx \mathbf{g}_k \left( \hat{x}_k^a, 0 \right) + \left. \frac{\partial \mathbf{g}_k (x_k, \mathbf{q}_k)}{\partial x_k} \right|_{x_k = \hat{x}_k^a, \mathbf{q}_k = 0} \left( x_k - \hat{x}_k^a \right) + \left. \frac{\partial \mathbf{g}_k (x_k, \mathbf{q}_k)}{\partial \mathbf{q}_k} \right|_{x_k = \hat{x}_k^a, \mathbf{q}_k = 0} \mathbf{q}_k
\]  

(2.52)
where \( \frac{\partial g_k(x_k, q_k)}{\partial x_k} \) and \( \frac{\partial g_k(x_k, q_k)}{\partial q_k} \) describe the tangent linear model operators, being the Jacobian matrices of \( g_k(x_k, q_k) \) with respect to \( x_k \) and \( q_k \) respectively.

From Eqs. (2.44)-(2.52), one obtains the posterior mean and error covariance matrix which constitutes the forecast step.

- Forecast step:

\[
A_k = \frac{\partial g_k (x_k, q_k)}{\partial x_k} \bigg|_{x_k=x_k^0, q_k=0},
\]

\[
B_k = \frac{\partial g_k (x_k, q_k)}{\partial q_k} \bigg|_{x_k=x_k^0, q_k=0},
\]

\[
\hat{x}^f_{k+1} = g_k (\hat{x}^{0}_{k}, 0),
\]

\[
P^f_{k+1} = A_k P_k A_k^T + B_k Q_k B_k^T.
\]
estimates of the state are then used as new points to linearize the model and measurement equations to provide another estimate. This process is repeated until convergence.

2.5 Unscented Kalman Filter

In order to address the limited first-order accuracy of means and covariances resulting from a first-order truncated Taylor-series approximation used in EKF, the unscented transform (UT) [23] has been proposed as a tool to propagate the statistical moments of the state vector through the full nonlinear model operator leading to the so-called unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [24–27]. Using a set of carefully chosen deterministic samples (so-called sigma points), UKF estimates the first and second order moments of the state vector correct to the second order Taylor series expansion of the model operator.

2.5.1 Unscented Transform

This method provides an approximate mean and covariance of the transformation of a random vector \( \mathbf{x} \) through a nonlinear function \( f \) without the need for a Taylor series expansion of \( f \). The method can be summarized by the following steps [23, 107]:

1. Suppose that the random vector \( \mathbf{x} \) has dimension \( n \), mean \( \mu \) and covariance matrix \( \Sigma \). The first step involves the extraction of \( (2n + 1) \) characteristic points called
sigma points. These points are determined as follows

\[ X_0 = \mu \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.57)

\[ X_i = \mu + \left( \sqrt{(n + \kappa) \Sigma} \right)_i \hspace{1cm} i = 1, \ldots, n \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.58)

\[ X_i = \mu - \left( \sqrt{(n + \kappa) \Sigma} \right)_{(i-n)} \hspace{1cm} i = n + 1, \ldots, 2n \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.59)

where \( \kappa \) is chosen such that \( n + \kappa = 3 \) whenever \( \mathbf{x} \) is assumed to be Gaussian, \( \left( \sqrt{(n + \kappa) \Sigma} \right)_i \) is the \( i \)th row (or column) of the matrix square root of \( (n + \kappa) \Sigma \).

2. The second step is the calculation of the image of each of the points onto the function \( f \):

\[ \mathcal{M}_i = f(X_i) \hspace{1cm} i = 0, \ldots, 2n \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.60)

3. Finally, the mean and the covariance of \( f(\mathbf{x}) \) are approximated by a weighted average:

\[ \hat{E}[f(\mathbf{x})] = \sum_{i=0}^{2n} W_i \mathcal{M}_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.61)

\[ \hat{E}[(f(\mathbf{x}) - \hat{E}[f(\mathbf{x})]) (f(\mathbf{x}) - \hat{E}[f(\mathbf{x})])^T] = \sum_{i=0}^{2n} W_i \left( \mathcal{M}_i - \hat{E}[f(\mathbf{x})] \right) \left( \mathcal{M}_i - \hat{E}[f(\mathbf{x})] \right)^T \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.62)

where \( W_i \) is the weight given to the \( i \)th sigma point:

\[ W_0 = \kappa / (n + \kappa) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.63)

\[ W_i = 1/2 (n + \kappa) \hspace{1cm} i = 1, \ldots, 2n \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.64)
As already mentioned, in UKF, the unscented transform is used to propagate the state vector through the full nonlinear model and measurement operators. "These estimates of the mean and covariance are accurate to the second order (third order for true Gaussian priors) of the Taylor series expansion of any nonlinear function" [107].

- **Analysis step**: To perform the analysis step, the nonlinear measurement operator is used to map the sigma points of the state vector, as described by the following steps:

  - The unscented transform is applied onto the extended forecast state vector
    \[ X_k^f = [x_k^f, \epsilon_k] \]
    with covariance:
    \[
    P_k^f = \begin{bmatrix}
    P_k^f & 0 \\
    0 & \Gamma_k
    \end{bmatrix}
    \]  
    (2.65)

    and the computed sigma points will be of the form \( \chi_i' = [\chi_i^X, \chi_i^\epsilon] \).

  - Transform the sigma points through the original nonlinear measurement operator:
    \[
    \mathcal{M}_i = h_k (\chi_i^X, \chi_i^\epsilon)
    \]  
    (2.66)

  - Obtain the Kalman gain matrix:
    \[
    \hat{d}_k = \sum_{i=0}^{2n} W_i \mathcal{M}_i
    \]  
    (2.67)

    \[
    P_{zd} = \sum_{i=0}^{2n} W_i \left( \chi_i^X - x_k^f \right) \left( \mathcal{M}_i - \hat{d}_k \right)^T
    \]  
    (2.68)

    \[
    P_{dd} = \sum_{i=0}^{2n} W_i \left( \mathcal{M}_i - \hat{d}_k \right) \left( \mathcal{M}_i - \hat{d}_k \right)^T
    \]  
    (2.69)

    \[
    K_k = P_{zd} P_{dd}^{-1}
    \]  
    (2.70)
– Obtain the analysis mean and covariance matrix:

\[ x_a^k = x_k^f + K_k (d_k - \hat{d}_k) , \]  
\[ P_a^k = P_k^f - K_k P_{dd}^{-1} K_k^T . \]  

\[ (2.71) \]  
\[ (2.72) \]

• **Forecast step:** To propagate the state estimate through the nonlinear model operator using unscented transform (UT), the forecast step involves obtaining the so-called sigma points and applying the full nonlinear model operator onto each of these points. In order to forecast the state of the system, the following steps are performed:

– The unscented transform is applied onto the extended state vector \( X_a^k = [x_k^a, q_k] \) with covariance:

\[ P_a^k = \begin{bmatrix} P_k^a & 0 \\ 0 & Q_k \end{bmatrix} \]  
\[ (2.73) \]

and the sigma points obtained will be of the form \( \mathcal{X}_i = [\mathcal{X}_i^x, \mathcal{X}_i^q] \).

– Transform the sigma points through the original nonlinear model operator:

\[ \mathcal{X}_i^f = g_k (\mathcal{X}_i^x, \mathcal{X}_i^q) \]  
\[ (2.74) \]

– Obtain the forecast mean and covariance matrix:

\[ x_{k+1}^f = \sum_{i=0}^{2n} W_i \mathcal{X}_i^f \]  
\[ (2.75) \]

\[ P_{k+1}^f = \sum_{i=0}^{2n} W_i (\mathcal{X}_i^f - x_{k+1}^f) (\mathcal{X}_i^f - x_{k+1}^f)^T . \]  
\[ (2.76) \]
It is important to note that the UKF does not need the evaluation of the Jacobians and Hessians of the model and measurement operators, contrary to EKF. This is an advantage for UKF in cases when the model and measurement operators are non-differentiable or have complex mathematical forms. Furthermore, the \((2n + 1)\) sigma-points are propagated through the nonlinear operators. Compared with the EKFs first-order accuracy, the estimation accuracy of UKF is perfect for nonlinearities of third-order with Gaussian data and nonlinearities of second-order with non-Gaussian data [24, 27]. UKF has been shown to be more robust and accurate than EKF in numerous applications [24, 27, 107].

2.6 Ensemble Kalman filter

For strong nonlinearity, EKF may provide erroneous conditional mean and covariance estimates due to linearization of the model and measurement operators [9, 10]. UKF often encounters the same problem in practice, although the regularization trick and square-root UKF [108] can alleviate this problem. In EnKF, proposed by Evensen [34], a finite number of Monte Carlo samples of the state vector \(x_k\) are propagated forward in time using the original model operator. One can estimate the pdf of \(x_k\) using ensemble averaging. However, EnKF performs a linear analysis step as KF. The analysis step assumes a Gaussian state and measurement noise which offers computational efficiency but introduces errors in the estimated conditional pdf of \(x_k\).

Considering again the model and measurement equations as described by Eqs. (2.44)-(2.45), EnKF provides estimates of the conditional mean and covariance of the state vector as follows:

1. Create an initial ensemble \(\left\{ x_{0,i}^f \right\} \) of size \(N\) with \(i = 1, \ldots, N\), using the prior pdf of \(x_0\).
2. Analysis step:

\[ d_{k,i} = h_k \left( x_{k,i}^f, \epsilon_{k,i} \right), \]  
\[ \bar{d}_k = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} d_{k,i}, \]  
\[ \bar{x}_k^f = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} x_{k,i}^f, \]  
\[ P_{xd} = \frac{1}{N-1} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (x_{k,i}^f - \bar{x}_k^f) (d_{k,i} - \bar{d}_k)^T, \]  
\[ P_{dd} = \frac{1}{N-1} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (d_{k,i} - \bar{d}_k) (d_{k,i} - \bar{d}_k)^T, \]  
\[ K_k = P_{xd} P_{dd}^{-1}, \]  
\[ x_{k,i}^a = x_{k,i}^f + K_k \left( d_k - h_k \left( x_{k,i}^f, \epsilon_{k,i} \right) \right). \]

3. Forecast step:

\[ x_{k+1,i}^f = g_k \left( x_{k,i}^a, q_{k,i} \right), \]  
\[ x_{k+1}^f = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} x_{k+1,j}^f, \]  
\[ P_{k+1}^f = \frac{1}{N-1} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \left( x_{k+1,j}^f - x_{k+1}^f \right) \left( x_{k+1,j}^f - x_{k+1}^f \right)^T. \]

For strongly nonlinear measurement operators, the linear analysis step in EnKF is the major limitation. For the case of additive measurement noise \( h_k (x_k, \epsilon_k) = h_k (x_k) + \epsilon_k \), one can however augment the original state vector with \( h_k (x_k) \). In that case, the measurement becomes a linear function of the new augmented state vector and thereby avoiding the linearization step.

The perturbation of measurements can be avoided using the square-root algorithm.
EnKF avoids the memory-intensive explicit storage of the conditional covariance matrix $P_k$ as required for EKF. In numerous applications, it has been demonstrated that EnKF resolves the issue of poor error covariance evolution commonly encountered in EKF and UKF [34].

2.7 Particle Filters

EnKF is a particularly appealing ensemble-based data assimilation method because it adopts the linear analysis step of KF. This fact greatly simplifies the analysis step. Although this approach has been widely used for some time, some publications reported rather poor performance by EnKF in certain applications such as those in [32, 33]. In these cases, highly non-Gaussian posterior pdfs lead to difficulties in EnKF. To alleviate such problem, an extension of EnKF is reported that utilizes a weighted sum of Gaussian pdfs (instead of a single Gaussian pdf) to represent the prior distribution [35, 36, 39]. Mandel et al. [48] proposed another extension that combines EnKF with nonparametric density estimation techniques based on the distance in Sobolev spaces. A more general approach, namely PF, is devised in the framework of Bayesian inference [9, 40, 44, 53]. In this approach, the ensemble members (so-called particles) are properly weighted based on the measurements.

2.7.1 Particle Representation of a Probability Distribution

Introduction

In all cases of classical nonlinear filtering (e.g. EKF), the conditional probability density $p(x_k|D_k)$ is represented parametrically, for example by a Gaussian pdf. Each iteration of the filter step involves updating the parameters (e.g. mean and covariance) that fully
characterize the state pdf based on the available observation. In the case of particle filtering, the representation of $p(x_k|D_k)$ is different as the filter does not seek an approximate analytical representation of the probability density in parametric forms. It represents the distribution by a set of samples (called particles) distributed according to $p(x_k|D_k)$.

**Approximating Moments of a pdf**

In engineering applications, the conditional mean and variance of the state $x_k$ are often the two sought-out quantities for state estimation. The question then is how to estimate the first and second moments of $p(x_k|D_k)$:

$$E[g(x_k)|D_k] = \int g(x_k) p(x_k|D_k) \, dx_k$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.87)

where

$$g(x_k) = x_k \quad \text{for the first moment}$$

$$g(x_k) = x_k x_k^T \quad \text{for the second moment}$$

These quantities can be estimated by statistical averages when an ensemble of samples distributed according to $p(x_k|D_k)$ is available. Let us denote the ensemble by $\{x_{k,i}\}, i = 1, \ldots, N$. If the samples are assumed to be independent of each other, the statistical estimate of the quantity $g(x_k)$, conditional on observations $D_k$, is

$$\hat{E}[g(x_k)|D_k] = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} g(x_{k,i}) \quad .$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.88)

The above estimate is a random variable with a mean $E[g(x_k)|D_k]$ and variance that tends towards zero as $N$ tends to infinity. More specifically, the estimate of the first moment is

$$\hat{E}[x_k|D_k] = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} x_{k,i} \quad$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.89)
with variance

\[
\text{var} \left[ \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} x_{k,i} \right] = \frac{1}{N} \text{var} [x_k | D_k] \quad (2.90)
\]

which tends to zero as \( N \) tends to infinity.

**Weighted Sampling of a Probability Distribution**

In the previous subsection, it was assumed that it is possible to generate samples distributed according to \( p(x_k | D_k) \). If this distribution does not have a simple analytical form (i.e. uniform, Gaussian or exponential), it is difficult to simulate its samples digitally using computers. Although there are methods for generating samples from an arbitrary distribution, the computational cost is generally high, especially when the probability density is multidimensional [58–60]. Thus, it is assumed that samples can be easily generate according to another pdf \( q(x_k | D_k) \) (called the Proposal distribution, or importance function) and that one could evaluate \( p(x_k | D_k) \) easily. It is then possible to approximate the moments of \( p(x_k | D_k) \) using samples \( \{x_{k,i}\}, i = 1, \ldots, N \) distributed according to \( q(x_k | D_k) \). In that case, Eq. (2.87) can be rewritten as

\[
E [g(x_k) | D_k] = \int g(x_k) p(x_k | D_k) \, dx_k
\]

\( = \int g(x_k) \frac{p(x_k | D_k)}{q(x_k | D_k)} q(x_k | D_k) \, dx_k \quad (2.91) \)

\( = \int g(x_k) \frac{p(D_k | x_k)}{p(D_k | x_k)} \frac{p(x_k)}{q(x_k | D_k)} q(x_k | D_k) \, dx_k \quad (2.92) \)

\( = \frac{1}{p(D_k)} \int g(x_k) \frac{p(D_k | x_k)}{q(x_k | D_k)} \frac{p(x_k)}{q(x_k | D_k)} q(x_k | D_k) \, dx_k \quad (2.93) \)

\( = \frac{1}{p(D_k)} \int g(x_k) \frac{p(D_k | x_k)}{q(x_k | D_k)} \frac{p(x_k)}{q(x_k | D_k)} q(x_k | D_k) \, dx_k \quad (2.94) \)

\( = \frac{1}{p(D_k)} \int g(x_k) \frac{\tilde{w}_k(x_k) q(x_k | D_k)}{\int p(D_k | x_k) \, dx_k} \, dx_k \quad (2.95) \)

\( = \frac{\int g(x_k) \tilde{w}_k(x_k) q(x_k | D_k) \, dx_k}{\int \tilde{w}_k(x_k) q(x_k | D_k) \, dx_k} \quad (2.96) \)

\( = \frac{\int g(x_k) \tilde{w}_k(x_k) q(x_k | D_k) \, dx_k}{\int \tilde{w}_k(x_k) q(x_k | D_k) \, dx_k} \quad (2.97) \)
where
\[
\tilde{w}_k(x_k) = \frac{p(D_k|x_k)p(x_k)}{q(x_k|D_k)}.
\] (2.98)

Given independent samples \(\{x_{k,i}\}, i = 1, \ldots, N\) distributed according to \(q(x_k|D_k)\), the above expectation can be approximated by
\[
\hat{E}[g(x_k)|D_k] = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} g(x_{k,i}) \tilde{w}_{k,i} \tag{2.99}
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \tilde{w}_{k,j} \sum_{i=1}^{N} g(x_{k,i}) \tilde{w}_{k,i} \tag{2.100}
\]

\[
= \frac{N}{\sum_{j=1}^{N} \tilde{w}_{k,j}} \sum_{i=1}^{N} g(x_{k,i}) \tilde{w}_{k,i} \tag{2.101}
\]

\[
= \sum_{i=1}^{N} g(x_{k,i}) w_{k,i} \tag{2.102}
\]

where the weights are normalized according to:

\[
w_{k,i} = \frac{\tilde{w}_{k,i}}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \tilde{w}_{k,i}}.
\]

**Effective Ensemble Size**

The effective ensemble size is an indicator used to assess the quality of the approximation, defined by

\[
N_{eff} = \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (w_{k,i})^2} \tag{2.103}
\]

which is between 0 and \(N\). It is equal to \(N\) when all sample weights are equal, i.e. \(w_{k,i} = 1/N\). The variance of the approximation in Eq. (2.102) is inversely proportional to the effective ensemble size [109].
2.7.2 Principle of Particle Filters

Introduction

The particle filter propagates a set of weighted samples (called particles) so that at each iteration $k$, the particles are representative of distribution $p(x_k|D_k)$. This is done recursively by changing the state and weight of each particle according to the model and measurement equations. One can make the analogy with the Kalman-based filters, in which the estimated state and covariance are updated recursively. However, two important differences are worth noting. First, the operation of forecasting involves propagating each sample in the ensemble forward by integrating the full nonlinear model operator. Furthermore, there is no unique particle filtering algorithm in the sense that the representation of a probability density by a set of weighted samples is not unique; it depends on the chosen proposal distribution (and ensemble of the particles). Therefore, the performance of the filter depend on this choice. This subsection introduces the principle of particle filter and the conventional choices for the proposal distribution.

Notion of a Particle

It has been assumed that a particle is a sample from a probability distribution, which is associated with a weight. For particle filters consisting of $N$ particles, the ensemble of successive states of particle $i$ from the initial state through the state at instant $k$ will be denoted by $X_{k,i} = \{x_{0,i}, \ldots, x_{k,i}\}$. Its weight will be denoted by $w_{k,i}$.

Forecast and Analysis Steps

The proposal distribution used by the particle filter at time step $k$ will be denoted by $q(x_k|D_k)$. It is from this distribution that particles are generated. This distribution, in
general, depends on the set of observations $D_k$. Once the trajectories of particles are drawn according to the proposal distribution, the weights are evaluated so that the set of weighted particles approximate the probability density $p(x_k|D_k)$. The weight of each particle is therefore:

$$w_{k,i} = \frac{p(X_{k,i}|D_k)}{q(X_{k,i}|D_k)} .$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.104)

In practice one does not know the analytical expression of $p(X_k|D_k)$ as it is precisely the density that one seeks to approximate. However, the calculation of the weights admits a recursive expression. Indeed, the solution of the Bayesian estimation problem has the following recursive form as in Eq. (2.18):

$$p(X_k|D_k) = p(X_{k-1}|D_{k-1}) \frac{p(d_k|x_k)p(x_k|x_{k-1})}{p(d_k|D_{k-1})}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.105)

which in turn provides a recursive formula for the weights:

$$w_{k,i} = \frac{p(X_{k,i}|D_k)}{q(X_{k,i}|D_k)}$$

$$= p(X_{k-1,i}|D_{k-1}) \frac{p(d_k|x_{k,i})p(x_{k,i}|x_{k-1,i})}{p(d_i|D_{k-1})}\frac{1}{q(X_{k,i}|D_k)}$$

$$= \frac{p(X_{k-1,i}|D_{k-1})}{q(X_{k-1,i}|D_{k-1})} \frac{p(d_k|x_{k,i})p(x_{k,i}|x_{k-1,i})}{p(d_k|D_{k-1})}q(X_{k,i}|D_k)$$

$$= w_{k-1,i} \frac{p(d_k|x_{k,i})p(x_{k,i}|x_{k-1,i})}{p(d_k|D_{k-1})}q(X_{k-1,i}|D_k)$$

$$\propto w_{k-1,i} \frac{p(d_k|x_{k,i})p(x_{k,i}|x_{k-1,i})}{q(X_{k,i}|D_k)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.106)

The densities $p(d_k|x_{k,i})$ and $p(x_{k,i}|x_{k-1,i})$ are obtained from the model and measurement equations. This is the principle of \textit{sequential importance sampling} (SIS) filter. Eq. (2.106) can be simplified further if the proposal distribution permits the following
factorization:

\[ q(X_k|D_k) = q(x_k|X_{k-1}, D_k) q(X_{k-1}|D_{k-1}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.107)

\( q(x_k|X_{k-1}, D_k) \) is the proposal density used to sample the \( k \)th point of the trajectory, conditional on the previous states and measurements. In this case, the recursive expression of the weights becomes

\[ w_{k,i} \propto w_{k-1,i} \frac{p(d_k|x_{k,i}) p(x_{k,i}|x_{k-1,i})}{q(x_{k,i}|X_{k-1,i}, D_k)}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.108)

The particle filtering algorithm consists of two steps at each iteration:

1. Forecast step: Obtain samples from a proposal distribution

\[ x_{k,i} \sim q(x_k|X_{k-1}, D_k) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.109)

2. Analysis step: Update the weights of all particles based on the observation \( d_k \) according to

\[ \tilde{w}_{k,i} = \infty w_{k-1,i} \frac{p(d_k|x_{k,i}) p(x_{k,i}|x_{k-1,i})}{q(x_{k,i}|X_{k-1,i}, D_k)}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.110)

\[ w_{k,i} = \frac{\tilde{w}_{k,i}}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \tilde{w}_{k,i}}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.111)

**Necessity of a Resampling step**

In the classical problem of recursive estimation, uncertainty of the state is initially high which gradually decreases with the sequential assimilation of observations. In most cases, the support of \( p(x_k|D_k) \) is initially large and decreases over time. The particles are scattered across the state space according to some proposal distribution. Depending
on the choice of proposal distribution, in some cases one ends up with the majority of particles being dispersed in areas where \( p(x_k|D_k) \) is very small in value. Therefore, these particles have a very low weight. The severity of this so-called degeneracy phenomenon depends on the problem and the choice of the proposal distribution.

To alleviate the degeneracy of the particles, a step will be undertaken to remove particles of negligible weight and duplicate the particles of high weight. There are different methods for resampling including multinomial sampling [45, 110–112], residual resampling [52, 113] and stratified sampling [113]. Resampling can be performed at every step of the filter, or only performed if degeneracy is detected. The resulting filter is commonly known as a Sampling Importance Resampling (SIR) filter. The multinomial resampling is summarized as follows:

1. Draw \( N \) independent and identically-distributed (IID) samples from a uniform distribution on \([0, 1]\)

\[
u_i \sim U(0, 1) \quad i = 1, \ldots, N \tag{2.112}\]

2. Obtain the cumulative density function \( v \) of the weights:

\[
v_j = \sum_{l=1}^{j} w_{k,l} \hspace{2cm} (2.113)\]

3. For \( m = 1, \ldots, N \), determine \( n \) such that \( v_n \leq u_m < v_{n+1} \) and copy the \( n \)th particle \( x_{k,n} \) into the new ensemble

4. Reset the weights as \( w_{k,i} = 1/N \), for \( i = 1, \ldots, N \).

As already mentioned, the resampling step can be performed at each iteration of the filter, or only when the degeneracy of the particles is detected. An indicator of the
presence of degeneracy the effective ensemble size defined in Subsection 2.7.1. $N_{eff}$ is equal to the ensemble size $N$ if all weights are equal and decreases as the extent of degeneracy increases. Thus, resampling can be performed when the effective ensemble size falls below a certain threshold value, denoted by $N_{thr}$ [51–54]. A common threshold for resampling is $N_{eff} = N/3$ [53].

It is important to note that although the resampling step is essential to the effective functioning of the particle filter, it may have adverse effects on the operation of the filter and the quality of the particle representation of the posterior pdf $p(x_k|D_k)$. Indeed, particles with relatively high weight are duplicated numerous times leading to loss of diversity among the ensemble. If the model noise term is relatively weak, the ensemble members will be close to each other during the subsequent iterations and the space state is insufficiently explored. This is the motivation behind performing the resampling step when degeneracy is detected.

**Choice of Proposal Distribution**

The resampling step aims at reducing the effect of the degeneracy phenomenon whereby the majority of particles are clustered in areas where $p(x_k|D_k)$ is very low, due to a poor choice of proposal distribution. Thus the judicious selection of proposal distribution minimizes the occurrence rate of degeneracy and reduce the overall number of resampling steps. Next, some proposal distributions that are used in practice will be briefly reviewed.

**Prior Proposal Distribution**

The use of the prior pdf as the proposal distribution, i.e.

$$q(x_k|X_{k-1}, D_k) = p(x_k|x_{k-1})$$

(2.114)
leads to the simplest method, often referred to as the bootstrap filter [45]. It does not take into account the most recent observation \( d_k \). The particle trajectories are obtained by simply applying the stochastic model equation to update the state vector of each particle. The most recent observation is used in the weight-update equation which simplifies to

\[
\tilde{w}_{k,i} \propto w_{k-1,i} p (d_k | x_{k,i}) .
\]  

(2.115)

This choice of proposal distribution ignores the most recent observation and thus is not optimal (it does not significantly minimize the occurrence rate of degeneracy).

**Optimal Proposal Distribution**

The optimal proposal distribution (or importance function) is the distribution that minimizes the variance of the particle weights (and thus also minimizes the occurrence of the degeneracy phenomenon) [53]. The optimal importance function is given by

\[
q (x_k | X_{k-1}, D_k) = p (x_k | x_{k-1,i}, d_k)
\]  

(2.116)

which would in turn give the following weight update equation [53]

\[
\tilde{w}_{k,i} \propto w_{k-1,i} p (d_k | x_{k-1,i}) .
\]  

(2.117)

The optimal proposal suffers from two major drawbacks. It requires the ability to sample from \( p (x_k | x_{k-1,i}, d_k) \) and to evaluate \( p (d_k | x_{k-1,i}) \), which can not be achieved in general cases.

**Proposal Distribution as Forecast pdf of EKF or UKF**
The Gaussian proposal distribution is of the form

$$q(x_k | x_{k-1}, D_k) = \mathcal{N}(x_k; \hat{x}_k, P_k).$$

(2.118)

The sampling from Gaussian distribution can be performed conveniently. Furthermore, \( p(d_k | x_{k-1,i}) \) would be easy to evaluate. This proposal distribution is the posterior or forecast pdf obtained by EKF or UKF.

For instance, Van der Merwe and Wan [108] developed a particle filter with importance function given by a bank of unscented Kalman filters. A separate UKF is associated with each particle providing a unique proposal for each of the particles:

$$q(x_{k,i} | x_{k-1,i}, D_k) = \mathcal{N}(x_{k,i}; \hat{x}_{k,i}, P_{k,i}).$$

(2.119)

Since the proposal distribution is not unique for all particles, this proposal results in a sub-optimal filter [104].

**Proposal Distribution as Forecast of EnKF**

For strongly nonlinear systems, the proposal based on EnKF is perhaps most appropriate as it maintains some non-Gaussian characteristics in the proposal. Unlike EKF and UKF based proposal, EnKF proposal does not differ from particle to particle. In other words, a single proposal is used to update the particle weights as explained next. The (non-Gaussian) EnKF based proposal is obtained by kernel density estimation (KDE) [114]. The forecast pdf of the particle filter is also estimated by kernel density estimation (KDE). This proposal is first proposed by Mandel and Beezley and termed as the predictor-corrector filter [48]. The algorithm of the predictor-corrector is summarized next:
1. Using the prior pdf of $x_0$, create an ensemble $\{x_{0,i}^f\}$ of size $N$ with $i = 1, \ldots, N$.

2. Analysis step:

\[
d_{k,i} = h_k \left( x_{k,i}^f, \epsilon_{k,i} \right),
\]

(2.120)

\[
\bar{d}_k = \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_{k,i}^f \ d_{k,i},
\]

(2.121)

\[
\bar{x}_k^f = \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_{k,i}^f \ x_{k,i}^f,
\]

(2.122)

\[
P_{xd} = \frac{1}{1 - \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_{k,i}^f} \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_{k,i}^f \left( x_{k,i}^f - \bar{x}_k^f \right) \left( d_{k,i} - \bar{d}_k \right)^T,
\]

(2.123)

\[
P_{dd} = \frac{1}{1 - \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_{k,i}^f} \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_{k,i}^f \left( d_{k,i} - \bar{d}_k \right) \left( d_{k,i} - \bar{d}_k \right)^T,
\]

(2.124)

\[
K_k = P_{xd} P_{dd}^{-1},
\]

(2.125)

\[
x_{k,i}^a = x_{k,i}^f + K_k \left( d_k - h_k \left( x_{k,i}^f, \epsilon_{j,i} \right) \right)
\]

(2.126)

\[
u_{k,i}^a = w_{k,i}^f \ P \left( d_k \left| x_{k,i}^a \right. \right) \pfrac{f}{\pfrac{\pi}} \left( x_{k,i}^a \right)
\]

(2.127)

\[
\approx w_{k,i}^f \ \pfrac{d_k}{x_{k,i}^a} \ \sum_{j=1}^{N} w_{k,j}^a \ \varphi \left( \frac{\|x_{k,i}^a - x_{k,j}^a\|_U}{h_j} \right) \ \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{1}{N} \varphi \left( \frac{\|x_{k,j}^a - \bar{x}_k^a\|_U}{h_i} \right)}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \varphi \left( \frac{\|x_{k,j}^a - \bar{x}_k^a\|_U}{h_i} \right)}
\]

(2.128)

\[
\bar{x}_k^a = \sum_{j=1}^{N} w_{k,j}^a \ x_{k,j}^a;
\]

(2.129)

\[
P_k^a = \frac{1}{1 - \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_{k,i}^a} \sum_{j=1}^{N} w_{k,j}^a \left( x_{k,j}^a - \bar{x}_k^a \right) \left( x_{k,j}^a - \bar{x}_k^a \right)^T.
\]

(2.130)
3. Forecast step:

\[ w_{k+1,i}^f = w_{k,i}^p \]  
\[ x_{k+1,i}^f = g_k \left( x_{k,i}^p, f_k, q_{k,i} \right) , \]  
\[ \bar{x}_{k+1}^f = \sum_{j=1}^{N} w_{k,j}^f x_{k+1,j}^f, \]  
\[ p_{k+1}^f = \frac{1}{1 - \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_{k,i}^f} \sum_{j=1}^{N} w_{k,j}^f \left( x_{k,j}^f - \bar{x}_{k}^f \right) \left( x_{k,j}^f - \bar{x}_{k}^f \right)^T. \]  

\( \varphi \) is a chosen kernel function required for kernel density estimation, \( h \) is the bandwidth, and \( \| \cdot \|_U \) is a norm on the state space. The Euclidean-norm is used herein.

2.8 Application to Nonlinear Spring-Damper Oscillator

A nonlinear spring-damper oscillator forced by random input is described by the following nonlinear differential equation in the state-space form (e.g. \([18, 48, 115, 116]\))

\[ \dot{x}(t) = 4x(t) - 4x^3(t) + \sigma \xi(t) \]  

with \( x(t) \) being the displacement, \( \xi(t) \) is a Gaussian white noise describing the random input (additive modeling error) and \( \sigma \) denotes its strength. The oscillator contains two stable fixed points at \( x = \pm 1 \) and an unstable fixed point at \( x = 0 \). Its motion is analogous to the motion of a ball rolling between two wells (see Fig. 2.1). This system is called the double-well system \([33]\) or the Bernoulli equation \([117]\).

The above equation can be cast in Ito stochastic differential equation (SDE) \([118]\) as

\[ dx = [4x - 4x^3] \, dt + \sigma \xi(t) \, dt. \]
where $\xi(t) dt = dW = W(t_{k+1}) - W(t_k)$ is a Brownian increment.

The above Ito stochastic differential equation (SDE) is discretized using the Euler-Maruyama stochastic integration scheme [118–120] with time step $\Delta t$ as

$$x_{k+1} = x_k + \Delta t \left[ 4x_k - 4x_k^3 \right] + \sigma \sqrt{\Delta t} \varepsilon_k$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.137)

where $\varepsilon_k$ is a standard Gaussian random variable.

The evolution of the pdf for $x$ is given by the following Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov equation [33]:

$$\frac{\partial p}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left\{ 4x (x^2 - 1) p \right\} + \frac{1}{2} \sigma^2 \frac{\partial^2 p}{\partial x^2} .$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.138)

### 2.8.1 State Estimation

Numerical experiments related to the state tracking of the nonlinear oscillator using the various nonlinear filters is conducted next. In Fig. 2.2, the true displacement of the oscillator and its noisy measurements $d_k$ polluted by Gaussian noise $\epsilon_k \sim \mathcal{N}(0, 0.08)$ are plotted. The modeling error has an amplitude of $\sigma = 0.5$. The observational data is acquired and analyzed at intervals of 1 time unit. For the ensemble Kalman filter, particle filter and the predictor-corrector filter, an ensemble size of $N = 150$ is used. To minimize sampling errors, latin hypercube sampling (LHS) [121, 122] is employed for the ensemble Kalman filter, the particle filter and the predictor-corrector filter.
The state estimation results using the extended Kalman filter (EKF), the unscented Kalman filter (UKF), the ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF), the bootstrap filter and the predictor-corrector filter are shown in Fig. 2.2. For all filters, the MMSE estimates are used. The initial conditions for $x$ is a Gaussian pdf with unity mean and variance of 0.01. The threshold effective ensemble size for the particle filter and the predictor-corrector filter for resampling purposes is taken to be 33% of the ensemble size (i.e. $N_{thr} = N/3$). The predictor-corrector filter tracks the jump of the state of the system from one potential well to another the fastest among all filters. The jump is also tracked by the particle filter and ensemble Kalman filter, albeit with longer delay. The extended and unscented Kalman filters do not track the jump during the time interval examined due to the non-Gaussian nature of the state vector.

Fig. 2.3 also presents the MMSE state estimate obtained by directly solving the Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov equation using the finite difference method conditioned by the same data, denoted by the optimal solution. The non-Gaussian characteristics in the conditioned transition pdf are quite obvious as the oscillator jumps from one potential well to another, explaining the lack of tracking ability of the classical nonlinear filters (i.e. EKF and UKF). This transition (jump) takes place between 1 seconds and 5 seconds of the simulation. The non-Gaussian nature of the pdf manifests itself through bi-modality of the pdfs. The modes (peaks) of the pdfs are at the stable fixed points $x = \pm 1$. 
Figure 2.2: True, measured and estimated displacement of the double-well system. The true displacement is shown in black and the measurements as red circles. The MMSE displacement estimates are shown for EKF (red), UKF (brown), bootstrap filter (blue), EnKF (purple), predictor-corrector filter (orange) and the optimal estimate (green) obtained by solving the Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov equation and conditioning using Bayes’ theorem. The shaded region is the MMSE optimal estimate plus or minus 3 standard deviations representing the uncertainty in the estimate.
Figure 2.3: Prior and Posterior displacement pdfs of the double-well system obtained by solving the Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov equation and conditioning the pdfs using Bayes' theorem.
Chapter 3

Markov Chain Monte Carlo

The application of Bayesian inference for tackling engineering problems has been limited due to the difficulty in integrating high-dimensional functions required to obtain the posterior distribution and statistical estimates of the unknown quantities of interest. Several methods that approximate these integrals have been proposed (e.g. [123, 124]). Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods provide samples from complex distributions while circumventing the need for high-dimensional integration. MCMC approaches provide new samples that are generated using the previous sample(s) by constructing a Markov chain. MCMC methods are rooted in the Metropolis algorithm [61] which was initially employed by physicists to compute complex integrals by rewriting them as expectations of some distributions, whereby MCMC provides samples from these distributions. This chapter provides an elementary exposition of the Monte Carlo and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling techniques based on the textbooks [58–60]. First, the concept of Monte Carlo integration is provided. Next, the essential theory of Markov chains needed to develop MCMC is presented. The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm for MCMC is subsequently derived. The chapter ends with two engineering applications of MCMC.
3.1 Monte Carlo Integration

As explained in the previous chapter, Bayesian inference of a set of parameters involves combining the likelihood function with the prior density function of these parameters according to Bayes' theorem (Eq. (2.10)). The product of the likelihood and prior is proportional to the posterior probability. In order to use the the posterior distribution to make an inference regarding the parameters, one requires the estimation of the normalization factor (being the denominator in Eq. (2.10)), which in practice is analytically intractable in most cases. For high-dimensional problems arising in practice, the numerical approximation of the normalization factor is difficult to obtain. To alleviate this difficulty, one may resort to using Monte Carlo sampling techniques [55, 58–60, 125]. Monte Carlo methods provides samples of the parameter(s) of interest according to the posterior probability density. One can then statistically estimate the quantities of interest from these samples.

The inception of Monte Carlo methods is mainly credited to John von Neumann, Stanislaw M. Ulam, Enrico Fermi and Nicholas Metropolis while working on the so-called “Manhattan Project“ to design the atomic bomb [126]. While studying fissile material, they were faced with the difficulty of describing mathematically the process of chain reaction. They proposed to carry out a simulation using dice for tracking the probable paths of neutrons in a chain reaction [127]. At the suggestion of N. Metropolis and in honor of a gambling uncle of Ulam, the method is called Monte Carlo sampling in reference to the famous casinos of Monaco [125].

The principle of Monte Carlo sampling can be formally described as follows [55, 58–60, 125]. Let $f$ be a function of a random variable (or vector) $x$ and $\pi$ denotes the
(posterior) pdf of this variable. The expectation of \( f(x) \) is defined as:

\[
E[f(x)] = \int f(x) \pi(x) \, dx .
\]  

(3.1)

In many cases, this integral can not be calculated analytically. The Monte Carlo approximation consists of producing an ensemble of random samples of the variable \( x \) distributed according to the density \( \pi \):

\[
\{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N \} \sim \pi .
\]  

(3.2)

This may be performed by one of many available techniques [55, 58–60, 125], including MCMC, and generally requires a large number of random draws. An estimator of the expected value of \( f(x) \), denoted by \( \tilde{f}_N(x) \), is based on the empirical mean of the function \( f \) applied to the samples \( x_i \):

\[
\tilde{f}_N(x) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} f(x_i) .
\]  

(3.3)

This estimator is a Monte Carlo estimator [55, 58–60, 125] that approximates the expected value of \( f(x) \):

\[
\tilde{f}_N(x) \approx E[f(x)] .
\]  

(3.4)

This estimator is unbiased, i.e.

\[
E[\tilde{f}_N(x)] = E[f(x)] .
\]  

(3.5)

When the sample size \( N \) is large enough, the law of large numbers guarantees the
convergence of the estimator to the expected value:

$$\lim_{N \to \infty} \tilde{f}_N(x) = E[f(x)]. \quad (3.6)$$

Simple Monte Carlo sampling technique can generate independent random samples from the target distribution $\pi$ from which one can extract relevant estimates (e.g. mean and mode). For a general non-Gaussian pdfs, independent samples are difficult to simulate in practice. One can however sample from a Markov chain whose equilibrium or stationary pdf matches $\pi$ as described next. Although the samples are not independent, the statistical features of the pdf can be estimated with reasonable accuracy using a sufficiently large enough sample size. A brief description of Markov chains and the general algorithm of MCMC adopted in this thesis, namely the Metropolis algorithm is presented next. More details can be obtained in the books by Gilks et al. [58], Gamerman [59] and Liu [60].

### 3.2 Theory of Markov Chains

Before discussing the MCMC method, some fundamentals of Markov chains will be presented. For the sake of brevity, a theoretical overview of the properties needed to develop the MCMC technique will be given. A sequence of random vectors $\{x_0, x_1, \ldots\}$ is called a first-order Markov chain if it satisfies the property [59, 60]

$$p(x_{i+1} = z|x_i = y, \ldots, x_0 = a) = p(x_{i+1} = z|x_i = y). \quad (3.7)$$

It states that $x_{i+1}$ statistically depends only on the previous random vector $x_i$. When the transition pdf (kernel) $p(x_{i+1} = z|x_i = y)$ is time-invariant (i.e. independent of $i$), it
can be denoted by $A(y, z)$. The Markov chain in this case is termed homogeneous. The transition kernel must satisfy, for all $y$,\[ A(y, z) \geq 0 \, \forall \, y, z \in S \quad \text{and} \quad \int A(y, z) \, dz = 1. \quad (3.8)\]

Some properties of Markov chains ensure the effectiveness of the method developed in the following section. This is particularly true for the property of irreducibility.

**Definition 3.1 (Irreducibility).**

Consider a sequence of states of a Markov chain such that the transition probabilities $A(y, k_1) \neq 0$, $A(k_m, k_{m+1}) \neq 0$, $A(k_n, z) \neq 0$, then there is a sequence of states from $y$ to $z$ with a non-zero probability of occurring. In that case it is said that $y$ and $z$ communicate. If $z$ and $y$ also communicate, one says that $y$ and $z$ intercommunicate. If all states in $S$ intercommunicate, the Markov chain is irreducible under $A$. Otherwise, the chain is reducible under $A$. The concept of irreducibility can be stated as follows. Starting with any possible state in $S$, the chain can reach any other state in some number of iterations.

The next property sought in a Markov chain is the aperiodicity.

**Definition 3.2 (Aperiodicity).**

Let $M$ be an irreducible Markov chain with transition kernel $A$ and let $y$ be a fixed state. Define the set
\[ T = \{ k : p(x_{i+k} = y | x_i = y) > 0 , \, k > 0 \}. \quad (3.10) \]
These are the steps on which it is possible for a chain which starts in state $y$ to revisit $y$. The greatest common divisor of the integers in $T$ is called the period of the state $y$ [59, 60]. The chain is said to be periodic if the period of any of its states is greater than one. Otherwise, $M$ is aperiodic. Stated differently, the chain is aperiodic if it does not periodically oscillate among different sets of states.

The last property of interest is reversibility.

**Definition 3.3 (Reversibility).**

A homogeneous Markov chain $M$ is reversible if the transition kernel for the reversed chain $M'$ coincides with that of $M$ [59, 60], so that

$$p(x_{i+1} = z|x_i = y) = p(x_i = z|x_{i+1} = y). \quad (3.11)$$

**Theorem 3.1 (Detailed Balance Condition).**

Let $A(y, z) = p(x_{i+1} = z|x_i = y)$ be the transition distribution or transition kernel for a given Markov chain. If, for some distribution $\pi$, $A(y, z)$ satisfies detailed balance given by

$$A(y, z)\pi(y) = A(z, y)\pi(z), \quad (3.12)$$

the chain has a stationary distribution $\pi$ and is said to be reversible with respect to $\pi$ [128].

**Proof.** Let $B(y, z)$ be the transition kernel of the reversed chain $M' = \{x_n\}_{n=-\infty}^{\infty}$ where $x_n = x_{-n}$, i.e.,

$$B(y, z) = p(x_{i+1} = z|x_i = y). \quad (3.13)$$

It must be shown that $B(y, z) = A(y, z)$ if and only if detailed balance holds. By
definition of the process $x$ and Bayes' theorem,

\[
B(y, z) = p(x_{i+1} = z | x_i = y) \\
= p(x_{i-1} = z | x_{i} = y) \\
= \frac{p(x_{i-1} = y | x_{i-1} = z) p(x_{i-1} = z)}{p(x_{i} = y)}.
\] (3.14)

Since each $x_n$ is distributed as $\pi$ for all $n$, then

\[
B(y, z) = \frac{p(x_{i-1} = y | x_{i-1} = z) \pi(z)}{\pi(y)} \\
= \frac{A(z, y) \pi(z)}{\pi(y)}.
\] (3.15)

Then $B(y, z) = A(y, z)$ and the chain is reversible if and only if detailed balance holds.

For an aperiodic, irreducible and reversible Markov chain (i.e. satisfying the above three conditions), the limiting distribution of successive iterates will reach the stationary (target) pdf, regardless of the starting value of the chain [58–60]. The stationary pdf $\pi$ and the transition kernel $A(x, y)$ satisfy the following eigenvalue problem [58–60]:

\[
\int \pi(x) A(x, y) \, dx = \pi(y).
\] (3.16)

The number of samples required to reach the stationary distribution from a starting sample $x_0$ is called the burn-in period of the chain. After the burn-in period, the samples of the Markov chain approximately follow the target (stationary) pdf $\pi$ [58, 60].
3.3 The Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm

Given a transition kernel $A(y, z)$ for a 1st-order aperiodic, irreducible and positive-recurrent Markov chain, its stationary distribution $\pi$ satisfies Eq. (3.16). In Bayesian inference problems, the target (posterior) distribution is available, but the corresponding transition kernel is not known a priori. The method first proposed by Metropolis et al. [61] and generalized by Hastings[129] is adopted in this thesis.

Starting from an arbitrary sample, a candidate point $z$ is generated from an arbitrarily chosen proposal pdf $q(y, z)$ in Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. Then the candidate point $z$ is accepted with probability $\alpha(y, z)$ where

$$\alpha(y, z) = \min \left(1, \frac{\pi(z)}{\pi(y)} \right). \quad (3.17)$$

For the Metropolis algorithm[61], the proposal pdf $q(y, z)$ is chosen to be symmetric, i.e. $q(y, z) = q(z, y)$. This constraint is however relaxed in the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm[129]. It can be shown how the above choice of acceptance probability $\alpha(y, z)$ leads to the target pdf $\pi$. For the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm[129], the acceptance probability $\alpha(y, z)$ is

$$\alpha(y, z) = \min \left(1, \frac{\pi(z) q(z, y)}{\pi(y) q(y, z)} \right) \quad (3.18)$$

For this choice of acceptance probability, the chain is positive recurrent with a stationary pdf $\pi$ as described next. The transition kernel for the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm when $y \neq z$ is:

$$A(y, z) = q(y, z) \alpha(y, z)$$

$$= q(y, z) \min \left(1, \frac{\pi(z) q(z, y)}{\pi(y) q(y, z)} \right), \quad (3.19)$$
When \( y \neq z \), there are two possibilities, namely \( \pi(z)q(z, y) \geq \pi(y)q(y, z) \) and \( \pi(z)q(z, y) < \pi(y)q(y, z) \). For brevity, only the first case will be considered for the proof (second case can be proved similarly, but omitted here). When \( \pi(z)q(z, y) \geq \pi(y)q(y, z) \), one has [130]

\[
\int \pi(y) A(y, z) \, dy = \int \pi(y) q(y, z) \min \left( 1, \frac{\pi(z)q(z, y)}{\pi(y)q(y, z)} \right) \, dy \\
= \int \pi(y) q(y, z) \, dy \\
= \int \pi(z) q(z, y) \min \left( 1, \frac{\pi(y)q(y, z)}{\pi(z)q(z, y)} \right) \, dy \\
= \pi(z) \int q(z, y) \min \left( 1, \frac{\pi(y)q(y, z)}{\pi(z)q(z, y)} \right) \, dy \\
= \pi(z) \int A(z, y) \, dy \\
= \pi(z) .
\]

(3.20)

This fact proves that the acceptance probability \( \alpha(y, z) \) in Eq. (3.18) leads to the stationary pdf \( \pi \) which is the target pdf.

### 3.3.1 Random-Walk Metropolis Algorithm

The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm has the following attractive features: (1) the normalization constant \( p(d) \) in Eq. (2.10) is not needed; (2) the candidate point \( z \) can be generated from any proposal distribution \( q(y, z) \). For simplicity, the so-called random-walk Metropolis algorithm [60] is used. Its proposal distribution is widely used in practice and it is implemented as follows: the new candidate \( y \) is obtained from the current point \( z \) using \( y = z + wr \), where \( r \) is drawn from an \( n \)-dimensional uniform distribution on \([−1, 1]^n\) and \( w \) is a positive constant. If \( w \) is selected to be too small, the chain will mix too slowly. On the other hand, a significant number of proposed samples would be
discarded for large $w$. In either case, the algorithm will have a small convergence rate, i.e. more samples would be needed to provide accurate estimates of characteristics (e.g. mean) of the target distribution. The convergence rate of an MCMC sampler can be maximized by choosing a value of $w$ that minimizes the integrated autocorrelation time of the Markov chain, estimated from the samples generated by the MCMC algorithm [60]. Roberts et al. [131] proposed a general rule of thumb in choosing $w$ such that an acceptance rate of approximately 25% is achieved for target distributions of dimension much larger than 2. An adaptive approach for choosing $w$ is exercised: starting with a small value for $w$ resulting in an acceptance ratio of almost unity, $w$ is increased in steps until the desired acceptance ratio of 25% is achieved, at which point $w$ is fixed and the previously generated samples are discarded.

### 3.4 Application: Signal Identification

In this example, the application of both maximum likelihood estimation and Bayesian inference will be compared and contrasted for identification of a sinusoidal signal. More specifically, the problem involves identifying the parameters $a_1, a_2, a_3$ for

$$y(t) = a_1 \cos(a_3 t) + a_2 \sin(a_3 t) .$$  \hfill (3.21)

The noisy measurements $y_k, i = 1, \ldots, N$ are obtained as

$$y_k = a_1 \cos(a_3 t_k) + a_2 \sin(a_3 t_k) + n_k$$ \hfill (3.22)

$$= \hat{y}_k + n_k$$ \hfill (3.23)

where $n_k$ is IID Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance equal to $\gamma$. 

3.4.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation

The likelihood function of the unknown parameters is

\[ p(a|y) = p(n = y - \hat{y}_k(a)) \]
\[ = \frac{1}{(2\pi\gamma)^{N/2}} \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2\gamma} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \left( y_k - \hat{y}_k(a_1, a_2, a_3) \right)^2 \right]. \]  (3.24)

The corresponding misfit function (also known as the log-likelihood function) is given by

\[ \varepsilon(a; y) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{1}{\gamma} (y_k - \hat{y}_k(a_1, a_2, a_3))^2 \]  (3.25)

which is simply a sum of squares of errors between the observed signal and its model.

An estimate of the parameters can be obtained by maximizing the likelihood function or, equivalently, minimizing the misfit.

The parameters may be divided into two classes. In the first class one has \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) on which \( y \) depends linearly and in the second class one has \( a_3 \) on which \( y \) depends nonlinearly. The minimization can be performed over the linear parameters analytically, thus reducing the size of the search space for the nonlinear parameters.

The misfit function can be rewritten as \([101]\)

\[ \varepsilon(a; y) = \frac{1}{\gamma} (y - C(a_{nl})a_l)^T (y - C(a_{nl})a_l) \]  (3.26)

where

\[ C(a_{nl}) = \begin{bmatrix} \cos(a_3t_1) & \sin(a_3t_1) \\ \vdots & \vdots \\ \cos(a_3t_N) & \sin(a_3t_N) \end{bmatrix} \]  (3.27)
and

\[ \mathbf{a}_t = \begin{bmatrix} a_1 \\ a_2 \end{bmatrix} \]  

(3.28)

The least-square estimation of \(\mathbf{a}_t\) can be performed. Thus, the misfit is now represented as a function of \(a_{nl} = a_3\) only. \(\mathbf{a}_t\) can be replaced by its least-squares estimate \(\left[ C(\mathbf{a}_{nl})^T C(\mathbf{a}_{nl}) \right]^{-1} C(\mathbf{a}_{nl})^T \mathbf{y}\) in Eq. (3.26) to obtain [101]:

\[ \varepsilon(\mathbf{a}; \mathbf{y}) = \frac{1}{\gamma} \left( \mathbf{y} - C(\mathbf{a}_{nl}) \left[ C(\mathbf{a}_{nl})^T C(\mathbf{a}_{nl}) \right]^{-1} C(\mathbf{a}_{nl})^T \mathbf{y} \right)^T \times \left( \mathbf{y} - C(\mathbf{a}_{nl}) \left[ C(\mathbf{a}_{nl})^T C(\mathbf{a}_{nl}) \right]^{-1} C(\mathbf{a}_{nl})^T \mathbf{y} \right) \]

The misfit function, in this form, can be minimized easily to obtain an estimate of \(a_3\).

Case 1

For the first case examined, measurements of the signal are sampled at a frequency well above the Nyquist frequency. The true values of the parameters are \(a_1 = 1.0, a_2 = 1.0, a_3 = 1.5\) and \(\gamma = 0.05\). The true signal and measurements available are shown in Fig. 3.1. The misfit function for \(a_3\) is shown in Fig. 3.2. The value of \(a_3\) coinciding with the minimum of the misfit function is used as an estimate. Next, the least-square estimates \(a_1\) and \(a_2\) are obtained using the optimal value of \(a_3\). The resulting reconstructed signal is shown in Fig. 3.3.

Case 2

In this case, the available measurements are sparse in time such that the sampling frequency is just below the Nyquist frequency. The measurements are shown in Fig. 3.4. The misfit function for \(a_3\) is shown in Fig. 3.5.
Figure 3.1: Application of MCMC: Signal Identification. Case 1: True signal and measurements.

Figure 3.2: Application of MCMC: Signal Identification. Case 1: Misfit function for $a_3$.

Figure 3.3: Application of MCMC: Signal Identification. Case 1: Reconstructed signal using Maximum Likelihood Estimation.

Figure 3.4: Application of MCMC: Signal Identification. Case 2: True signal and measurements.

Due to sparse measurements, maximum likelihood estimation no longer provides a unique estimate of $a_3$. Thus there are many possible reconstructions of the signal, all
equally likely. In this case, the maximum likelihood estimation method fails to provide a unique solution.

### 3.4.2 Bayesian inference

According to Bayes' theorem, the posterior pdf of $a_1$, $a_2$ and $a_3$ is proportional to the product of likelihood function and prior pdf:

$$p(a_1, a_2, a_3 | y_1, \ldots, y_N) \propto p(y_1, \ldots, y_N | a_1, a_2, a_3) p(a_1, a_2, a_3)$$

where

$$p(y_1, \ldots, y_N | a_1, a_2, a_3) \propto \prod_{i=1}^{N} p(y_i | a_1, a_2, a_3)$$

$$p(a_1, a_2, a_3) = \begin{cases} 
\text{if } \text{abs} \ (a_1 - m_1) < w_1 \\
\text{and } \text{abs} \ (a_2 - m_2) < w_2 \\
\text{and } \text{abs} \ (a_3 - m_3) < w_3 \\
0, \text{ otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

If $w_1 = w_2 = w_3 = \infty$, a flat prior is used. A flat prior provides no information regarding the parameters to be estimated and thus the posterior pdf is equal to the
likelihood pdf. In certain cases, the likelihood function needs to be complemented by an informative prior to provide a meaningful estimate of the parameters. The above two cases will be revisited, utilizing Bayesian inference to provide posterior pdfs of the unknown parameters. The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is used to provide MCMC samples of these parameters.

Case 1

For this case, as the data is dense in time, a flat prior is used, i.e. \( w_1 = w_2 = w_3 = \infty \). The likelihood function provides sufficient information to provide a unique maximum-likelihood estimate. The MCMC samples of the posterior pdf are used to provide marginal and joint distributions of the parameters as shown in Figs. 3.6-3.7. One can observe the unimodality and slight non-Gaussian trends visible both the marginal and joint pdfs.

![Figure 3.6: Application of MCMC: Signal Identification. Case 1: Marginal pdfs obtained using MCMC sampling of the posterior pdf.](image1)

![Figure 3.7: Application of MCMC: Signal Identification. Case 1: Joint pdfs obtained using MCMC sampling of the posterior pdf.](image2)
Case 2

A flat (non-informative) prior is first used for this case. The marginal and joint pdfs of the unknown parameters are shown in Figs. 3.8-3.9. One can see the unimodality and the slight non-Gaussian trends visible both the marginal and joint pdfs. One can see with sparse measurements, two disjoint sets of frequency values are possible given sparse data.

If a uniform prior pdf (with finite support) is used, the results in Figs. 3.10-3.11 are obtained. An informative prior in this case provides a regularized solution. One can extract an estimate from this posterior distribution, such as the minimum variance estimate (being the mean) or the maximum a posteriori estimate (being the mode) (see Section 2.2.3 for definitions). This case demonstrates the power of Bayesian inference in certain cases in situations when the likelihood function does not provide adequate information for a unique estimate.
3.5 Application: Flutter Speed Estimation

Flutter is a potential catastrophic vibration phenomenon that can occur on aircraft past a given airspeed (known as flutter speed). The flutter margin method [132] is an experimental technique that provides a measure of stability of an aircraft based on its vibration data and in turn predicts flutter onset. In the following section, a probabilistic framework is provided that offers a rational treatment of the uncertainty in the vibration data obtained from pre-flutter flight tests. Some of the outcomes of the improved flutter flight testing technique developed herein are (a) a decrease in the number of flutter flight test points (thus saving costs), and (b) an increased confidence in the flutter speed prediction (thus decreasing the risk involved). The work contained in this section has already been published in peer-reviewed literature and presented at numerous conferences [88–90].
3.5.1 Introduction

The flutter margin, a quantity first utilized by Zimmerman and Weissenburger [132], is a measure of stability of an aeroelastic system. On the basis that the instability mechanism is dictated by the coalescence of the two modes of vibration that participate in flutter, the typical section model (two degrees-of-freedom (DOF), in pitch and heave) is used [133]. The flutter margin is equivalent to the third sub-determinant of the fourth-order characteristic equation of the typical section model [132]. Hence, according to the Routh’s stability criteria [133], a necessary condition for stability is that the flutter margin must be positive. The flutter margin is given in terms of \( \omega_1, \omega_2 \) and \( \beta_1, \beta_2 \) being the modal frequencies and negative of decay rates, respectively, of the two modes that participate in flutter:

\[
F = \left[ \frac{\left( \frac{\omega_2^2 - \omega_1^2}{2} \right) + \left( \frac{\beta_2^2 - \beta_1^2}{2} \right)}{2} \right]^2 \\
+ 4 \beta_1 \beta_2 \left[ \left( \frac{\omega_2^2 + \omega_1^2}{2} \right) + 2 \left( \frac{\beta_2 + \beta_1}{2} \right)^2 \right] \\
- \left[ \left( \frac{\beta_2 - \beta_1}{\beta_2 + \beta_1} \right) \left( \frac{\omega_2^2 - \omega_1^2}{2} \right) + 2 \left( \frac{\beta_2 + \beta_1}{2} \right)^2 \right]^2.
\]  

The flutter margin can be used to extrapolate the classical flutter speed from pre-flutter flight test data. Under modest restrictions, the flutter margin varies parabolically in dynamic pressure if structural damping is neglected. The inclusion of structural damping in the analysis leads to a sixth-order relationship between the flutter margin and airspeed. For larger airspeeds the relationship converges to a fourth-order polynomial, as per Eq. (3.30), since aerodynamic damping dominates structural damping.
\[ F = b_1 U^4 + b_2 U^2 + b_3. \] (3.30)

The coefficients \( b_1 \) through \( b_3 \) depend on configuration constants which describe the aeroelastic system (coupled structural and aerodynamic systems) [132]. However, in the absence of prior knowledge regarding the configurational parameters of the aeroelastic system, these coefficients can be inferred using conventional methodology from pre-flutter estimates of the flutter margin \( F \) using a least-square fitting procedure of Eq. (3.30) with at least three sub-critical airspeeds. The flutter speed, \( U_f \), is the root of Eq. (3.30).

Since its establishment in 1964, the flutter margin method has been generalized to tackle various cases overlooked by the basic method. Price and Lee [134] extended the method to trinary flutter, for instance. Non-probabilistic robust control theory has lead widely used uncertainty quantification methods in aeroelasticity [135]. More specific to aeroelastic stability, Lind and Brenner have developed the application of non-probabilistic robust control methods to flight testing [136]. Recently, however, probabilistic methods have received more attention in the context of dynamic stability of aircraft. For example, the uncertainty in the modal parameters has been considered by Poirel et al. [137] to provide a probability density function (pdf) of the flutter margin and the flutter speed. The basic idea is to directly carry out the uncertainty analysis of the modal parameters to construct the flutter margin and flutter speed histograms to retrieve relevant statistical information. It was pointed out that, although the modal parameters were assumed to be Gaussian, the flutter speed pdf was not symmetric, but skewed. This methodology was further examined by Heeg [138]. A maximum likelihood parameter estimation method was used to construct a pdf of the flutter speed. Khalil et al. [88] provided a pdf of the flutter speed by estimating the joint distribution of the flutter margin
equation coefficients in Eq. (3.30). The flutter margin pdfs were obtained from modal parameter estimates which were artificially perturbed by Gaussian noise.

For this application, the joint distribution of the modal parameters is obtained from measured noisy free decay responses of the system. Bayesian inference provides a posterior pdf of these parameters and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling technique [58, 60] is used to sample from the posterior pdf. The flutter margin pdf is then constructed from the samples of the parameters. Finally, the joint distribution of the flutter margin equation coefficients in Eq. (3.30) and the flutter speed are obtained again using Bayesian inference. For numerical illustration, the proposed method is applied for a two-degrees-of-freedom numerical model, for which the true flutter speed is known.

### 3.5.2 Formulation

This section describes the application of Bayesian inference for flutter speed estimation problem. For given airspeeds $U_i, i = 1, \ldots, n_u$, one can estimate the joint distribution of the modal parameters of the two modes involved in coalescence flutter from noisy measurements of free decay system response using Bayesian inference. Assuming the typical section model (two degree-of-freedom model describing the pitch and heave motion) is utilized, the problem involves identifying the modal parameters $a_1, \ldots, a_4$ that describe the free decay response of the system given unknown initial conditions [139]:

$$u(t) = a_5 e^{-a_2 t} \cos(a_1 t + a_6) + a_7 e^{-a_4 t} \cos(a_3 t + a_8)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.31)
from noisy measurements

\[ u_k = a_5 e^{-a_2 t_k} \cos (a_1 t_k + a_6) + a_7 e^{-a_4 t_k} \cos (a_3 t_k + a_8) + n_k \]  

(3.32)

\[ = \hat{u}_k (a_1, \ldots, a_8) + n_k \]  

(3.33)

where \( n_k \) is Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance equal to \( \gamma^2 \).

The likelihood function of these unknown parameters is

\[ p(a_1, \ldots, a_8|u_1, \ldots, u_N) = \frac{1}{(2\pi\gamma)^{N/2}} \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2\gamma^2} \sum_{k=1}^{N} (u_k - \hat{u}_k (a_1, \ldots, a_8))^2 \right] \]  

(3.34)

\( \hat{u}_k (a_1, \ldots, a_8) \) is the predicted free decay system responses using the assumed values of \( a_1, \ldots, a_8 \). Samples of these parameters (and thus samples of modal parameters \( \omega_1 = a_1, \omega_2 = a_3 \) and \( \beta_1 = a_2, \beta_2 = a_4 \)) are obtained from this joint pdf using MCMC sampling technique. The modal parameter samples are consequently transformed using Eq. (3.29) to obtain flutter margin samples from which a flutter margin pdf is constructed. The flutter margin pdf obtained at each experimental airspeed using the proposed method will be denoted by \( p(F_i|b) \), being conditional on the unknown coefficients \( b = \{b_1, b_2, b_3\} \) from Eq. (3.30).

The joint distribution of the vector \( b = \{b_1, b_2, b_3\} \) of unknown coefficients is first estimated. This would in turn provide a pdf for the flutter speed being the root of Eq. (3.30). Let \( F = \{F_1, F_2, \ldots, F_{n_u}\} \) represent the random vector of the flutter margin at airspeeds \( U_i, i = 1, \ldots, n_u \). By Bayes’ theorem

\[ p(b_1, b_2, b_3|F_1, \ldots, F_{n_u}) \propto p(F_1, \ldots, F_{n_u}|b_1, b_2, b_3) p(b_1, b_2, b_3), \]  

(3.35)
or more simply put

\[ p(b|F) \propto p(F|b) p(b) . \tag{3.36} \]

The marginal distributions of the flutter margin at various experimental airspeeds are obtained from experimental data. Experimental data does not provide information regarding the interdependence between the flutter margins at the different airspeeds. Thus, without further knowledge, the full joint distribution of the flutter margins required in Eq. (3.36) is not available. The maximum entropy theory is used to justify the assumption of independence between the flutter margins at differing airspeeds [140], i.e. \( p(F|b) \) can be expressed as the product of the marginal pdfs of \( F_i \) as in

\[ p(F|b) = \prod_{i=1}^{n_u} p(F_i|b) . \tag{3.37} \]

The prior pdf of \( b \) is expressed as

\[
p(b) \propto \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } b_2^2 - 4b_1b_3 > 0 \text{ (i.e. flutter will occur)} \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} . \tag{3.38}
\]

The above form for \( p(F|b) \) is valid under the simplifying assumption that the flutter margin at one airspeed is independent from the flutter margin at other airspeeds. As for the prior pdf \( p(b) \) in Eq. (3.38) of the unknown coefficients, it reflects the assumption that the polynomial in Eq. (3.30) has real roots.

As a result, the conditional pdf for \( b \) in Eq. (3.35) has a complicated mathematical expression and the normalization constant is hard to obtain. Consequently, MCMC sampling technique is applied to obtain samples of \( b \) from this complex conditional distribution \( p(b|F) \). These would in turn provide samples of the flutter speed \( U_f \), being
the root of the flutter margin equation, Eq. (3.30), whose coefficients are $b$. The specific MCMC sampling technique used is the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm which was reviewed previously. The flow chart in Fig. 3.12 outlines the steps required to obtain the posterior pdf of the flutter speed starting with vibration data.

Figure 3.12: Flow chart describing the probabilistic flutter margin method.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airspeed</th>
<th>$\omega_1$ (rad/s)</th>
<th>$\beta_1$ (1/s)</th>
<th>$\omega_2$ (rad/s)</th>
<th>$\beta_2$ (1/s)</th>
<th>$F$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>-1.40</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>-1.88</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>-1.91</td>
<td>50.3</td>
<td>-2.31</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>-2.52</td>
<td>48.6</td>
<td>-2.63</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>-3.30</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>-2.79</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>-4.35</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>-2.68</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>-5.85</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>-2.11</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Application of MCMC: Flutter Speed Estimation. True modal parameters and flutter-margin for 2-DOF airfoil.

### 3.5.3 Application to a Two-DOF Airfoil

The proposed methodology is first applied to a 2-DOF airfoil model with quasi-steady aerodynamics model (see Appendix E for equation of motion) and compare these results with the conventional flutter margin method [88–90, 137]. The results are then compared with the known (deterministic) flutter speed, which is 5.57 m/s for the airfoil parameters chosen as determined by eigenvalue analysis. Note that quasi-steady aerodynamics is assumed and structural damping is neglected. Six equally spaced airspeeds were chosen for numerical experiments with the lowest airspeed being 35% of the flutter speed and the highest airspeed is at 85% of the flutter speed. The chosen airspeeds for the analysis and the respective modal parameter and flutter margin values are summarized in Tab. 3.1.

At each airspeed, noisy measurements of the free decay response in pitch are obtained over an interval of 1.0 seconds. The initial condition for the system is $-0.1 \text{ m}$ in heave and $0.1 \text{ rad}$ in pitch with velocities equal to zero for both degrees of freedom. The standard deviation of measurement noise for the pitch measurements is chosen as $\gamma = 0.4$. The measurement noise intensity is chosen so that the resulting level of scatter in the modal parameters is similar to that observed in practice: coefficient of variation of 1% for frequency and 30% for damping [134]. The measurements were obtained with a sampling rate of 50 Hz. Figs. 3.13-3.18 display the true trajectories of the system and the
corresponding measured responses at all six airspeeds in Tab. 3.1. These experiments are repeated nine other times while changing the measurement noise realization to obtain a total of ten sets of free decay responses at each of the six airspeeds.

Figure 3.13: Application of MCMC: Flutter Speed Estimation. Pitch response of the 2-DOF airfoil at $U = 1.95 \text{ m/s}$ - experiment 1.

Figure 3.14: Application of MCMC: Flutter Speed Estimation. Pitch response of the 2-DOF airfoil at $U = 2.51 \text{ m/s}$ - experiment 1.

MCMC is first applied to obtain jointly distributed samples for the 8 unknown parameters $a_1, \ldots, a_8$ in Eq. (3.34) for each measured free decay response. The random-walk Metropolis algorithm (see Section 3.3) is used to generate these samples using an 8-dimensional uniform distribution on $[-w, w]^8$ as the proposal density where $w$ is a positive constant. $w$ is chosen adaptively such that an acceptance rate of approximately 25% is achieved [131].

At each airspeed, $2 \times 10^6$ MCMC samples of the modal parameters were obtained.
with 170 MCMC chains running in parallel on a distributed-memory multiprocessor machine (HP Intel Xeon cluster with 176 processor cores) using message-passing interface (MPI) [77]. From these samples, one can extract the marginal pdfs of each modal pa-
rameter at each air speed. For the first of ten experiments, these marginal pdfs are shown in Figs. 3.19-3.24. The dashed line indicates the true modal parameter value. One can see that the mode of the pdfs does not in general coincide with the true parameter value. Furthermore, it is also evident that there is some non-Gaussian trend in some of the marginal pdfs in the form of skewness. This is due to the limited information that the measured data contains relating to the modal parameters. One can also examine the joint distributions between the modal parameter estimates. These joint pdfs are presented in Figs. 3.28-3.33. It is also evident here that the joint distributions are non-Gaussian due to the limited amount of data.

One can apply the classical method in which flutter margin values at each airspeed are obtained using the most likely modal parameter values (corresponding to the peak of the joint distribution of the modal parameters). In this case one obtains six flutter margin
estimates at six airspeeds from which a quadratic polynomial in the square of the airspeed can be obtained using least-squares fitting. The error in the modal parameters is approximately 5% for frequency and 20% for damping for this experiment. For compar-
Figure 3.24: Application of MCMC: Flutter Speed Estimation. Marginal pdfs of modal parameters at $U = 4.73$ m/s - experiment 1.

ison, the Eigensystem Realization Algorithm using Data Correlations (ERA/DC) [141] was also applied to the same data and a similar level of error was obtained for the modal parameter estimates.

Using the six estimated flutter margin values, a least-squares polynomial fit is obtained as shown in Fig. 3.25 for the first experiment. The extracted flutter speed using this method is 5.12 m/s and the true flutter speed is 5.57 m/s. Also shown is a linear fit for the flutter margin from which one can extrapolate an estimate for the flutter speed of 7.17 m/s. The analysis for nine other experiments is repeated (with the difference being the realization of measurement noise corrupting the true free decay response). The intent of these repeated experiments is to demonstrate the robustness of the estimates obtained from the proposed Bayesian method. The results using the polynomial fits and linear fits are shown in Figs. 3.26-3.27, respectively. In 2 of the 10 experiments, no flutter speed estimate was obtained using the conventional method (the fitted polynomial does not cross the zero flutter margin axis). The range of flutter speed estimates using this conventional approach for the eight experiments and the ensemble mean and coefficient of variation is given in Table 3.2. The range of flutter speed estimates is also provided using the linear fits for the ten experiments, the corresponding ensemble mean and coefficient of variation.

The joint pdfs of the modal parameters are presented in Figs. 3.28-3.33. One ob-
Figure 3.25: Application of MCMC: Flutter Speed Estimation. Flutter margin polynomial fit using conventional method - experiment 1.

Figure 3.26: Application of MCMC: Flutter Speed Estimation. Flutter margin polynomial fit using conventional method - all experiments.

Figure 3.27: Application of MCMC: Flutter Speed Estimation. Flutter margin linear fit - all experiments.
serves a jointly Gaussian nature and small if any correlation between these parameters for different airspeeds. Using the MCMC samples obtained from the joint distribution between the four modal parameters, one obtains samples of the flutter margin and construct the flutter margin pdf at each airspeed. These pdfs are shown in Figs. 3.34-3.39. These flutter margin estimates at the five airspeeds represent $p(F_t|a)$ in Eq. (3.37). MCMC technique is used to obtain $1.7 \times 10^9$ samples of $\{a_1, a_2, a_3\}$ from the posterior pdf in Eq. (3.35). Each of these samples represent a possible flutter margin polynomial. In turn, $1.7 \times 10^9$ samples of the flutter speed are obtained, being the root of the flutter margin polynomial. The resulting histogram for the flutter speed pdf is shown in Fig. 3.40. One can see that both the true flutter speed as well as the estimate obtained using the conventional method fall within the support of the flutter speed pdf obtained using Bayesian inference. Furthermore, it is evident that if the mode (being the most likely value) at 5.37 m/s were to be used as an estimate for the flutter speed, Bayesian inference leads to a less conservative estimate, compared to the conventional method for this experiment (with an estimate of 5.12 m/s). The analysis is repeated for nine other experiments, obtaining a total of ten different flutter speed pdfs shown in Fig. 3.41. The range of flutter speed estimates (the mean, mode, median and 99% lower bound) for the ten experiments as well as the ensemble mean and coefficient of variation of each estimate are given in Table 3.2. The median provides on average the estimate with least error and scatter (measured using the coefficient of variation) in the median is of similar order of magnitude to those of the other estimates obtained from the pdfs.

Upon close examination of the data in Table 3.2, it can be concluded that the three estimates (namely the mode, mean and median) obtained using Bayesian inference are more precise (i.e. with less scatter) than those obtained using the conventional method. Furthermore, the three estimates obtained using the proposed method are more acu-
rate (being closer to the true flutter speed on average), with the median being the most accurate based on the results obtained from the ten experiments.

In summary, a Bayesian estimation technique based on the Metropolis-Hastings MCMC algorithm was used to obtain the probability distribution function of the flutter speed.
from modal parameter estimates using the flutter margin method proposed by Zimmerman and Weissenburger [132]. A two-degrees-of-freedom numerical model was adopted for illustration. For the numerical experiments conducted, the method provided more accurate and more precise estimates for the flutter speed vis-a-vis the conventional method.
Figure 3.35: Application of MCMC: Flutter Speed Estimation. Flutter margin pdf at $U = 2.51 \text{ m/s}$ - experiment 1.

Figure 3.36: Application of MCMC: Flutter Speed Estimation. Flutter margin pdf at $U = 3.06 \text{ m/s}$ - experiment 1.

Figure 3.37: Application of MCMC: Flutter Speed Estimation. Flutter margin pdf at $U = 3.62 \text{ m/s}$ - experiment 1.
Figure 3.38: Application of MCMC: Flutter Speed Estimation. Flutter margin pdf at $U = 4.18$ m/s - experiment 1.

Figure 3.39: Application of MCMC: Flutter Speed Estimation. Flutter margin pdf at $U = 4.73$ m/s - experiment 1.

Figure 3.40: Application of MCMC: Flutter Speed Estimation. Flutter speed pdf obtained using Bayesian inference - experiment 1.
Figure 3.41: Application of MCMC: Flutter Speed Estimation. Flutter speed pdf obtained using Bayesian inference - all experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method and Estimate used</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Cov</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional, root</td>
<td>[5.11, 5.70]</td>
<td>5.32</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear fit, root</td>
<td>[5.95, 7.83]</td>
<td>6.49</td>
<td>0.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayesian inference, mean</td>
<td>[5.34, 5.82]</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayesian inference, mode</td>
<td>[5.23, 5.62]</td>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayesian inference, median</td>
<td>[5.29, 5.76]</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayesian inference, 99% lower bound</td>
<td>[5.04, 5.23]</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Application of MCMC: Flutter Speed Estimation. Range of flutter speed estimates using 10 experiments.
Chapter 4

Static Parameter Estimation

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2, a review of various filtering techniques to tackle the problem of sequential data assimilation problem is provided. State estimates are updated as observations become available. The updated state vector is propagated in time between available measurements using the model operator. It was not explicitly discussed how to tackle the problem of parameter estimation using filtering. A popular approach to solving the parameter estimation problem using sequential data assimilation involves augmenting the state vector with the unknown system parameters. The new augmented state vector is estimated using one of the nonlinear filtering techniques presented in Chapter 2. In this approach, the parameter space is only explored at the initialization of the algorithm [50]. The judicious selection of the prior pdf of the unknown parameters is critical to the success of the filtering algorithms in estimating the unknown parameters. Unfortunately, it is difficult to select such prior for high-dimensional systems of practical interest to obtain accurate estimates of the unknown parameters. For poorly selected prior, the filtering algorithms fail (i.e. diverge to an incorrect estimate of the parameters).
To alleviate this problem, the time-invariant parameters are perturbed by artificial noise to achieve convergence of the filtering algorithm [47, 56]. To avoid such artificial dynamics, an approach proposed in [57] for PF algorithms consists of adding Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) steps to introduce some diversity in the parameter estimates. However, the algorithm may diverge due to the accumulation of errors over time [142]. For a restricted class of problems, Storvik [143] developed a methodology to marginalize the static (time-invariant) parameters from the posterior pdf. Storvik’s approach [143] avoids the sample impoverishment in PF while estimating time-invariant parameters. For static parameter estimation, Jasper et al [144] used the Particle Markov Chain Monte Carlo method [145] which uses PF to design efficient proposal density for MCMC.

This chapter deals with the problem of static parameter estimation for dynamical systems using Bayesian inference. Firstly, a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm is developed for the time-invariant parameter estimation which uses EnKF for state estimation. For this method, the state vector is not augmented with the unknown parameters as commonly adopted by some of the aforementioned methods. The results will be compared to those obtained from combined state and parameter estimation experiments using (a) EnKF, and (b) a newly developed Particle Filter (PF) with an EnKF proposal [48, 146] which has been specifically adapted for combined state and parameter estimation. Extensive numerical investigation is conducted using the Duffing oscillator model to study the effects of sparsity of observational data and strength of measurement noise on the parameter estimates. As the Duffing oscillator model displays a wide range of dynamical behaviour with small perturbations to the system parameters [115, 116], it is chosen for numerical investigation. The work contained in this chapter has been
4.2 Mathematical Formulation For Parameter Estimation

The model and measurement equations for a discrete state-space representation of a nonlinear system are given by [9, 10, 19, 20, 27, 40, 53, 147, 148]

\[ u_{k+1} = g_k (u_k, \phi, f_k, q_k^u), \]  
\[ d_j = h_j (u_{k(j)}, \phi, \epsilon_j). \]

Here \( u \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is the state vector, \( g \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is the discrete nonlinear model operator, \( \phi \in \mathbb{R}^{n_x} \) is the static (time-invariant) parameter vector, \( f \in \mathbb{R}^p \) is a deterministic input, \( q_k^u \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is a Gaussian random vector with the mean \( q_k^u \) and covariance matrix \( Q_{uu} \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n} \) respectively and \( d \in \mathbb{R}^m \), the measurement vector, maps the true state by the nonlinear measurement operator \( h \in \mathbb{R}^m \); \( \epsilon_k \in \mathbb{R}^r \) is a Gaussian random vector with the mean \( \epsilon_k \) and covariance matrix \( \Gamma \in \mathbb{R}^{r \times r} \) respectively. Here \( q_k^u \) and \( \epsilon_k \) are assumed to be independent. Note that the indexes \( k \) and \( k(j) \) denotes the time steps for the model integration and the arrival of measurement data (e.g. [10]).

4.2.1 Nonlinear Filtering Approach - Joint State and Parameter Estimation

In the framework of nonlinear filtering, the unknown time-invariant parameter vector \( \phi \) is generally treated as a time-varying quantity (e.g. [47, 148]). Additionally, the pa-
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Parameter vector is artificially perturbed randomly for filter convergence (e.g. [47, 148]). Therefore, the revised state space model is written as

\[ u_{k+1} = g_k(u_k, \phi_k, f_k, q_k^u) \quad (4.3) \]

\[ \phi_{k+1} = \phi_k + q_k^\phi \quad (4.4) \]

\[ d_j = h_j(u_{k(j)}, \phi_{k(j)}, \epsilon_j) \quad (4.5) \]

where \( q_k^\phi \) is the artificial random noise vector which may require fine-tuning for optimal filter performance (e.g. [47, 148]). Next the new state vector is formed by appending the unknown parameter vector to the original state vector leading to the following augmented state space model

\[ x_{k+1} = g_k(x_k, f_k, q_k) \quad (4.6) \]

\[ d_j = h_j(x_{k(j)}, \epsilon_j) \quad (4.7) \]

where

\[ x_k = \begin{cases} u_k \\ \phi_k \end{cases} \quad q_k = \begin{cases} q_k^u \\ q_k^\phi \end{cases} \quad (4.8) \]

Consequently, any nonlinear filter can be used to tackle the combined state and parameter estimation from which the relevant parameter vector are easily extracted. In this investigation, the EnKF (detailed in Section 2.6) and PF (detailed in Section 2.7) see are used to obtain the joint state and parameter estimates. The Particle Filter (PF) with an EnKF proposal has been specifically adapted for combined state and parameter estimation, as detailed in the next section. For the subsequent numerical experiments, the artificial random noise vector \( q_k^\phi \) is set to zero, i.e. the parameters are modeled as
time-invariant quantities. As a result, the estimates obtained using joint state and parameter estimation experiments can be directly compared to those obtained using MCMC approach as described next.

4.2.2 Markov Chain Monte Carlo Simulation Approach

In the general Bayesian framework (e.g. [10]), the joint pdf of the state and parameter vector can written as

\[
p(u_1, \ldots, u_{k(J)}, \ldots, u_k, \phi|d_1, \ldots, d_J) \propto p(\phi) \left[ \prod_{k=1}^{k(1)} p(u_k|u_{k-1}, \phi) \right] p(d_1|u_{k(1)}, \phi) \]

\[
\vdots
\]

\[
\left[ \prod_{k=k(J)+1}^{k(J)} p(u_k|u_{k-1}, \phi) \right] p(d_J|u_{k(J)}, \phi)
\]

\[
\prod_{k=k(J)+1}^{K} p(u_k|u_{k-1}, \phi)
\]

(4.9)

Consequently, the marginal posterior of the parameter vector can be obtained as

\[
p(\phi|d_1, \ldots, d_J) \propto p(\phi) \left[ \prod_{k=1}^{k(1)-1} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} p(u_k|u_{k-1}, \phi) \, du_k \right] \left[ \prod_{k=k(J)-1}^{k(J)} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} p(u_k|u_{k-1}, \phi) \, du_k \right] \left[ \prod_{k=k(J)+1}^{K} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} p(u_k|u_{k-1}, \phi) \, du_k \right]
\]

(4.10)
The above equation can be concisely written as

\[
p(\phi | d_1, \ldots, d_J) \propto p(\phi) \prod_{j=1}^{J} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} p(u_{k(j)} | u_{k(j)-1}, \phi) p(d_j | u_{k(j)}, \phi) du_{k(j)}
\]

(4.11)

where the computation of \( p(u_{k(j)} | u_{k(j)-1}, \phi) \) involves a state estimation problem. In this investigation, EnKF is employed to tackle this state estimation problem.

MCMC method [58, 60] can be used to generate samples of the parameter vector from \( p(\phi | d_1, \ldots, d_J) \) (known only up to a proportionality) as detailed in [94, 149, 150]. In this investigation, a new sample \( \phi' \) of the parameter vector is generated from the current sample \( \phi \) using a random-walk Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm (see Section 3.3) as described in [94, 149, 150]. In this approach, the acceptance probability \( \alpha(\phi, \phi') \) is

\[
\alpha(\phi, \phi') = \min(1, \frac{p(\phi' | d_1, \ldots, d_J) q(\phi', \phi)}{p(\phi | d_1, \ldots, d_J) q(\phi, \phi')})
\]

(4.12)

where the proposal density \( q \) is assumed to be uniformly distributed in \([-w, w]^n\) [94]. An appropriate proposal width \( w \) is critical to the efficiency of MH MCMC and chosen to have 25% acceptance ratio [94].

### 4.3 Particle filter with EnKF Proposal - Extension to Combined State and Parameter Estimation

In this section, the PF algorithm proposed by Mandel and Beezley [48, 146] (see Section 2.7 for details), originally used for the state estimation, is extended to handle combined state and parameter estimation using a general multivariate kernel density estimator. PF [9, 19, 44, 53] can handle the most general forms of nonlinearities in measurement and
model operators and non-Gaussian model and measurement noise. In contrast to EKF and EnKF, no Gaussian assumption on the state is necessary. Therefore, PF is superior to EnKF and EKF for strongly non-Gaussian models [32, 33].

For strongly nonlinear systems, the PF proposal based on EnKF is perhaps most appropriate as it maintains some non-Gaussian characteristics in the proposal. Unlike EKF and UKF based proposal, EnKF proposal does not differ from particle to particle. In other words, a single proposal is used to update the particle weights as explained next. The (non-Gaussian) EnKF based proposal \( q(x_{k(j), i} | x_{k(j)-1, i}, D_j) \) is obtained by the KDE [114]. The forecast pdf \( p(x_{k(j), i} | x_{k(j)-1, i}) \) of the particle filter is also estimated by KDE. This proposal is first proposed by Mandel and Beezley and termed as the predictor-corrector filter [48, 146], in which the following weight update equation was proposed

\[
\tilde{w}_{k(j), i} = w_{k(j)-1, i} \frac{p(d_j | x_{k(j), i}) p(x_{k(j), i} | x_{k(j)-1, i})}{q(x_{k(j), i} | x_{k(j)-1, i}, D_j)}
\]

\[
= w_{k(j)-1, i} p(d_j | x_{k(j), i}) \frac{\sum_{l=1}^{N} w_{k(j)-1, l} 1_{\|x_{k(j), l} - x_{k(j), i}\|_H \leq h(x_{k(j), i})}}{\sum_{l=1}^{N} 1_{\|x_{k(j), l} - x_{k(j), i}\|_H \leq h(x_{k(j), i})}},
\]

(4.13)

with \( 1(\cdot) \) being the indicator function and \( h(x_{k(j), i}) \) the bandwidth, chosen to be the distance to the \( \sqrt{N} \)-th nearest sample (data point) in the \( \| \cdot \|_H \) norm. Mandel and Beezley were concerned with the state (and not parameter) estimation problem in which the vector \( x \) consists of a discrete representation of smooth functions, for which the norm associated with the so-called Cameron-Martin space is suitable [151, 152].

In this section, this methodology is extended to tackle the problem of joint state and parameter estimation problem. The augmented state vector can no longer be considered a discrete representation of smooth functions, and thus a different approach to KDE
must be taken. The general multivariate kernel estimator [153] will be used resulting in a weight update equation given by

\[
\tilde{w}_{k(j),i} = w_{k(j)-1,i} \frac{p \left( d_j | \mathbf{x}_{k(j),i} \right) p \left( \mathbf{x}_{k(j),i} | \mathbf{x}_{k(j)-1,i} \right)}{q \left( \mathbf{x}_{k(j),i} | \mathbf{x}_{k(j)-1,i}, \mathbf{D}_j \right)} = w_{k(j)-1,i} p \left( d_j | \mathbf{x}_{k(j),i} \right) \frac{\sum_{l=1}^{N} w_{k(j)-1,l} \frac{1}{|H_f|} K \left( H_f^{-1} \left( \mathbf{x}_{k(j),l} - \mathbf{x}_{k(j),i}^a \right) \right)}{\sum_{l=1}^{N} \frac{1}{|H_a|} K \left( H_a^{-1} \left( \mathbf{x}_{k(j),l} - \mathbf{x}_{k(j),i}^a \right) \right)},
\]

(4.14)

with a Gaussian kernel \( K(y) = (2\pi)^{-n/2} \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2}y^T y\right) \) and a bandwidth matrix \( H \) proportional to the square root of the ensemble covariance matrix, as suggested in [154]. The constant of proportionality is obtained by generalizing Scott’s rule for the univariate case (see [114]) to the multivariate one, in which case one obtains

\[
H_f = N^{-\frac{1}{n+4}} \Sigma_f^{1/2} = \left( \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( w_{k(j),i} \right)^2} \right)^{-\frac{1}{n+4}} \times \left[ \left( \frac{1}{1 - \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_{k(j),i}^f} \right) \sum_{l=1}^{N} w_{k(j),l}^f \left( \mathbf{x}_{k(j),l} - \bar{x}_{k(j)} \right) \left( \mathbf{x}_{k(j),l} - \bar{x}_{k(j)} \right)^T \right]^{1/2}
\]

(4.15)

\[
H_a = N^{-\frac{1}{n+4}} \Sigma_a^{1/2} = N^{-\frac{1}{n+4}} \left[ \left( \frac{1}{N-1} \right) \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \mathbf{x}_{k(j),i} - \bar{x}_{k(j)} \right) \left( \mathbf{x}_{k(j),i} - \bar{x}_{k(j)} \right)^T \right]^{1/2}
\]

(4.16)

The algorithm of the particle filter with EnKF proposal is summarized next:

1. Using the prior pdf of \( \mathbf{x}_0 \), generate an ensemble \( \left\{ \mathbf{x}_{0,i} \right\} \) having size \( N \) with \( i = 1, \ldots, N \).
2. Analysis step:

\[ d_{j,i} = h_j \left( x_{k(j),i}^f, \varepsilon_{j,i} \right) , \quad (4.17) \]

\[ \bar{d}_j = \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_{k(j)-1,i} d_{j,i} , \quad (4.18) \]

\[ \bar{x}_{k(j)}^f = \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_{k(j)-1,i} x_{k(j),i}^f , \quad (4.19) \]

\[ P_{zd} = \frac{1}{1 - \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_{k(j)-1,i}^2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_{k(j)-1,i} \left( x_{k(j),i}^f - \bar{x}_{k(j)}^f \right) \left( d_{j,i} - \bar{d}_j \right)^T , \quad (4.20) \]

\[ P_{dd} = \frac{1}{1 - \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_{k(j)-1,i}^2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_{k(j)-1,i} \left( d_{j,i} - \bar{d}_j \right) \left( d_{j,i} - \bar{d}_j \right)^T , \quad (4.21) \]

\[ K_{k(j)} = P_{zd} P_{dd}^{-1} , \quad (4.22) \]

\[ x_{k(j),i}^a = x_{k(j),i}^f + K_{k(j)} \left( d_j - h_k \left( x_{k(j),i}^f, \varepsilon_{j,i} \right) \right) \quad (4.23) \]

\[ H_a = N^{-\frac{1}{2}} \left[ \left( \frac{1}{N-1} \right) \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( x_{k(j),i}^a - \bar{x}_{k(j)}^a \right) \left( x_{k(j),i}^a - \bar{x}_{k(j)}^a \right)^T \right]^{1/2} \quad (4.24) \]

\[ H_f = \left( \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( w_{k(j)-1,i} \right)^2} \right)^{-\frac{1}{2}} \times \]

\[ \left[ \left( \frac{1}{1 - \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_{k(j)-1,i}^2} \right) \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_{k(j)-1,i} \left( x_{k(j),i}^f - \bar{x}_{k(j)}^f \right) \left( x_{k(j),i}^f - \bar{x}_{k(j)}^f \right)^T \right]^{1/2} \quad (4.25) \]

\[ \bar{w}_{k(j),i} = w_{k(j)-1,i} p \left( d_j \mid x_{k(j),i} \right) \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} w_{k(j)-1,i}}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{1}{H_a} K \left( H_f^{-1} \left( x_{k(j),i}^a - x_{k(j),i}^a \right) \right)} \quad (4.26) \]

\[ w_{k(j),i} = \frac{\bar{w}_{k(j),i}}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \bar{w}_{k(j),i}} . \quad (4.27) \]

3. Forecast step:

\[ x_{k+1,i}^f = g_k \left( x_{k,i}^a, f_k, q_{k,i} \right) . \quad (4.28) \]
4.4 Noisy oscillation of a Duffing system

In this section, several numerical experiments are performed for joint state and parameter estimation of a Duffing oscillator [115, 116] excited by combined harmonic and random input. For the parameter set chosen in the numerical experiments, the system exhibits a period-two subharmonic oscillation in the absence of random input [116]. EnKF, PF and MCMC sampling technique are then used to estimate the stiffness parameters in the presence of both model and measurement noise as described in details next.

4.4.1 Duffing Oscillator Model

This section illustrates the usefulness of the aforementioned theoretical formulations using a Duffing oscillator model. The Duffing system forced by combined harmonic and random inputs is described by the following nonlinear differential equation (e.g. [115, 116])

\[ m \ddot{u}(t) + c \dot{u}(t) + k_1 u(t) + k_3 u^3(t) = T \cos(\omega t) + \sigma \xi(t) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.29)

with \( m [kg] \) being the mass, \( c [N \cdot s \cdot m^{-1}] \) is the damping coefficient, \( k_1 [N \cdot m^{-1}] \) and \( k_3 [N \cdot m^{-3}] \) are the linear and cubic stiffness coefficients, \( u(t) \) \([m]\) is the displacement, \( T [N] \) and \( \omega [rad \cdot s^{-1}] \) denote the amplitude and frequency of the harmonic excitation, \( \xi(t) \) represents a Gaussian white noise random input (additive modeling error) and \( \sigma [N] \) represents its strength.
The state-space model of Eq. (4.29) becomes

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_1 &= x_2 \quad (4.30) \\
\dot{x}_2 &= -\frac{1}{m} [cx_2 + k_1 x_1 + k_3 x_1^3] + \frac{1}{m} T \cos(\omega t) + \frac{1}{m} \sigma \xi(t), \quad (4.31)
\end{align*}
\]

where \(x_1 = u\) and \(x_2 = \dot{u}\).

Of primary concern is the estimation of the stiffness coefficients \(k_1\) and \(k_3\) and the damping coefficient \(c\). For joint state and parameter estimation using EnKF and PF, the original state vector \(x = \{x_1, x_2\}^T\) is augmented with the coefficients \(c, k_1,\) and \(k_3\) as three new state variables \(x_3 = c, x_4 = k_1\) and \(x_5 = k_3\) which satisfy the following equations

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_3 &= 0, \quad (4.32) \\
\dot{x}_4 &= 0, \quad (4.33) \\
\dot{x}_5 &= 0, \quad (4.34)
\end{align*}
\]

i.e. they are modeled as time-invariant quantities. In a previous investigation [47], the unknown system parameters were modeled as Wiener processes resulting in an artificial inflation the variance of the estimates in order to avoid filter divergence (e.g. [155]). The need for this artificial perturbation was to provide a range of possible parameter values and select the best value(s) based on the partial observations of the system state. The use of a good proposal obtained using an EnKF analysis step circumvents the need to artificially inflate the variances of the unknown parameters for filter convergence and is thus avoided in this investigation.
The above set of equations have the following Ito SDEs representation

\[ \begin{align*}
    dx_1 &= x_2 dt \\
    dx_2 &= -\frac{1}{m} \left[ x_3 x_2 + x_4 x_1 + x_5 x_1^3 - \mathcal{T} \cos (\omega t) \right] dt + \frac{1}{m} \sigma \xi (t) dt. \\
    dx_3 &= 0 \\
    dx_4 &= 0 \\
    dx_5 &= 0.
\end{align*} \tag{4.35-4.39} \]

where \( \xi (t) dt = dW = W(t_{k+1}) - W(t_k) \) denotes a Brownian path increment.

The discretization of the above Ito SDEs using the Euler-Maruyama scheme \([118-120]\) with time step \( \Delta t \) leads to

\[ \begin{align*}
    \{x_1\}_{k+1} &= \{x_1\}_k + \Delta t \{x_2\}_k \\
    \{x_2\}_{k+1} &= \{x_2\}_k - \frac{1}{m} \Delta t \left[ \{x_3\}_k \{x_2\}_k + \{x_4\}_k \{x_1\}_k + \{x_5\}_k \{x_1\}_k^3 - \mathcal{T} \cos (\omega t_k) \right] \\
    &\quad + \frac{1}{m} \sigma \sqrt{\Delta t} \varepsilon_k \\
    \{x_3\}_{k+1} &= \{x_3\}_k \\
    \{x_4\}_{k+1} &= \{x_4\}_k \\
    \{x_5\}_{k+1} &= \{x_5\}_k.
\end{align*} \tag{4.40-4.44} \]

where \( \varepsilon_k \) denotes independent and identically distributed unit standard Gaussian random variables.
4.4.2 Noisy oscillation of the Duffing oscillator

The following numerical values are chosen [115, 116]: \( m = 1kg, c = 0.3N \cdot s \cdot m^{-1}, k_1 = -1N \cdot m^{-1}, k_3 = 1N \cdot m^{-3}, \omega = 1.25 rad \cdot s^{-1} \) and \( \Delta t = 5 \times 10^{-3}s \). This choice of parameters produces limit cycle oscillation. The unforced system has three fixed points: an unstable fixed point at \( u = 0m \) and two stable fixed points at \( \pm 1m \). Fig. 4.1 shows two period-two subharmonic oscillation with period \( 4\pi/\omega \) under purely deterministic loading (\( \sigma = 0N \)) for \( T = 0.3N \). Each steady-state trajectory presented in the figure arises from two different initial conditions.

For modeling noise with \( \sigma = 0.015N \), a sample of the steady-state noisy oscillation is shown in Fig. 4.2. Note that the quasi-periodic behaviour of the phase-space curve arises due to the modeling noise.

![Phase-space diagrams](image-url)

Figure 4.1: Response of the Duffing oscillator under purely deterministic input with \( T = 0.3N, \sigma = 0N \): (a) two steady-state trajectories, (b) the associated phase-space diagrams.
4.4.3 Parameter Estimation

In this section, the combined state and parameter estimation problem of the Duffing system using EnKF and PF is addressed. MCMC sampling technique is also used to estimate the parameters with EnKF providing the state estimates. In particular, the estimation of the damping parameter $c$ and stiffness parameters $k_1$ and $k_3$ is of interest. For simplicity, although the strength of model noise $\sigma$ is assumed to known in this investigation, it can also be estimated along with the system parameters as described in [94].

The observational data is modeled as

$$d_k = u_k + \epsilon_k . \tag{4.45}$$

For this experiment, the measurement error is assumed to be Gaussian: $\epsilon_k \sim \mathcal{N}(0, 1.3 \times 10^{-2})$. The measurement arrives at an interval of 0.2 time unit. The measurement error standard deviation is assumed to be 15% of the root-mean-square (RMS) value of
the true displacement of the oscillator. The modeling error amplitude is chosen to be $\sigma = 0.0157N$. Fig. 4.3a shows the true displacement and the measurement $d_k$. For this parameter estimation experiment, the initial conditions are $u \sim \mathcal{N}(1, 0)$, $\dot{u} \sim \mathcal{N}(0, 0)$, $c \sim \mathcal{N}(0.39, 0.002025)$, $k_1 \sim \mathcal{N}(-1.3, 0.0225)$, $k_3 \sim \mathcal{N}(1.3, 0.0225)$. An ensemble size of $N = 25000$ is used for EnKF and PF. Furthermore, 450,000 MCMC samples from the joint posterior parameter pdf are obtained with 5000 EnKF samples used to represent the state vector for each MCMC parameter vector realization. The threshold effective ensemble size for the resampling in PF is taken to be 50% of the ensemble size (i.e. $N_{\text{thr}} = 0.5N$). From numerical investigations, it turns out that this threshold value yields the best performance for PF. To minimize sampling errors, an efficient sampling scheme based on LHS [121, 122] is adopted for EnKF and PF.

For the joint state and parameter estimation experiments, Figs. 4.3-4.5 show the estimates of the damping and stiffness coefficients $c$, $k_1$, and $k_3$ using EnKF in subplot (b) and PF in subplot (c). The marginal pdfs of the parameters at the final time step of simulation are provided in Fig. 4.6. The marginal pdfs of the parameters using MCMC sampling are also provided in Fig. 4.6. All three methods yield parameter estimates of similar accuracy.

**Effect of measurement noise**

In this experiment, the effect of measurement noise intensity on the filter estimates is examined. The measurement noise is now taken to be Gaussian given by $\epsilon_k \sim \mathcal{N}(0, 7.1 \times 10^{-2})$. In contrast to the previous experiment, the standard deviation of the measurement error is now assumed to be 35% of the RMS value of the true displacement. Similar to the previous experiment, the time interval between the observational data is taken to be 0.2 time unit. Fig. 4.7a shows the true displacement of the system
and the associated synthetic observational data $d_k$.

For this joint state and parameter estimation experiment, the same initial conditions, ensemble size (for PF and EnKF) and number of MCMC samples are used as in the previous experiment. Figs. 4.7-4.9 show the estimates of the damping and stiffness coefficients and Fig. 4.10 provides the posterior marginal pdfs once all the data has been assimilated. Evidently, the parameter estimates obtained using PF and MCMC are equivalent in accuracy. EnKF was only able to estimate the nonlinear stiffness co-
Figure 4.4: Duffing oscillator $k_1$ parameter estimates: (a) true (solid line) and measured (circles) displacement, (b) EnKF estimate (line with stars) and estimated mean ± 3 error standard deviations (shaded area), (c) PF estimate (line with stars) and estimated mean ± 3 error standard deviations (shaded area).

efficient $k_3$ with reasonable accuracy. The superior performance of PF over EnKF is attributed to its ability to handle strongly non-Gaussian systems. Although MCMC sampling techniques relies on EnKF for state estimation, it still provides accurate estimates. In contrast to the extended state vector in joint state and parameter estimation, the state vector in pure state estimation carries less non-Gaussian characteristics. Thus EnKF is able to provide accurate state estimates for MCMC sampling, but encounters difficulties in joint state and parameter estimation. Of course, the error in the estimates
Figure 4.5: Duffing oscillator $k_3$ parameter estimates: (a) true (solid line) and measured (circles) displacement, (b) EnKF estimate (line with stars) and estimated mean ± 3 error standard deviations (shaded area), (c) PF estimate (line with stars) and estimated mean ± 3 error standard deviations (shaded area).

is much larger for all three methods compared to the previous experiment due to the presence of larger measurement error.

Effect of observational data sparsity

In this last experiment, the effect of observational data sparsity is examined. The measurement noise is taken to be Gaussian given by $\epsilon_k \sim \mathcal{N}(0, 1.3 \times 10^{-2})$. The measurement time interval is taken to be 1.0 time unit, instead of 0.2 time unit used in
Figure 4.6: Posterior marginal pdfs of parameters for Duffing oscillator: 
(a) damping coefficient $c$, (b) linear stiffness coefficient $k_1$, (c) nonlinear stiffness coefficient $k_3$. Dashed vertical line indicates the true parameter value. Solid curve represents the EnKF estimate. Solid curve with hollow circular markers represents the PF estimate. Solid curve with solid circular markers represents the MCMC estimate.

The first experiment. Fig. 4.11a shows the true displacement of the oscillator and the observational data $d_k$. Apart from the smaller sampling rate for the observations, all experimental parameters are unchanged from the first experiment (subsection 4.4.3).

The estimates of the damping and stiffness coefficients are plotted in Figs. 4.11-4.13 and the marginal posterior pdfs in Fig. 4.14. Clearly, the performance of PF and MCMC is superior to EnKF which provided an accurate parameter estimate for the non-linear stiffness parameter only. The infrequent assimilation of data allows the augmented state vector to regain its non-Gaussian features due to the nonlinear dynamics, leading to a severe degradation in the performance of EnKF for combined state and parameter estimation.
Figure 4.7: Duffing oscillator $c$ parameter estimates with stronger measurement noise: (a) true (solid line) and measured (circles) displacement, (b) EnKF estimate (line with stars) and estimated mean ± 3 error standard deviations (shaded area), (c) PF estimate (line with stars) and estimated mean ± 3 error standard deviations (shaded area).
Figure 4.8: Duffing oscillator $k_1$ parameter estimates with stronger measurement noise: (a) true (solid line) and measured (circles) displacement, (b) EnKF estimate (line with stars) and estimated mean ± 3 error standard deviations (shaded area), (c) PF estimate (line with stars) and estimated mean ± 3 error standard deviations (shaded area).
Figure 4.9: Duffing oscillator $k_3$ parameter estimates with stronger measurement noise: (a) true (solid line) and measured (circles) displacement, (b) EnKF estimate (line with stars) and estimated mean ± 3 error standard deviations (shaded area), (c) PF estimate (line with stars) and estimated mean ± 3 error standard deviations (shaded area).
Figure 4.10: Posterior marginal pdfs of parameters for Duffing oscillator with stronger measurement noise: (a) damping coefficient $c$, (b) linear stiffness coefficient $k_1$, (c) nonlinear stiffness coefficient $k_3$. Dashed vertical line indicates the true parameter value. Solid curve represents the EnKF estimate. Solid curve with hollow circular markers represents the PF estimate. Solid curve with solid circular markers represents the MCMC estimate.
Figure 4.11: Duffing oscillator $c$ parameter estimates with sparse observational data: (a) true (solid line) and measured (circles) displacement, (b) EnKF estimate (line with stars) and estimated mean $\pm$ 3 error standard deviations (shaded area), (c) PF estimate (line with stars) and estimated mean $\pm$ 3 error standard deviations (shaded area).
Figure 4.12: Duffing oscillator $k_1$ parameter estimates with sparse observational data: (a) true (solid line) and measured (circles) displacement, (b) EnKF estimate (line with stars) and estimated mean ± 3 error standard deviations (shaded area), (c) PF estimate (line with stars) and estimated mean ± 3 error standard deviations (shaded area).
Figure 4.13: Duffing oscillator $k_3$ parameter estimates with sparse observational data: (a) true (solid line) and measured (circles) displacement, (b) EnKF estimate (line with stars) and estimated mean ± $3$ error standard deviations (shaded area), (c) PF estimate (line with stars) and estimated mean ± $3$ error standard deviations (shaded area).
Figure 4.14: Posterior marginal pdfs of parameters for Duffing oscillator with sparse observational data: (a) damping coefficient $c$, (b) linear stiffness coefficient $k_1$, (c) nonlinear stiffness coefficient $k_3$. Dashed vertical line indicates the true parameter value. Solid curve represents the EnKF estimate. Solid curve with hollow circular markers represents the PF estimate. Solid curve with solid circular markers represents the MCMC estimate.
Chapter 5

Static Parameter Estimation of a Non-linear Aeroelastic System using Wind Tunnel Data

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the Bayesian parameter estimation problem of a self-sustaining aeroelastic oscillator is delineated. The system consists of an elastically mounted rigid wing on a rig fixed in a wind tunnel. For certain flow conditions in the transitional Reynolds number regime, i.e. \(10,000 < \text{Re} < 1,000,000\), the wing absorbs energy from the flow and settles in a stable limit cycle oscillation (LCO). The LCO originates from laminar boundary layer separation which leads to negative aerodynamic damping at small angles of attack. An empirical model of the aeroelastic system is proposed in the form of a generalized Duffing-van der Pol oscillator. A statistical technique is developed to estimate the linear and nonlinear parameters of the aeroelastic oscillator. In addition,
the model noise term, in part accounting for the amplitude modulation of the LCO is also estimated. In particular, the Bayesian inference technique for parameter estimation involves a state estimation problem using the measurement data. The extended Kalman filter is used for the state estimation. To generate samples from the posterior joint probability density functions of the aeroelastic parameters, the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation technique is used. The methodology is first applied to surrogate data generated from a numerical model. Since the parameters are known \textit{a priori} for the numerical model, this case verifies the Bayesian inference framework adopted in this investigation. The methodology is then applied to wind tunnel experimental data obtained from an elastically mounted rigid wing. The aerodynamic moment coefficient estimated from the wind tunnel experiment is then compared with the data available in the existing literature. The preliminary results of this investigation are published in the proceedings of ASME-FES [92] and IFASD [93]. The work contained in this chapter is published in an international journal [94].

In both civil and military sectors, there has been a significant increase in the use of flight vehicles at low Reynolds number. In the transitional Reynolds number regime specifically, i.e. $10^4 \leq \text{Re} \leq 10^6$, the separation of the laminar boundary layer may generate a separation bubble as the laminar shear layer transitions and re-attaches as a turbulent layer [156]. For a freely-rotating rigid NACA0012 airfoil in the transitional Reynolds number regime, experimental investigations identified the existence of self-sustained oscillations or LCOs of the airfoil [157]. The mechanism inducing LCOs in caused by laminar boundary layer separation leading to negative aerodynamic damping [158]. It is worth mentioning that McCroskey has reported on the sensitivity of the laminar separation dynamics for the NACA0012 airfoil to test conditions and model

\footnote{Both the publisher and the coauthors permit the inclusion of this work in the dissertation}
manufacturing precision [159]. However, the focus of McCroskey’s report was on stall flutter occurring at higher angles of attack than the observed LCO under investigation. Previously, Huang et al. [160] obtained estimates of the aerodynamic loads on a stationary NACA0012 cantilevered wing in the same Reynolds number regime using wind tunnel tests. In this investigation, a generalized Duffing-van der Pol oscillator is used to model the system [158] and the aeroelastic coefficients are estimated using the experimental data of LCOs. Previously, the estimation process was performed using the ensemble Kalman filter which provides sequential joint state and parameter estimates [161]. However, this method involves modeling unknown static parameters as time-varying quantities to avoid filter divergence [51–54], even when these parameters are time-invariant (i.e. fixed or static).

The unknown parameters to be estimated relate to the aerodynamic loads acting on a NACA0012 airfoil undergoing limit cycle oscillation. In addition to the aerodynamic parameters, the modeling error term is also estimated. If the modeling error term is ignored in the dynamic model, the parameter estimates will be either highly biased or have high variances. The modeling error term also considers the effect of external excitation such as turbulence and unsteady aerodynamics. Regarding the latter, the Duffing-van der Pol oscillator implicitly assumes quasi-steady aerodynamics as it neglects the added mass effect and the time-dependent (memory effect) terms. A large mass ratio and relatively small reduced frequency justify the assumption of quasi-steady aerodynamics; refer to [158] for further details. Note that the error introduced by the quasi-steady assumption is compensated by the modeling error term.

To sample from the posterior of unknown parameters, the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm is used for MCMC (e.g. [58–60]). The marginal and joint probability density functions of the parameters are estimated using the MCMC samples. Using the noisy
measurements, the conditional probability density function (pdf) of the state, i.e. the pitch angle and pitch velocity, is required to estimate the posterior pdf of the parameters. The extended Kalman filter (EKF) is used for the state estimation which involves Gaussian approximation of the state [10, 19, 20]. Hence the additional contribution of the author lies in combining EKF and MCMC to sample from the posterior of the aeroelastic parameters for high-dimensional systems. Preliminary results are reported in [92, 93]. Mbalawata et al. recently combined the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) algorithm of MCMC with EKF and applied the method to some canonical stochastic differential equations with synthetic data [162].

Despite strong nonlinearity in the model, it is observed that the assimilation of dense observational data leads to nearly Gaussian pdf of the state for both the numerical and physical experiments reported in this chapter. The nearly Gaussian nature of the conditional state vector was validated using Monte Carlo experiments but these results are not included for brevity. Thus, EKF is adequate for state estimation in this investigation. The strongly non-Gaussian state estimation problem can be handled by other nonlinear filters such as the unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [24, 163], ensemble Kalman filter [10, 34, 47, 92] and particle filter [40, 47, 92, 110], as discussed in the previous chapter. Furthermore, the parameter estimation method described later is very general. Only the state estimation algorithm therein would need to be changed to handle the strongly non-Gaussian cases. For example, EnKF is used for state estimation to tackle the parameter estimation problem of a Duffing oscillator (see Chapter 4 for details). Furthermore, Sandhu et al. [149] Bisaillon et al. [150] applied this parameter estimation technique for Bayesian model selection purposes.
5.2 Theory

Bayesian estimation framework offers the ability to relate observational data with mathematical models [58, 60, 101]. In this approach, the so-called forward pdf or likelihood function defines the conditional pdf \( p(d|\phi) \) of the observation vector \( d \) given the parameter vector \( \phi \). Using the observation \( d \), Bayesian inference provides estimates of the system parameter \( \phi \) based on mathematical models. Consequently, the inverse or posterior pdf of parameter \( p(\phi|d) \) of the system parameter vector \( \phi \) is expressed as [10, 98–100].

\[
p(\phi|d) = \frac{p(d|\phi)p(\phi)}{p(d)}.
\]

(5.1)

The prior pdf \( p(\phi) \) represents the available knowledge of the parameters before analyzing the observation vector \( d \) [58, 60, 101]. The posterior pdf \( p(\phi|d) \) contains the updated information of the system parameters using the available observations. In Eq. (5.1), the prior pdf is the product of the forward or likelihood pdf \( p(d|\phi) \) constructed using the mathematical model of the system. The factor \( p(d) = \int p(d|\phi)p(\phi)\,d\phi \) is just a normalization constant.

In the following subsection, the posterior pdf \( p(\phi|d) \) of the parameters will be derived using the Bayesian estimation method for discrete dynamical systems. The resulting expression for the posterior parameter pdf is the same as that in Eq. (4.11) which was derived using an alternative approach (see Subsection 4.2.2). The Markov Chain Monte Carlo method, complemented by the extended Kalman filter (see Section 2.4) for state estimation, is used to obtain samples of the parameter vector \( \phi \), as will be described in detail. The random-walk Metropolis algorithm [60] is used for MCMC sampling (see Section 3.3).
5.2.1 Mathematical Formulation For Parameter Estimation

The discrete state-space model of a general nonlinear system is represented by [9, 10, 19, 20, 27, 40, 53, 147, 148]

\[ x_{k+1} = g_k(x_k, f_k, q_k, \phi) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

Here \( x \in \mathbb{R}^n \) represents the state vector, \( g_k \in \mathbb{R}^n \) defines the discrete nonlinear model operator, \( f_k \in \mathbb{R}^p \) defines the external deterministic input and \( q \in \mathbb{R}^s \) represents a Gaussian random model noise vector with mean \( \overline{q}_k \in \mathbb{R}^s \) and covariance matrix \( Q_k \in \mathbb{R}^{s \times s} \). The transitional density of the state vector \( x_k \) is denoted by \( p(x_k|x_{k-1}) \) [60].

It is assumed that the observation \( d_k \) relating to the state \( x_k \) can be described as

\[ d_k = h_k(x_k, \epsilon_k) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.3)

where \( h_k \) defines the measurement operator and \( \epsilon_k \) represents the measurement noise.

The conditional density \( p(d_k|x_k) \) of the observation can be derived using Eq. (5.3).

The likelihood function of the unknown parameters is derived as follows [103]:

\[
p(d_{1:n}|\phi) = p(d_n, d_{1:n-1}|\phi) \\
= p(d_n|d_{1:n-1}, \phi) p(d_{1:n-1}|\phi) \\
= p(d_{1:n-1}|\phi) \int p(d_n|x_n|d_{1:n-1}, \phi) \, dx_n \\
= p(d_{1:n-1}|\phi) \int p(d_n|x_n, d_{1:n-1}, \phi) p(x_n|d_{1:n-1}, \phi) \, dx_n \\
= p(d_{1:n-1}|\phi) \int p(d_n|x_n, \phi) p(x_n|d_{1:n-1}, \phi) \, dx_n \\
= p(d_{1:n-1}|\phi) \prod_{k=1}^n \int p(d_k|x_k, \phi) p(x_k|d_{1:k-1}, \phi) \, dx_k , \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)
where \( d_{1:n} = \{d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_n\} \).

Bayes’ theorem provides the posterior pdf of the parameters as

\[
p(\phi|d_{1:n}) \propto p(\phi) \prod_{k=1}^{n} p(d_k|x_k, \phi) \int p(x_k|d_{1:k-1}, \phi) \, dx_k.
\]

(5.5)

The samples of the parameter vector \( \phi \) are generated from the posterior pdf, \( p(\phi|d_{1:n}) \), given in Eq. (5.5) using MCMC sampling technique. In Eq. (5.5), the likelihood \( p(d_k|x_k, \phi) \) is the conditional pdf of the measurement vector \( d_k \) given the current state vector \( x_k \) and the parameter vector \( \phi \). The forecast pdf \( p(x_k|d_{1:k-1}, \phi) \) denotes the conditional pdf of the state vector \( x_k \) conditioned upon the observations \( d_{1:k-1} \) and the parameter vector \( \phi \).

In this investigation, it is assumed that the (partial) measurements of the state \( x_k \) are corrupted by an additive Gaussian noise vector \( \epsilon_k \) and thus \( p(d_k|x_k, \phi) \) is a Gaussian distribution. Using EKF, the conditional pdf \( p(x_k|d_{1:k-1}, \phi) \) of the state \( x_k \) is estimated, being also Gaussian. The function being integrated in Eq. (5.5) is a product of two Gaussian functions of \( x_k \). The integral, in this case, has an analytical solution provided in Appendix A.4. The flow chart in Fig. 5.1 outlines the steps required to obtain samples of the posterior pdf, \( p(\phi|d_{1:n}) \), in Eq. (5.5).
5.3 Numerical Study - Self-Sustained Oscillations of an Airfoil

The methodology is first verified using the surrogate data obtained from the following numerical model. The limit cycle oscillation (LCO) can be modeled by [92, 93]

\[
I \ddot{\theta} + D \dot{\theta} + K \theta + D' \text{sgn}(\dot{\theta}) = M + \sigma \xi(t). \tag{5.6}
\]

The left-hand side represents the structural forces, including some dry friction with a coefficient \( D' \). The right-hand side consists of two terms: 1) the modeling error term represented by a unit Gaussian white noise \( \xi(t) \) having strength \( \sigma \) and 2) the aerodynamic moment \( M \) approximated by a 3rd order polynomial in \( \theta \) and \( \dot{\theta} \) as

\[
M = a_1 + a_2 \theta + a_3 \dot{\theta} + a_4 \theta^2 + a_5 \theta \dot{\theta} + a_6 \dot{\theta}^2
+ a_7 \theta^3 + a_8 \theta^2 \dot{\theta} + a_9 \theta \dot{\theta}^2 + a_{10} \dot{\theta}^3. \tag{5.7}
\]

When the structural and aerodynamic terms are lumped together, one can rewrite Eq. (5.6) as

\[
\ddot{\theta} = b_1 + b_2 \theta + b_3 \dot{\theta} + b_4 \text{sgn}(\dot{\theta}) + b_5 \theta^2 + b_6 \theta \dot{\theta} + b_7 \dot{\theta}^2
+ b_8 \theta^3 + b_9 \theta^2 \dot{\theta} + b_{10} \theta \dot{\theta}^2 + b_{11} \dot{\theta}^3 + b_{12} \xi(t). \tag{5.8}
\]

with \( \theta \) as the pitch angle and \( \xi(t) \) the unit Gaussian white noise term with \( b_{12} \) denoting its strength. \( b_1 \ldots, b_{12} \) are estimated using Bayesian inference from a set of noisy
observational data obtained at discrete times $t_k$:

$$d_k = \theta (t_k) + \epsilon_k$$  \hfill (5.9) 

where $\epsilon_k$ is the white Gaussian measurement noise.

The state-space representation of Eq. (5.8) is

\[ \dot{x}_1 = x_2 , \]  \hfill (5.10)

\[ \dot{x}_2 = b_1 + b_2 x_1 + b_3 x_2 + b_4 \text{sgn}(x_2) + b_5 x_1^2 + b_6 x_1 x_2 + b_7 x_2^2 
+ b_8 x_1^3 + b_9 x_1^2 x_2 + b_{10} x_1 x_2^2 + b_{11} x_2^3 + b_{12} \xi (t) , \]  \hfill (5.11)

where $x_1 = \theta$ and $x_2 = \dot{\theta}$.

The above set of equations can be cast as two coupled Ito stochastic differential equations:

$$dx_1 = x_2 dt ,$$  \hfill (5.12)

$$dx_2 = [b_1 + b_2 x_1 + b_3 x_2 + b_4 \text{sgn}(x_2) + b_5 x_1^2 + b_6 x_1 x_2 + b_7 x_2^2 
+ b_8 x_1^3 + b_9 x_1^2 x_2 + b_{10} x_1 x_2^2 + b_{11} x_2^3] dt + b_{12} \xi (t) dt ,$$  \hfill (5.13)

where $\xi (t) dt = dW = W (t_{k+1}) - W (t_k)$ is a Brownian path increment.

The Ito stochastic differential equations are discretized using the Euler-Maruyama
stochastic integration scheme [118–120] with time step $\Delta t$ to obtain

\[
\{x_1\}_{k+1} = \{x_1\}_k + \Delta t \{x_2\}_k,
\]

\[
\{x_2\}_{k+1} = \{x_2\}_k + \Delta t \left[ b_1 + b_2 x_1 + b_3 x_2 + b_4 \text{sgn}(x_2) + b_5 x_1^2 + b_6 x_1 x_2 + b_7 x_2^2 
+ b_8 x_1^3 + b_9 x_1^2 x_2 + b_{10} x_1 x_2^2 + b_{11} x_2^3 \right] + b_{12} \sqrt{\Delta t} \varepsilon_k
\]

where $\varepsilon_k$ are independent and identically distributed standard Gaussian random variables. The above state space model can be rewritten in the form of Eq. (5.2), in which $\mathbf{x} = \{x_1, x_2\}$.

For numerical illustrations, the following values of the aeroelastic parameters are considered: $b_1 = 0$, $b_2 = -540$, $b_3 = 4$, $b_4 = -0.05$, $b_5 = -180$, $b_6 = 0$, $b_7 = 0$, $b_8 = 2.4 \times 10^4$, $b_9 = -2.2 \times 10^3$, $b_{10} = 0$, $b_{11} = 0$ and $b_{12} = 0.07$. These parameter values lead to self-sustained oscillations with frequency and amplitude typical of experimental observations [157, 158]. In particular, note that the positive linear damping term $b_3$ is dynamically destabilizing. For larger amplitudes of oscillation, the negative nonlinear damping term $b_9$ is stabilizing and becomes more dominant in comparison with the linear term $b_3$ and thereby limits the amplitude of oscillation. The time integration step is taken to be $\Delta t = 1 \times 10^{-4}$ and the variance of the measurement noise is chosen to be $5 \times 10^{-6}$, which closely mimics the noise observed in the wind tunnel experiments.

Fig. 5.2 displays a sample pitch trajectory of the system (without measurement noise). The corresponding measured pitch (corrupted by measurement noise) is also plotted in Fig. 5.2 and this noisy data is used to estimate the model parameters. The 1 kHz sampling rate for data acquisition purposes resembles that of the wind tunnel experiments. The influence of model noise manifests itself in the LCO through both amplitude and frequency modulations. The uncorrelated small amplitude oscillation in the measured
data is introduced by the measurement noise.

The parameters $b_1$ through $b_{12}$ will be estimated using Bayesian inference. A filtered version of the measured response using a low-pass filter with cut-off frequency 16 Hz is used to maintain consistency with the cases dealing with real wind tunnel experiments in the following section. The recorded wind tunnel observations are contaminated by noise with a dominant 30 Hz random signal superposing a relatively flat spectrum in other frequencies. The 30 Hz component is mainly attributed to the noise originating from the data acquisition hardware. If an unfiltered response is used, the white measurement noise assumption will be strongly violated resulting in biased parameter estimates. On the other hand, a filtered version of the signal will contain a measurement noise signal with a frequency spectrum that is flat up to 16 Hz and drops significantly beyond that. Although the filtered measurements contain a noise signal that is no longer theoretically white, it can be reasonably approximated strictly as a white noise as the frequency spectrum of the observed response also drops significantly beyond 16 Hz. Maybeck provides a justification behind this assumption in [164]. Thus a filtered measurement signal will be used for estimation purposes in order to maintain the white measurement noise assumption in EKF.

It is assumed for data assimilation purposes that the resulting filtered signal is corrupted by a measurement noise with an estimated variance equal to $4 \times 10^{-7}$. Eq. (5.5) describes the posterior pdf $p(\phi = \{b_1, ..., b_{12}\}|d_1:n)$ of the parameters. EKF computes the forecast pdf $p(x_k = x_k|d_{1:k-1} = d_{1:k-1}, \phi = \{b_1, ..., b_{12}\})$ in Eq. (5.5). The measured response is plotted in Fig. 5.2b. A non-informative prior (uniform pdf) satisfying positivity constraints whenever applicable is used. The estimated marginal pdfs of the parameters are plotted in Fig. 5.3. The model uncertainty is represented by the additive noise term $b_{12}\xi(t)$ in Eq. (5.6). Evidently, any informative prior of the model param-
eter vector $\phi$ (which includes the modeling noise strength) will regularize the inverse problem.

Fig. 5.3 displays the normalized histograms obtained from $5 \times 10^6$ MCMC samples with 160 MCMC chains running on a Linux cluster (176 core HP Intel Xeon cluster consisting of 22 nodes with 8 cores and 32 GB of memory per node) using the Message-Passing Interface (MPI). The true parameters are identified by dashed lines. As the measurement data contains only limited information regarding the system, the mode of the pdf fail to coincide with the actual parameter values. As expected, the model noise intensity parameter $b_{12}$ exhibits non-Gaussian features as evident in Fig. 5.3. The other parameters have close to Gaussian pdfs. The shaded area corresponds to the probability of the parameter being the other side of zero of its MAP (maximum a posteriori) estimate, being the mode of the posterior distribution [102]. This will be used later to arrive at a reduced model.

For this case, most of the parameters pairs do not show significant correlation. For the parameter pairs having correlation coefficient greater than 0.5 in magnitude, the joint pdfs are plotted in Fig. 5.4. The justification of the high correlation among some parameter pairs can be provided using physical considerations. For instance, as the total stiffness of the system is bounded, the negative correlation between the linear stiffness coefficient $b_2$ and nonlinear stiffness coefficient $b_8$ is expected as they balance each other in terms of magnitude. The high correlation among other parameter pairs can also be explained in terms of redundancy. This issue would be elaborated in more detail in the next section. In Fig. 5.5, three sample LCO trajectories simulated using the MAP parameter estimates are plotted. All three trajectories show reasonable agreement with the filtered measured response. The slight discrepancies among the samples generated using MAP parameter estimates and measured output emerges appear in the transition
rate to LCO and the amplitude and frequency modulation of the LCO.

Further experiments have been carried out to examine the effect of increasing measurement noise intensity on the parameter estimates. Although the variance of the measurement noise was increased from $5 \times 10^{-6}$ to $5 \times 10^{-4}$, the posterior pdfs were still observed to be unimodal, albeit with greater variance. Even when the measurement noise was increased to $5 \times 10^{-2}$, the posterior pdfs still maintained their unimodality. The results of these experiments were not shown here for brevity.
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Figure 5.1: Flow chart describing algorithm used to sample the posterior parameter pdf for the fluttering aeroelastic system.
Figure 5.2: Fluttering aeroelastic system - Numerical study: (a) true response and (b) measured noisy response of the perturbed nonlinear oscillator.

Figure 5.3: Fluttering aeroelastic system - Numerical study: posterior parameter pdfs obtained using MCMC simulations for parameter (a) $b_1$, (b) $b_2$, (c) $b_3$, (d) $b_4$, (e) $b_5$, (f) $b_6$, (g) $b_7$, (h) $b_8$, (i) $b_9$, (j) $b_{10}$, (k) $b_{11}$ and (l) $b_{12}$. The dashed lines indicate the true parameter values.
Figure 5.4: Fluttering aeroelastic system - Numerical study: posterior joint parameter pdfs obtained using MCMC simulations for parameters (a) $b_1$ and $b_5$, (b) $b_1$ and $b_7$, (c) $b_2$ and $b_8$, (d) $b_2$ and $b_{10}$, (e) $b_3$ and $b_4$, (f) $b_3$ and $b_9$, (g) $b_3$ and $b_{11}$, (h) $b_4$ and $b_{11}$, (i) $b_8$ and $b_{10}$ and (j) $b_9$ and $b_{11}$. 
Figure 5.5: Fluttering aeroelastic system - Numerical study: three pitch realizations obtained using MAP parameter estimates superposing the measured data.
5.3.1 A Reduced Model

No mathematical model in engineering mechanics is the "true model" which produces the observational data (e.g. [3]). Hypothetically, even if one assumes that the true model is known, it may not be practically useful for inference (understanding and prediction) when fitted using finite data set as its large number of parameters are estimated with low precision [3]. Even if a very complex model represented by a large number of coupled nonlinear equations with numerous parameters can provide good predictive capability, it is of little use to understand the dynamics of the system without further approximation and simplification [3]. A reduced model with further simplification (albeit with inflated modeling error) may provide better understanding [3]. When the state of a system is measured, the associated data contains information and noise. A reduced model of the system strives to compactly represent the information in data by filtering out the noise with the primary objective to address: "What inferences do the data support about the population?" [3].

Given a data set, the efficacy of a reduced model hinges on whether it is over-fitted or under-fitted, not by the criterion if it closely mimics a (unknown) true model [3]. This fact relates to the principle of parsimony that involves choice of models with minimum number of parameters by bias and variance trade-off [3]. An elegant description of under-fitting and over-fitting is provided by Burnham and Anderson as follows [3]. The over-fitted and under-fitted models do not imply or assume the existence of a low-dimensional model representing "truth". As the number of model parameters increases, the misfit of model output with data (bias) decreases. On the other hand, the error or variance of the parameter estimates increases making inference difficult from such models. Some dominant features will be present in most of the samples. One can make (strong) inference about these dominant features using a single sample. Only weak inference
may be made about other sub-dominant features exhibited by some (say, 70%) of the samples. Only a few samples will display some rare features such as extreme events. Attempts to make inference about such rare events specific to a given sample leads to over-fitting as the resulting inferences is not relevant to the most samples. Burnham and Anderson further state that such rare features (appearing only in a few samples) are better handled by modeling error term. When models fail to extract the dominant features in data (present in most samples), such models under-fit data. An optimal reduced model seeks to compromise the error due to approximation in modeling and the error due to random fluctuations by bias and variance trade-off [3].

For the numerical model used to obtain synthetic LCO data, some terms were not influential since five parameters were chosen to be zero. Thus it is known for this case that a reduced model can and should capture the observed system response. In Fig. 5.4, the strong correlations among some parameter pairs are due to the presence of redundant terms. In Fig. 5.3, some parameters show high likelihood of being on the opposite side of zero of their MAP estimates (indicated by the shaded area). For an over-fitted model (having larger number of parameters), the variance of the parameter estimates increases, but the associated bias decreases. To obtain an optimal reduced model using the bias-variance trade-off principle, the parameter with the largest coefficient of variation (or largest normalized variance) is removed successively in order to reduce the degree of over-fitting. Since the posterior pdfs are unimodal, the coefficient of variation directly relates to the probability of a parameter being on the other side of zero. The term $b_7$ (multiplying $\hat{\sigma}^2$) has the highest probability of taking values on the other side of zero of its MAP estimate. Therefore $b_7$ is eliminated and the remaining 11 parameters are estimated again using MCMC sampling. This process is repeated until the parameter estimates are either strictly positive or negative. This successive elimination process
reduces the model to 6 unknown parameters given by

\[ \ddot{\theta} = b_2 \dot{\theta} + b_3 \theta + b_5 \theta^2 + b_8 \theta^3 + b_9 \theta^2 \dot{\theta} + b_{12} \xi(t). \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.16)

Following the successive elimination process, 6 terms were removed. Out of these 6 terms, 5 were absent in the actual model. The remaining term is the dry friction term. It is conjectured that this term has negligible effect on the observed output. In Figs. 5.6-5.7, the marginal and joint pdfs of the parameters are plotted using $5 \times 10^6$ MCMC samples for the reduced model. The strong correlation between $b_2$ and $b_8$ stiffness parameters, as well as between $b_3$ and $b_9$ damping parameters, is due to their physical relationship and not due to redundancy in the model. In order to remove these correlations, the reduced model could be expressed using orthogonal polynomials. However, the parameters corresponding to these orthogonal polynomials lose physical significance. Fig 5.8 provides three realizations of the pitch response simulated using MAP estimates of the parameters showing good agreement with the observed output. This simple model reduction procedure is based on the bias and variance trade-off principle. Recently, Bayesian model selection [165] has been applied to the same wind-tunnel experimental data with the model reduction performed using the exact version of Bayesian Information Criterion [149]. The methodology has been extended to tackle the model selection problem of more general case of nonlinear systems [150].
Figure 5.6: Fluttering aeroelastic system - Numerical study: reduced model posterior parameter pdfs obtained using MCMC simulations for parameter (a) $b_2$, (b) $b_3$, (c) $b_5$, (d) $b_8$, (e) $b_9$ and (f) $b_{12}$. The dashed lines indicate the true parameter values.

Figure 5.7: Fluttering aeroelastic system - Numerical study: reduced model posterior joint parameter pdfs obtained using MCMC simulations for parameters (a) $b_2$ and $b_8$ and (b) $b_3$ and $b_9$. 
Figure 5.8: Fluttering aeroelastic system - Numerical study: three pitch realizations obtained using MAP parameter estimates of the reduced model superposing the measured data.
5.4 Wind Tunnel Experiments - Self-Sustained Oscillations of an Airfoil

The aerodynamic parameters of a NACA0012 airfoil undergoing LCO at transitional Reynolds number regime are estimated next. The wind tunnel experimental setup and data used herein are provided by Professor Dominique Poirel of the Royal Military College of Canada. The author carried out repeatability tests with the resulting observations shown in Fig. 5.15. A closed circuit wind tunnel having a test section of 0.76 m \times 1.08, capable of producing flow speeds ranging from 5 to 60 m/s having a maximum turbulence intensity level of 0.2% for the range of airspeeds considered. At the inlet, a pitot-static tube linked to a manometer measures the airspeed. In Fig. 5.9, the schematic diagram of a rigid NACA0012 airfoil is shown which undergoes pure rotation only. Its supporting structure contains two similar top and bottom translating sub-systems, on which the rotation mechanisms are mounted. The rotation mechanism consists of pulley-springs which introduce the elastic restoring force. The wing span and chord length are 0.61 m and 0.156 m, respectively leading to an aspect ratio of AR = 3.9. Furthermore, 3D effects are minimized using end plates. The distance between the wing tips and end plates is 7 mm (1% of the span), resulting in a solid blockage ratio of 5%. In its nominal configuration, the elastic axis, EA, otherwise known as axis of rotation, is located 0.01 m forward of the quarter-chord point (at 18.6% chord aft of the leading edge). For the rotating parts of the system, the mass ratio $\mu$ is approximately 55.6. Potentiometers are used to measure the response with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz (i.e. $\Delta t = 0.001$ s). Using the free-decay response (no-flow case), the structural parameters are first estimated. For the flow velocity of 8.5 m/s, corresponding to Re = 88,000, the aerodynamic parameters of the model using LCO data are then estimated.
5.4.1 Free-Decay Data

In the absence of airflow, the pitching motion of the airfoil can be modeled as

\[ I\ddot{\theta} + D\dot{\theta} + K\theta + K'\theta^3 + D' \text{sgn}(\dot{\theta}) = B + \sigma \xi(t). \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.17)

The above equation can also be expressed as

\[ \ddot{\theta} = c_1 + c_2 \theta + c_3 \dot{\theta} + c_4 \theta^3 + c_5 \text{sgn}(\dot{\theta}) + c_6 \xi(t). \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.18)

The cubic stiffness term accounts for the nonlinearity at higher amplitudes of oscillation. The dry friction at the support of the airfoil is modeled by the "sgn" term. The bias in the pitch output is captured by the \( c_1 \) or \( B \) term. Using Bayesian inference, \( c_1 \ldots c_6 \) are estimated from noisy pitch data sampled at discrete times \( t_k \) as

\[ d_k = \theta(t_k) + \epsilon_k \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.19)

where \( \epsilon_k \) denotes a zero mean white Gaussian measurement noise having variance of
$1 \times 10^{-6}$ for the measurements filtered with an FIR filter having a cutoff frequency of 16 Hz is used. Note that this cutoff frequency is approximately seven times higher than the natural frequency. The filtered response is plotted in Fig. 5.10.

![Graph of fluttering aeroelastic system](image)

**Figure 5.10:** Fluttering aeroelastic system - Wind tunnel experiments: filtered free decay response of the NACA0012 airfoil.

Using these filtered measurements, the marginal pdfs of the parameters are estimated and plotted in Fig. 5.11. $5 \times 10^6$ MCMC samples were generated using 160 parallel MCMC chains to provide the estimated pdfs. Joint pdfs with correlation coefficients greater than 0.5 are plotted in Fig. 5.12. Using the MAP parameter estimates, three realizations of the pitch response are simulated and shown in Fig. 5.13. These samples differ due to the model noise term having different realizations, yet they show a good agreement with the measured response. As the model noise intensity is estimated to be significantly small, the model is capable of capturing the essential physics reasonably well.
Figure 5.11: Fluttering aeroelastic system - Wind tunnel free-decay experiments for NACA0012 airfoil: posterior parameter pdfs obtained using MCMC simulations for parameter (a) $c_1$, (b) $c_2$, (c) $c_3$, (d) $c_4$, (e) $c_5$ and (f) $c_6$.

Figure 5.12: Fluttering aeroelastic system - Wind tunnel free-decay experiments for NACA0012 airfoil: posterior joint parameter pdfs obtained using MCMC simulations for parameters (a) $c_2$ and $c_4$ and (b) $c_3$ and $c_5$. 
Figure 5.13: Fluttering aeroelastic system - Wind tunnel free-decay experiments for NACA0012 airfoil: three pitch realizations obtained using MAP parameter estimates superposing the measured data.
5.4.2 Limit Cycle Oscillation Data

As evident in Fig. 5.14, the equilibrium point of approximately zero pitch becomes unstable due to small perturbations and the system re-stabilizes on an LCO (having an amplitude of approximately 5 degrees) at an airspeed of 8.5 m/s (i.e. Re = 88,000). No periodicity is observed in the upstream flow, measured with hot-wire anemometry, to account for the observed LCO. Furthermore, when the wing is fixed, no periodicity is observed in the wake eliminating the possibility of vortex induced vibration [157]. It can thus be conclude that the oscillation is self-sustained or LCO with a single dominant frequency, at $f = 3.1$ Hz, and weak super-harmonics, at $2f$ and $3f$. Weaker higher order harmonics are also detected in the pitch response. In the power spectrum density of the pitch response, the magnitudes of the these higher order harmonics are five orders lower than that of the fundamental harmonic and thus their effects are neglected for the subsequent analysis. To minimize the influence of measurement noise, an FIR filter is used with a cutoff frequency of 16 Hz. Clearly, the FIR filter does not not affect the dominant frequency content of the LCO.

In order to ensure independence of the steady state LCO to initial conditions, different experiments were performed. Three sample pitch time responses are shown in Fig. 5.15. In the top two cases, the loss of stability of the fixed point was triggered by the natural turbulent excitation present in the wind tunnel, hence the different time at which the loss of stability occurs, whereas for the bottom case, a finite but small pitch displacement was given by the test operator at $t = 4.5$ s. Through the bias and variance trade-off, the optimal reduced model intends to capture the dominant features in the signal such as the transient regime (between LCO and onset of instability) and LCO characteristics (e.g. modulated amplitude and frequency). These features exist in any typical LCO signal. Inferences can be made from a single sample about these features. To arrive
Figure 5.14: Fluttering aeroelastic system - Wind tunnel LCO experiments for NACA0012 airfoil: (a) filtered LCO time history and (b) phase plane.

Figure 5.15: Fluttering aeroelastic system - Wind tunnel LCO experiments for NACA0012 airfoil: three filtered LCOs for different initial conditions.
at the optimal reduced model, the bias and variance trade-off must be achieved. This can be accomplished by performing numerical simulations of multiple models obtained by successively eliminating terms from the comprehensive (full) model. More rigorous information-theoretic framework for optimal model selection is described in [3].

The following equation is assumed to describe the LCO

$$I \ddot{\theta} + D \dot{\theta} + K \theta + K' \theta^3 + D' \text{sgn}(\dot{\theta}) = M + B + \sigma \xi(t) \quad (5.20)$$

with a 5th order polynomial used to model the nonlinear aerodynamic moment as

$$M = d_1 + d_2 \theta + d_3 \dot{\theta} + d_4 \theta^2 + d_5 \theta \dot{\theta} + d_6 \dot{\theta}^2$$

$$+ d_7 \theta^3 + d_8 \theta^2 \dot{\theta} + d_9 \theta \dot{\theta}^2 + d_{10} \dot{\theta}^3$$

$$+ d_{11} \theta^4 + d_{12} \theta^3 \dot{\theta} + d_{13} \theta^2 \dot{\theta}^2 + d_{14} \theta \dot{\theta}^3 + d_{15} \dot{\theta}^4$$

$$+ d_{16} \theta^5 + d_{17} \theta^4 \dot{\theta} + d_{18} \theta^3 \dot{\theta}^2 + d_{19} \theta^2 \dot{\theta}^3 + d_{20} \theta \dot{\theta}^4 + d_{21} \dot{\theta}^5. \quad (5.21)$$

Consequently, Eq. (5.20) can be written as

$$\ddot{\theta} = c_5 \text{sgn}(\dot{\theta}) + e_1 + e_2 \theta + e_3 \dot{\theta}$$

$$+ e_4 \theta^2 + e_5 \theta \dot{\theta} + e_6 \dot{\theta}^2$$

$$+ e_7 \theta^3 + e_8 \theta^2 \dot{\theta} + e_9 \theta \dot{\theta}^2 + e_{10} \dot{\theta}^3$$

$$+ e_{11} \theta^4 + e_{12} \theta^3 \dot{\theta} + e_{13} \theta^2 \dot{\theta}^2 + e_{14} \theta \dot{\theta}^3 + e_{15} \dot{\theta}^4$$

$$+ e_{16} \theta^5 + e_{17} \theta^4 \dot{\theta} + e_{18} \theta^3 \dot{\theta}^2 + e_{19} \theta^2 \dot{\theta}^3 + e_{20} \theta \dot{\theta}^4 + e_{21} \dot{\theta}^5 + e_{22} \xi(t). \quad (5.22)$$

where the value of $c_5$ is taken to be the MAP estimate as previously obtained from the free-decay experiments. Initially, the estimation process is first carried out using a 3rd
order polynomial representation of the aerodynamic moment, but the predicted output is unsatisfactory when compared with the experimental data in the transient regime. Therefore, a 5th order polynomial model of the nonlinear aerodynamic moment is adopted.

Using the measurements in Fig. 5.14, the estimated posterior marginal pdfs of the parameters are plotted in Fig. 5.16. The probability of a parameter being on the other side of zero of its MAP estimate is represented by the shaded area in Fig. 5.16. From 160 parallel MCMC chains, $20 \times 10^6$ MCMC samples are generated to estimate these pdfs. For the correlation coefficient greater than 0.5, some selected posterior joint pdfs are plotted in Fig. 5.17. Fig. 5.18 displays three sample trajectories of the system simulated using the MAP parameter estimates. These simulated sample pitch trajectories show reasonable agreement with the measured response from the wind tunnel experiments. Notice some difference among the simulated trajectories and the measured response in (a) the transition rate to LCO, (b) the amplitude and frequency modulation in LCO.
Figure 5.16: Fluttering aeroelastic system - Wind tunnel LCO experiments for NACA0012 airfoil: posterior parameter pdfs obtained using MCMC simulations for parameter (a) $e_1$, (b) $e_2$, (c) $e_3$, (d) $e_4$, (e) $e_5$, (f) $e_6$, (g) $e_7$, (h) $e_8$, (i) $e_9$, (j) $e_{10}$, (k) $e_{11}$, (l) $e_{12}$, (m) $e_{13}$, (n) $e_{14}$, (o) $e_{15}$, (p) $e_{16}$, (q) $e_{17}$, (r) $e_{18}$, (s) $e_{19}$, (t) $e_{20}$, (u) $e_{21}$ and (v) $e_{22}$.
Figure 5.17: Fluttering aeroelastic system - Wind tunnel LCO experiments for NACA0012 airfoil: posterior joint parameter pdfs obtained using MCMC simulations for parameters (a) $e_2$ and $e_7$, (b) $e_2$ and $e_16$, (c) $e_2$ and $e_18$, (d) $e_3$ and $e_{10}$, (e) $e_3$ and $e_{21}$, (f) $e_4$ and $e_{11}$, (g) $e_4$ and $e_{13}$, (h) $e_5$ and $e_{12}$, (i) $e_5$ and $e_{14}$, (j) $e_6$ and $e_{15}$, (k) $e_7$ and $e_{16}$, (l) $e_8$ and $e_{17}$, (m) $e_8$ and $e_{19}$, (n) $e_9$ and $e_{18}$, (o) $e_9$ and $e_{20}$, (p) $e_{10}$ and $e_{21}$, (q) $e_{11}$ and $e_{13}$, (r) $e_{12}$ and $e_{14}$, (s) $e_{17}$ and $e_{19}$, (t) $e_{18}$ and $e_{20}$. 
Figure 5.18: Fluttering aeroelastic system - Wind tunnel LCO experiments for NACA0012 airfoil: three pitch realizations obtained using MAP parameter estimates superposing the measured data.
5.4.3 A Reduced Model

The redundancy among some parameters may give rise to strong correlations as observed in Fig. 5.17. The term $e_{20}$ multiplying $\dot{\theta} \dot{\theta}^4$ has the highest probability of being on the other side of zero of its MAP estimate as indicated by the shaded area of its marginal pdf in Fig. 5.16. Following the similar logic outlined in Subsection 5.3.1, the term associated with this parameter is removed from the equation of motion and estimate the joint pdf of the remaining 21 parameters using MCMC sampling technique. The parameter elimination process is repeated until the remaining parameters of the model become positive or negative with probability almost 1. This successive elimination process leads to the reduced model with 14 parameters given by

$$
\ddot{\theta} = c_5 \text{sgn}(\dot{\theta}) + e_1 + e_2 \theta + e_3 \dot{\theta} \\
+ e_4 \theta^2 + e_5 \dot{\theta} \\
+ e_7 \theta^3 + e_8 \dot{\theta}^2 + e_9 \theta \dot{\theta}^2 + e_{10} \dot{\theta}^3 \\
+ e_{11} \theta^4 \\
+ e_{16} \theta^5 + e_{18} \theta^3 \dot{\theta}^2 + e_{19} \theta^2 \dot{\theta}^3 + e_{22} \xi(t). \quad (5.23)
$$

To arrive at the optimal reduced model in Eq. (5.23), two odd and six even terms are eliminated from the original comprehensive model in Eq. (5.22). The presence of 6 redundant even terms may point out the negligible misalignment of the wing with the flow in terms of effect of pitch response. This is due to the fact that the aerodynamic moment for an uncambered airfoil is expected to be symmetric with respect to zero pitch angle.

For the reduced model in Eq. (5.23), the marginal and joint pdfs of the estimated
parameters are plotted in Figs. 5.19-5.20 using $20 \times 10^6$ MCMC samples. In Fig. 5.20, the strong correlation among some parameter pairs are due to the physical dependence among the corresponding terms, as observed for the nonlinear stiffness parameters $e_7$ and $e_{16}$, for example.

Using MAP parameter estimates of the reduced model, three sample pitch trajectories are plotted in Fig. 5.21 which again show good agreement with the wind tunnel measurements. The corresponding phase space diagram of the simulated and observed response are shown in Fig. 5.22. Again, these pitch trajectories show good agreement in the phase space. The effect of nonlinearity in the system is highlighted by the deviation from ellipticity of the orbit in the phase space diagram.

In Fig. 5.23, the static aerodynamic moment coefficient (i.e. for $\dot{\theta} = 0$) is plotted using the estimated parameters $e_1$ through $e_{22}$ for the reduced model in Eq. (5.23) and the structural parameters $c_1$ through $c_4$ in Eq. (5.18). The moment coefficient is calculated using an estimated moment of inertia about the elastic axis of 0.0014 kg·m$^2$ and is normalized by $(\rho U^2/2) \times c^2 \times s$ with $c = 0.156$ m, $\rho = 1.19$ kg/m$^3$, $s = 0.61$ m and $U = 8.5$ m/s. Only he odd terms are considered when estimating the moment coefficient as the even terms in the fifth order moment model account for a bias arising from the misalignment of the airfoil with the flow in the wind tunnel.

For comparative and validation purposes, Fig. 5.23 shows the static moment (measured at quarter-chord) as experimentally observed by Huang et al. [160] for a cantilevered NACA0012 airfoil at $Re = 7.6 \times 10^4$. For our estimates, the effect of uncertainty is most significant in the pitch angle ranging from 2.5 to 4.3 degrees. Examining the phase portrait in Fig. 5.14, during one period of LCO less data is collected at these angular values than at higher or lower ones leading to higher uncertainty in the estimated moment coefficient for pitch angles ranging from 2.5 to 4.3 degrees. As the data is col-
lected for pitch angles bounded by approximately 4.8 degrees (the amplitude of LCO), the increase in uncertainty associated with the moment coefficient for pitch angles beyond 4.8 degrees is due to the effect of extrapolation.
Figure 5.20: Fluttering aeroelastic system - Wind tunnel LCO experiments for NACA0012 airfoil: reduced model posterior joint parameter pdfs obtained using MCMC simulations for parameters (a) $e_1$ and $e_4$, (b) $e_1$ and $e_{11}$, (c) $e_2$ and $e_7$, (d) $e_2$ and $e_9$, (e) $e_2$ and $e_{16}$, (f) $e_2$ and $e_{18}$, (g) $e_3$ and $e_8$, (h) $e_3$ and $e_{10}$, (i) $e_4$ and $e_{11}$, (j) $e_7$ and $e_9$, (k) $e_7$ and $e_{16}$, (l) $e_7$ and $e_{18}$, (m) $e_8$ and $e_{10}$, (n) $e_8$ and $e_{19}$, (o) $e_9$ and $e_{18}$ and (p) $e_{16}$ and $e_{18}$. 
Figure 5.21: Fluttering aeroelastic system - Wind tunnel LCO experiments for NACA0012 airfoil: three pitch realizations obtained using MAP parameter estimates of the reduced model superposing the measured data.

Figure 5.22: Fluttering aeroelastic system - Wind tunnel LCO experiments for NACA0012 airfoil: phase space diagrams of observed LCO and predicted LCO using MAP parameter estimates.
Figure 5.23: Fluttering aeroelastic system - Estimated static aerodynamic moment coefficient about the EA located at 18.6% chord for the NACA0012 airfoil at Re = 88,000. Also shown are experimental observations made by Huang et al. [160] for a cantilevered NACA0012 airfoil at Re = 76,000, with moment taken about quarter chord point.
Chapter 6

Parallel Data Assimilation for

Large-Scale Models of Stochastic PDEs

Parallel data assimilation algorithms for filtering applications with large-scale models are of increasing interest due to the availability of cost-effective high-performance computing systems and large amounts of data sets gathered from sensor networks [63]. KF and EKF filtering techniques require (a) large computational resources to propagate the error covariance matrix and (b) large amount of memory to store the error covariance matrix. These requirements limit the application of these filtering algorithms to high-dimensional state space models compared to EnKF which partly alleviates these problems. For PF algorithms, (a) the number of particles grows exponentially with the dimension of the system for good performance [64, 65] and (b) a resampling step of the posterior joint pdf is needed to avoid degeneracy. Both of these requirements limit the applicability of PF for high-dimensional models [10]. Although some effort has been focused on parallelizing other filtering algorithms such as the Kalman filter [66] and particle filter [67], the parallelization of EnKF has received the most attention recently [68–76].
EnKF uses a low-rank representation of the state error covariance matrix by approximating it through ensemble averaging. EnKF inherits the analysis step step of KF. A major limitation of applying EnKF to tackle a large-scale data assimilation problem is the requirement of a large ensemble size [69], often demanding excessive computational cost. To alleviate these issues, the recently reported Kalman filter algorithm [80] based on a polynomial chaos representation [1, 81] is adopted for parallelization to tackle the problem of sequential data assimilation for high-dimensional state space models governed by stochastic partial differential equations (PDEs) relevant to engineering mechanics. Preliminary findings of this work are published in the proceedings of AIAA-SDM [96]

6.1 Polynomial Chaos Representation for Uncertainty Propagation

The polynomial chaos representation can be used to represent non-stationary and non-Gaussian stochastic processes [1]. The polynomial chaoses \( \{ \Psi_j(\theta) \}_{j=0}^{\infty} \) constitute a generic basis of the space of all second-order random variables which can be used to represent a stochastic process \( a(x, \theta) \) using a truncated series as [1]

\[
a(x, \theta) = \sum_{j=0}^{P} a_j(x) \Psi_j(\theta),
\]

(6.1)

where \( a_j(x) \) are deterministic functions of the spatial coordinate \( x \) and \( \Psi_j(\theta) \) are polynomials of known random variables. See Appendix C for a brief overview of PCE.

To fully characterize the model output of a stochastic system using PCE, one simply needs to obtain the deterministic coefficients \( a_j(x) \). In order to accomplish this
task, the PCE representation of the stochastic input and output processes are inserted into the partial differential equation representing the dynamics of the system. Using a Galerkin scheme, a coupled set of deterministic PDEs are obtained for the deterministic coefficients. The finite element technique can be used to tackle these coupled set of PDEs leading to the so-called spectral stochastic finite element method (SSFEM) [1]. This approach was first applied to problems of structural mechanics with random spatial parameters [1].

The above approximation (Eq. (6.1)) provides a discretization in the stochastic dimension. It is often combined with a finite element discretization [166, 167] (being a discretization in the spatial domain) and a discretization in time (e.g. the Newmark-Beta method [168]) to solve stochastic PDEs. “For large-scale engineering problems of practical interest, the application of SSFEM becomes computationally challenging as the size of the algebraic linear system grows rapidly with the spatial mesh resolution and the order of the stochastic dimension” [87]. The domain decomposition method (DDM) [82–87] may be used to efficiently solve the resulting system of equations using supercomputers. In the framework of non-linear filtering, the domain decomposition method for stochastic PDEs translates to an efficient forecast step for high-dimensional state space models that circumvent computationally intensive Monte Carlo simulations.

In the following subsections, a brief overview of SSFEM for stochastic PDEs based on PCE representation of random system parameters and response is provided. This is followed by a review of the Newmark-Beta method for time-marching. The domain decomposition method is introduced next to solve the resulting large-scale system of equations. The last subsection introduces the polynomial chaos based Kalman filter (PCKF) algorithm [80] as a data assimilation method.
6.2 Domain Decomposition Methods for Spectral SFEM

In this section, SSFEM is reviewed and the recently proposed DDM algorithm [82–87] is introduced as an efficient forecast step of filtering algorithms for high-dimensional state space models. In numerous problems of engineering mechanics, the realistic compute simulations should take into account the effect of random heterogeneity of the system parameters [1, 82–87]. In many cases, this fact leads to a governing stochastic PDEs (SPDEs) with stochastic operators (left hand side). In general, a stochastic PDE has the following form:

\[ \mathcal{L}_t [u(x, t, \theta)] + \mathcal{L}_s [u(x, t, \theta)] = f(x, t, \theta) \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.2)

where \( x = \{x, y, z\} \in \Omega \) is a vector of physical coordinates, \( t \in [0, T] \) is the variable denoting time and \( \theta \in \Omega \) refers to the stochastic dimension and \( \mathcal{L}_t \) and \( \mathcal{L}_s \) represent the temporal and spatial differential operators. For example, the operators \( \mathcal{L}_t \) and \( \mathcal{L}_s \) may be represented as [166]

\[ \mathcal{L}_t = -\rho(\theta) \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} - \mu(\theta) \frac{\partial}{\partial t}, \] \hspace{1cm} (6.3)

\[ \mathcal{L}_s = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( k_x(\theta) \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left( k_y(\theta) \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( k_z(\theta) \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \right). \] \hspace{1cm} (6.4)

For elementary exposition, \( k_x(\theta), k_y(\theta) \) and \( k_z(\theta) \) is assumed to be random functions of spatial co-ordinate \( x \) (for more general cases, please refer to [169, 170]). Thus, \( k_x(\theta), k_y(\theta) \) and \( k_z(\theta) \) can be represented by a general (non-stationary and non-Gaussian) stochastic process with a polynomial chaos expansion as \( k_x(\theta) = \sum_{i=0}^{P} k_{x,i} \Psi_i(\theta) \), \( k_y(\theta) = \sum_{i=0}^{P} k_{y,i} \Psi_i(\theta) \) and \( k_z(\theta) = \sum_{i=0}^{P} k_{z,i} \Psi_i(\theta) \). Similarly, \( \rho(\theta), \mu(\theta) \) and \( f(x, t, \theta) \) can be represented using PCEs.
The finite element discretization (e.g. [166, 167]) of the response \( u \) given by

\[
    u (x, t, \theta) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} N_i (x) u_i (t, \theta) = [N (x)] u (t, \theta).  \tag{6.5}
\]

Thus a discrete representation of the PDE in Eq. (6.2) takes the form of the following matrix differential equation [166, 167]

\[
    M(\theta) \ddot{u} (t, \theta) + C(\theta) \dot{u} (t, \theta) + K(\theta) u (t, \theta) = f (t, \theta).  \tag{6.6}
\]

The elements of the mass, damping and stiffness matrices are given by [166, 167]

\[
    [M]_{ij} (\theta) = \int_{\Omega} N_i (x) \rho (\theta) N_j (x) \, dx \tag{6.7}
\]

\[
    [C]_{ij} (\theta) = \int_{\Omega} N_i (x) \mu (\theta) N_j (x) \, dx \tag{6.8}
\]

\[
    [K]_{ij} (\theta) = \int_{\Omega} [\nabla N_i (x)]^T \kappa (\theta) [\nabla N_j (x)] \, dx \tag{6.9}
\]

and the forcing vector is given by [166, 167]

\[
    f = \int_{\Omega} [N (x)]^T f (x, t, \theta) \, dx + \text{ contributions from boundary conditions ,} \tag{6.10}
\]

where

\[
    \kappa (\theta) = \text{diag} (k_x (\theta), k_y (\theta), k_z (\theta)) \tag{6.11}
\]

\[
    \nabla = \begin{pmatrix}
        \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \\
        \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \\
        \frac{\partial}{\partial z}
    \end{pmatrix}. \tag{6.12}
\]
The above dynamic equation can be discretized in time (see Appendix B for details) to obtain the following linear system of equations that can be solved for \( x \) at every discrete time step

\[
A(\theta) x(\theta) = f(\theta)
\]  

(6.13)

in which \( x \) is the state vector given by

\[
x = \begin{bmatrix} u \\ \hat{u} \end{bmatrix}.
\]

(6.14)

For large-scale systems, a class of domain decomposition algorithms are developed [82–87, 95] that exploit high performance computing platforms. The basic concepts of these domain decomposition algorithms are summarized next. For large-scale systems, the spatial computational domain is divided by a number of disjoint (non-overlapping) subdomains (see Fig. 6.1). The following system of equations is obtained for a typical subdomain \( s \)

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
A_{II}(\theta) & A_{IR}(\theta) \\
A_{RI}(\theta) & A_{RR}(\theta)
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
x_I^s(\theta) \\
x_R^s(\theta)
\end{bmatrix}
=
\begin{bmatrix}
f_I^s(\theta) \\
f_R^s(\theta)
\end{bmatrix},
\]

(6.15)

where the output vector \( x^s(\theta) \) is partitioned into the interior unknowns \( x_I^s(\theta) \) and the interface unknowns \( x_R^s \). The local interface vector \( x_I^r \) can be mapped to the unknown global interface vector \( x_F \) by \( x_F = R_s x_I \) where \( R_s \) is the subdomain specific restriction matrix.

The random system matrix, input and output for each subdomain are first represented
Grouping all the subdomain equations and using the relationships $x_{i,j}^s = R_s x_{i,j}$ and $f_{i,l}^s = R_s f_{i,l}$, one obtains

\[
\left( \sum_{i=0}^{M} \begin{bmatrix} A_{iI,i}^1 & \ldots & 0 & A_{iI,i}^1, R_1 \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots \\ 0 & \ldots & A_{II,i}^n_s & A_{II,i}^n_s, R_{ns} \\ R_{II,i}^T A_{II,i}^T, \ldots & R_{ns} A_{II,i}^T, \sum_{s=1}^{n_s} R_{s}^T A_{II,i}^T, R_{s} \end{bmatrix} \right) \begin{bmatrix} \Psi_i(\theta) \\ \vdots \\ \Psi_M(\theta) \end{bmatrix} \approx \left( \sum_{j=0}^{N} \begin{bmatrix} x_{i,j}^1 \\ \vdots \\ x_{I,j}^n \\ x_{I,j}^n \end{bmatrix} \right) \begin{bmatrix} \Psi_1(\theta) \\ \vdots \\ \Psi_N(\theta) \end{bmatrix} \\
\right)
\]

Performing a Galerkin projection of the above equation onto the PCE basis used to
represent the output process, the following linear system is obtained

\[
\left( \begin{array}{c}
\mathbf{A}_{II,i}^1 \ldots 0 \\
\vdots \ldots \vdots \\
0 \ldots \mathbf{A}_{II,i}^{n_s} \\
\mathbf{R}_1^T \mathbf{A}_{II,i}^1 \ldots \mathbf{R}_1^T \mathbf{A}_{II,i}^{n_s} \sum_{s=1}^{n_s} \mathbf{R}_s^T \mathbf{A}_{II,i}^{n_s} \mathbf{R}_s \\
\end{array} \right) \left( \begin{array}{c}
\Psi_i(\theta) \\
\vdots \\
\Psi_i(\theta) \\
\sum_{j=0}^N \left( \begin{array}{c}
x_{j,i} \\
\vdots \\
x_{j,i} \\
\end{array} \right) \Psi_j(\theta) \\
\end{array} \right) = \\
\left( \begin{array}{c}
f_{i,l,i} \\
\vdots \\
f_{i,l,i} \\
\sum_{s=1}^{n_s} \mathbf{R}_s^T f_{i,l,i} \\
\end{array} \right) \Psi_k(\theta), \quad \text{for } k = 1, \ldots, N \\
(6.18)
\]

In concise notation, the above equation can be expressed as

\[
\left( \begin{array}{c}
\mathbf{A}_{II,i}^1 \ldots 0 \\
\vdots \ldots \vdots \\
0 \ldots \mathbf{A}_{II,i}^{n_s} \\
\mathbf{R}_1^T \mathbf{A}_{II,i}^1 \ldots \mathbf{R}_1^T \mathbf{A}_{II,i}^{n_s} \sum_{s=1}^{n_s} \mathbf{R}_s^T \mathbf{A}_{II,i}^{n_s} \mathbf{R}_s \\
\end{array} \right) \left( \begin{array}{c}
\chi^1_i \\
\vdots \\
\chi^{n_s}_i \\
\sum_{s=1}^{n_s} \mathbf{R}_s^T \chi^{n_s}_i \\
\end{array} \right) = \\
\left( \begin{array}{c}
\mathcal{F}_1^1 \\
\vdots \\
\mathcal{F}_i^{n_s} \\
\sum_{s=1}^{n_s} \mathcal{F}_s^{n_s} \\
\end{array} \right), \quad (6.19)
\]

where

\[
[A_{II}^s]_{jk} = \sum_{i=0}^M (\psi_i \psi_j \psi_k) A_{II,i}^s \\
[A_{II}^s]_{jk} = \sum_{i=0}^M (\psi_i \psi_j \psi_k) A_{II,i}^s
\]

\[
[A_{II}^s]_{jk} = \sum_{i=0}^M (\psi_i \psi_j \psi_k) A_{II,i}^s \\
[A_{II}^s]_{jk} = \sum_{i=0}^M (\psi_i \psi_j \psi_k) A_{II,i}^s
\]
and

\[ \mathcal{X}_l^s = \{ x_{l,0}^s, \ldots, x_{l,N}^s \}^T, \quad \mathcal{F}_l^s = \{ f_{l,0}^s \langle \Psi_0^2 \rangle, \ldots, f_{l,N}^s \langle \Psi_N^2 \rangle \}^T, \]

\[ \mathcal{X}_r = \{ x_{r,0}^s, \ldots, x_{r,N}^s \}^T, \quad \mathcal{F}_r^s = \{ f_{r,0}^s \langle \Psi_0^2 \rangle, \ldots, f_{r,N}^s \langle \Psi_N^2 \rangle \}^T, \]

\[ \mathcal{R}_s = I_{N+1} \otimes \mathbf{R}_s, \]

with \( \otimes \) denoting the Kronecker matrix product [171] and \( I_{N+1} \) the identity matrix of dimension \( \{N + 1\} \).

Consequently, the following extended Schur complement [172] system for the interface variable \( \mathcal{X}_r \) can be obtained using Gaussian elimination as

\[ S \mathcal{X}_r = \mathcal{G}_r, \] (6.20)

where \( \mathcal{X}_r \) is the vector containing the polynomial chaos coefficients of the interface nodes. The global extended Schur complement matrix \( S \) is given by

\[ S = \sum_{s=1}^{n_s} \mathcal{R}_s^T [\mathcal{A}_{II}^s - \mathcal{A}_{II}^s (\mathcal{A}_{II}^s)^{-1} \mathcal{A}_{II}^s] \mathcal{R}_s, \] (6.21)

and the corresponding right hand side vector \( \mathcal{G}_r \) is defined by

\[ \mathcal{G}_r = \sum_{s=1}^{n_s} \mathcal{R}_s^T [\mathcal{F}_r^s - \mathcal{A}_{II}^s (\mathcal{A}_{II}^s)^{-1} \mathcal{F}_l^s]. \] (6.22)

In the context of large-scale systems, iterative methods are generally utilized to solve the extended Schur complement system in Eq. (6.20) as direct solvers can no longer be used due to large memory requirements and poor scalability. The use of iterative methods to solve the extended Schur complement system resulting from domain decomposi-
tion is referred to as iterative substructuring [173]. A newly developed iterative solver based on preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Method (PCGM) [174] for the stochastic extended Schur complement system is used in this thesis for the case of symmetric system matrices [83–87, 95]. Its parallel implementation is outlined in Appendix D. For the cases involving non-symmetric system matrices, the author developed a new parallel solver for stochastic systems based on the preconditioned Biconjugate Gradient Stabilized (BICGSTAB) method [174] as described in Appendix D.4.

The major drawback of iterative solvers for the extended Schur complement system is the lack of robustness due to slow convergence [174]. The use of efficient preconditioners alleviates such issue by transforming the original system to a new one having better condition number as [172]

\[
M^{-1}S \chi_{\Gamma} = M^{-1}G_{\Gamma},
\]

where \(M^{-1}\) is the preconditioning matrix. In this context, the preconditioning is performed from the left, but in general preconditioning could also be performed from the right or from both sides (see [174] for more details). In this thesis, the one-level lumped preconditioner is used, detailed in Appendix D.1.

### 6.3 Polynomial Chaos Based Ensemble Kalman Filter

Once (sparse and noisy) observations of the physical system become available at a specific time instant, the polynomial chaos coefficients of the system response can be updated to reflect the information available in observational data. This can simply be performed using a linear analysis step borrowed from the Kalman filter (see Section 2.3). The ensemble Kalman filter (see Section 2.6) propagates an ensemble of model states
forward in time until an observation becomes available. EnKF then assimilates the observation vector $d$ using a linear update equation of KF. In the polynomial chaos based Kalman filter (PCKF) [80], the same linear analysis step is used to update the polynomial chaos coefficients of the solution process.

The polynomial chaos representation of the forecast state vector of a dynamical system prior to assimilating the available data at a given time instant is given by

$$ x^f = \sum_{i=0}^{N} x_i^f \Psi_i(\theta) \quad . \quad (6.24) $$

The polynomial chaos coefficients can be grouped into a coefficient matrix as

$$ A^f = \left[ x_0^f, x_1^f, \ldots, x_N^f \right] \quad (6.25) $$

where $A^f \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times (N+1)}$, $n$ is the dimension of the state vector and $(N+1)$ is the number of polynomial chaos coefficients in the expansion. The state error covariance matrix
prior to assimilating the data is thus [80]

\[
\mathbf{P}' = \left\langle \left( \mathbf{x}' - \bar{\mathbf{x}}' \right) \left( \mathbf{x}' - \bar{\mathbf{x}}' \right)^T \right\rangle
\]

\[
= \left\langle \left( \sum_{i=0}^{N} x'_i \Psi_i(\theta) \right) \left( \sum_{j=0}^{N} x'_j \Psi_j(\theta) \right)^T \right\rangle
\]

\[
= \left\langle \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} x_i \Psi_i(\theta) \right) \left( \sum_{j=1}^{N} x_j \Psi_j(\theta) \right)^T \right\rangle
\]

\[
= \left\langle \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} x_i \Psi_i(\theta) \right) \left( \sum_{j=1}^{N} x_j \Psi_j(\theta) \right)^T \right\rangle
\]

\[
= \left\langle \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} x_i \Psi_i(\theta) x_j \Psi_j(\theta) \right\rangle
\]

\[
= \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \left\langle x_i \Psi_i(\theta) x_j \Psi_j(\theta) \right\rangle
\]

\[
= \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} x_i \Psi_i(\theta) x_j \Psi_j(\theta) \delta_{ij}
\]

\[
= \sum_{i=1}^{N} x_i \Psi_i(\theta) \mathbf{d}_i
\]

(6.26)

The available observations are represented by a random vector of dimension \( m \) whose polynomial chaos expansion is given by

\[
\mathbf{d} = \sum_{i=0}^{N} \mathbf{d}_i \Psi_i(\theta)
\]

(6.27)

where the mean \( \mathbf{d}_0 \) contains the actual measurements and higher order terms \( \{ \mathbf{d}_i \}_{i=1}^{N} \) represent the measurement error. The coefficients can be stored into another coefficient matrix

\[
\mathbf{D} = [\mathbf{d}_0, \mathbf{d}_1, \ldots, \mathbf{d}_N]
\]

(6.28)
where $D \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times (N+1)}$. A similar derivation to Eq. (6.26) could be used to provide the following expression for the measurement error covariance matrix:

$$
\Gamma = \sum_{i=1}^{N} d_i d_i^T \langle \Psi_i^2 \rangle .
$$

(6.29)

The PC coefficients of the state vector is updated according to the linear analysis step of the Kalman filter as (see Eq. (2.42))

$$
x^a = x^f + K (d - H x^f)
$$

(6.30)

in which $K$ is the Kalman gain matrix and $H$ is measurement matrix that relates the measurement vector to the state vector (see Section 2.3).

The state and measurement vectors in Eq. (6.30) are replaced by their truncated polynomial chaos expansions, i.e. Eq. (6.24) and Eq. (6.27) respectively as [175]

$$
\sum_{i=0}^{N} x_i^a \Psi_i (\theta) = \sum_{i=0}^{N} x_i^f \Psi_i (\theta) + K \left( \sum_{i=0}^{N} d_i \Psi_i (\theta) - H \sum_{i=0}^{N} x_i^f \Psi_i (\theta) \right).
$$

(6.31)

Subsequently, a Galerkin projection is performed on both sides of the above equation onto the polynomial chaos $\Psi_j (\theta)$ used to represent the state and measurement vectors. For the following derivation, $\theta$ is omitted for brevity. Performing this projection onto
the left hand side first:

\[
\left\langle \left[ \sum_{i=0}^{N} x_i^a \Psi_i \right] \Psi_j \right\rangle = \left\langle \sum_{i=0}^{N} x_i^a \Psi_i \Psi_j \right\rangle \\
= \sum_{i=0}^{N} \left\langle x_i^a \Psi_i \Psi_j \right\rangle \\
= \sum_{i=0}^{N} x_i^a \left\langle \Psi_i \Psi_j \right\rangle \\
= \sum_{i=0}^{N} x_i^a \delta_{ij} \left\langle \Psi_j^2 \right\rangle \\
= x_j^a \left\langle \Psi_j^2 \right\rangle . \quad (6.32)
\]

Projected the right hand side of Eq. (6.31) onto \( \Psi_j \) leads to

\[
\left\langle \left[ \sum_{i=0}^{N} x_i^f \Psi_i + K \left( \sum_{i=0}^{N} d_i \Psi_i - H \sum_{i=0}^{N} x_i^f \Psi_i \right) \right] \Psi_j \right\rangle \\
= \left\langle \left[ \sum_{i=0}^{N} x_i^f \Psi_i \right] \Psi_j \right\rangle + \left\langle K \left( \sum_{i=0}^{N} d_i \Psi_i - H \sum_{i=0}^{N} x_i^f \Psi_i \right) \Psi_j \right\rangle \\
= \left\langle \left[ \sum_{i=0}^{N} x_i^f \Psi_i \right] \Psi_j \right\rangle + K \left( \left\langle \sum_{i=0}^{N} d_i \Psi_i \right\rangle \Psi_j \right) - H \left\langle \left[ \sum_{i=0}^{N} x_i^f \Psi_i \right] \Psi_j \right\rangle \\
= \sum_{i=0}^{N} \left\langle x_i^f \Psi_i \Psi_j \right\rangle + K \left( \sum_{i=0}^{N} d_i \left\langle \Psi_i \Psi_j \right\rangle \right) - H \sum_{i=0}^{N} \left\langle x_i^f \Psi_i \Psi_j \right\rangle \\
= \sum_{i=0}^{N} x_i^f \left\langle \Psi_i \Psi_j \right\rangle + K \left( \sum_{i=0}^{N} d_i \left\langle \Psi_i \Psi_j \right\rangle \right) - H \sum_{i=0}^{N} x_i^f \left\langle \Psi_i \Psi_j \right\rangle \\
= \sum_{i=0}^{N} x_i^f \delta_{ij} \left\langle \Psi_j^2 \right\rangle + K \left( \sum_{i=0}^{N} d_i \delta_{ij} \left\langle \Psi_j^2 \right\rangle \right) - H \sum_{i=0}^{N} x_i^f \delta_{ij} \left\langle \Psi_j^2 \right\rangle \\
= x_j^f \left\langle \Psi_j^2 \right\rangle + K \left( d_j \left\langle \Psi_j^2 \right\rangle - H x_j^f \left\langle \Psi_j^2 \right\rangle \right) \\
= \left[ x_j^f + K \left( d_j - H x_j^f \right) \right] \left\langle \Psi_j^2 \right\rangle . \quad (6.33)
\]
Combining Eq. (6.32) and Eq. (6.33) and eliminating $\langle \Psi_j^2 \rangle$ from both sides of the equality provides the analysis step involving the \( j \)th PCE coefficient of the state vector:

\[
x_j^a = x_j^f + K \left( d_j - H x_j^f \right).
\]  

(6.34)

The above result can be rewritten in matrix form as

\[
A^a = A^f + K \left( D - HA^f \right).
\]  

(6.35)

Finally, utilizing the expression for the Kalman gain matrix \( K \) given in Eq. (2.41), the following assimilation step for PCKF is obtained \[80, 175\]

\[
A^a = A^f + P^f H^T \left( H P^f H^T + \Gamma \right)^{-1} (D - HA^f).
\]  

(6.36)

The aforementioned polynomial chaos based domain-decomposition-based iterative solver developed in \[83-87\] is used to propagate the PC coefficients of the state vector in time, providing an efficient forecast step. The analysis step, whenever measurements are available, will make use of the available polynomial decomposition of the forecast state estimate to efficiently perform the update of the PC coefficients \[80\] using a parallel implementation as explained next.

### 6.3.1 Distributed implementation of the PCKF Analysis Step

The forecast step performed using the polynomial chaos based domain decomposition algorithm will naturally enhance the computational efficiency of the filtering algorithm compared to the sampling based filters (EnKF and PF). To increase the computational efficacy further, a parallel implementation of the analysis step of PCKF \[80\] is developed...
utilizing the aforementioned polynomial chaos based domain decomposition solver [82–87]. In order to achieve this, the forecast error covariance matrix in Eq. (6.26) is first re-expressed in terms of the coefficient matrix $A^f$ as

$$P^f = \sum_{i=1}^{N} x_i^f x_i^f \langle \psi_i^2 \rangle$$

$$= \begin{bmatrix}
    x_1^f, x_2^f, \ldots, x_N^f
  \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
    \langle \psi_1^2 \rangle & 0 & \ldots & 0 \\
    0 & \langle \psi_2^2 \rangle & \ldots & 0 \\
    \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
    0 & 0 & \ldots & \langle \psi_N^2 \rangle 
  \end{bmatrix}
  \begin{bmatrix}
    x_1^f, x_2^f, \ldots, x_N^f
  \end{bmatrix}^T$$

$$= A^f B A^f^T . \quad (6.37)$$

Similarly, the measurement error covariance matrix in Eq. (6.29) can be rewritten as

$$\Gamma = D B D^T . \quad (6.38)$$

Using the above expressions in Eqs. (6.37)-(6.38), the analysis step of PCKF in Eq. (6.36) can be rewritten as

$$A^a = A^f + P^f H^T (H P^f H^T + \Gamma)^{-1} (D - H A^f)$$

$$= A^f + A^f B A^f^T H^T (H A^f B A^f^T H^T + D B D^T)^{-1} (D - H A^f)$$

The result of the matrix multiplication $\mathbf{H} \mathbf{A}^f$ represents the ensemble of PC coefficients of the forecast, or predicted observations. Denoting this by $\mathcal{D}^f$, one can express the analysis step of the filter as

$$
\mathbf{A}^a = \mathbf{A}^f + \mathbf{A}^f \mathbf{B} \mathcal{D}^f \mathbf{T} \left( \mathcal{D}^f \mathbf{B} \mathcal{D}^f \mathbf{T} + \mathbf{D} \mathbf{B} \mathbf{D} \mathbf{T} \right)^{-1} (\mathcal{D} - \mathcal{D}^f) \\
= \mathbf{A}^f \left[ \mathbf{I} + \mathbf{B} \mathcal{D}^f \mathbf{T} \left( \mathcal{D}^f \mathbf{B} \mathcal{D}^f \mathbf{T} + \mathbf{D} \mathbf{B} \mathbf{D} \mathbf{T} \right)^{-1} (\mathcal{D} - \mathcal{D}^f) \right] \\
= \mathbf{A}^f \mathbf{C}.
$$

Eq. (6.40) indicates that the update step of PCKF involves a post-multiplication by a matrix $\mathbf{C}$. This matrix is a function of the observation matrix, $\mathcal{D}$, and the forecast observation matrix, $\mathcal{D}^f = \mathbf{H} \mathbf{A}^f$. $\mathbf{H}$ is normally a sparse matrix that interpolates the response at the observation locations from the response at the finite element nodal points. For the case of a two-dimensional domain discretized using linear finite elements, the matrix $\mathbf{H}$ has at most three non-zero elements per row $i$, obtained by evaluating the linear basis functions at the spatial coordinates for the $i$th observation. For non-overlapping domain decomposition methods [174], each observation lies exclusively in one of the $n_s$ subdomains. In this case, the observation matrix can be partitioned into $n_s$ local observation matrices, each acting on their respective local interior unknowns, and an interface observation matrix acting on the global interface unknowns:

$$
\mathbf{H} = [\mathbf{H}^1_I, \ldots, \mathbf{H}^2_I, \mathbf{H}^{ns}_I, \mathbf{H}_I] .
$$

One can also exploit the available spatial decomposition of the PC coefficients per-
taining to the forecast state vector in the form of

\[ \mathbf{x}'(\theta) = \sum_{i=0}^{N} \begin{bmatrix} \{x'_i\}^1_{I,i} \\ \vdots \\ \{x'_i\}^n_{I,i} \\ \{x'_i\}_{\Gamma,i} \end{bmatrix} \Psi_i(\theta) , \quad (6.42) \]

or in matrix form as

\[
\mathbf{A}' = \begin{bmatrix} \{x'_1\}_{I,0} & \{x'_1\}_{I,1} & \cdots & \{x'_1\}_{I,N} \\ \{x'_2\}_{I,0} & \{x'_2\}_{I,1} & \cdots & \{x'_2\}_{I,N} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ \{x'_n\}_{I,0} & \{x'_n\}_{I,1} & \cdots & \{x'_n\}_{I,N} \\ \{x'_1\}_{\Gamma,0} & \{x'_1\}_{\Gamma,1} & \cdots & \{x'_1\}_{\Gamma,N} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} [\mathbf{A}']^1_I \\ [\mathbf{A}']^2_I \\ \vdots \\ [\mathbf{A}']^n_I \\ [\mathbf{A}']_{\Gamma} \end{bmatrix} , \quad (6.43) \]

where \([\mathbf{A}']^s_I\) denotes the ensemble of PC coefficients for the interior nodes belonging to the subdomain \(s\) and \([\mathbf{A}']_{\Gamma}\) is the ensemble of PC coefficients for the global interface nodes. Eqs. (6.41)-(6.43) can be used to provide a decomposition of the forecast
observation matrix $\mathbb{D}^f = \mathbf{H} \mathbf{A}^f$ in the form

$$
\mathbb{D}^f = \mathbf{H} \mathbf{A}^f
= \begin{bmatrix}
\mathbf{H}_1^f, \ldots, \mathbf{H}_i^f, \mathbf{H}_n^f, \mathbf{H}_\Gamma^f
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
[\mathbf{A}^f]^1_i \\
[\mathbf{A}^f]^2_i \\
\vdots \\
[\mathbf{A}^f]^n_i \\
[\mathbf{A}^f]_\Gamma
\end{bmatrix}
= \mathbf{H}_1^f [\mathbf{A}^f]^1_i + \mathbf{H}_2^f [\mathbf{A}^f]^2_i + \cdots + \mathbf{H}_n^f [\mathbf{A}^f]^n_i + \mathbf{H}_\Gamma [\mathbf{A}^f]_\Gamma
= \left[ \mathbb{D}^f \right]^1_i + \left[ \mathbb{D}^f \right]^2_i + \cdots + \left[ \mathbb{D}^f \right]^n_i + \left[ \mathbb{D}^f \right]_\Gamma
= \left[ \mathbb{D}^f \right]_\Gamma + \sum_{s=1}^{n_s} \left[ \mathbb{D}^f \right]^s_i.
$$

(6.44)

By construction, the head compute node has a copy of the global interface unknowns in its accessible memory design for the parallel iterative solvers discussed in Section 6.2. Thus, the contribution of the interface nodes to the forecast observation matrix, i.e. the term $\left[\mathbb{D}^f\right]_\Gamma$, can be obtained at the head compute node. As evident from Eq. (6.44), the contribution of each subdomain to the predicted observation matrix $\mathbb{D}^f$ can be constructed locally. Subsequently, the summation can be performed using a gather operation providing $\mathbb{D}^f$ at the head node. For large-scale systems, the number of measurements may be much less than the number of elements in the state vector for certain applications, i.e. $n_m << n$. Thus, this step requires little inter-processor communication between the head node and the compute nodes.

Since the measurements are likely to be read by the head processing node, the observation matrix $\mathbb{D}$ can be easily constructed at the head node in its entirety without the need for interprocessor communication. The availability of $\mathbb{D}$ and $\mathbb{D}^f$ at the head com-
pute node allows for the evaluation of the matrix $C$ at the head node using Eq. (6.40) as

$$C = \mathbf{I} + \mathbf{B} \mathbf{D}^f \mathbf{T} \left( \mathbf{D}^f \mathbf{B} \mathbf{D}^f \mathbf{T} + \mathbf{D} \mathbf{B} \mathbf{D}^\mathbf{T} \right)^{-1} \left( \mathbf{D} - \mathbf{D}^f \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.45)

Once matrix $C$ is obtained, it is made available in the local memory of all computing nodes using a broadcast operation. What remains to be computed is the product $A^f C$ resulting in the analysis ensemble $A^a$. This step would dominate the time required for the analysis step for cases in which the dimension of the state vector dominates the number of measurements. The available spatial decomposition of the PC coefficients in Eq. (6.43) will also be a key ingredient in developing an effective parallel implementation of this step. The ensemble update step in Eq. (6.40) can now be performed in
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parallel as

\[ \begin{align*}
A^a &= A^f C \\
&= \left[ \begin{array}{c}
[A^f]_1^1 \\
[A^f]_1^2 \\
\vdots \\
[A^f]_1^{n_a} \\
[A^f]_r \\
\end{array} \right] C \\
&= \left[ \begin{array}{c}
[A^f]_1^1 C \\
[A^f]_1^2 C \\
\vdots \\
[A^f]_1^{n_a} C \\
[A^f]_r C \\
\end{array} \right] \\
&= \left[ \begin{array}{c}
[A^a]_1^1 \\
[A^a]_1^2 \\
\vdots \\
[A^a]_1^{n_a} \\
[A^a]_r \\
\end{array} \right],
\end{align*} \]

(6.46)

in which each compute node updates the local PC coefficients available in local memory, thus eliminating the need for inter-processor communication for this step.

The parallel algorithm for the distributed implementation of the polynomial chaos-based Kalman filter outlined above is provided in Algorithm 6.1. In the next section, the parallel scalability of this algorithm is investigated on high performance computing platforms.
Algorithm 6.1: Parallel Polynomial Chaos based Kalman Filter.

6.4 Numerical Results

In this section, numerical results are presented for the two-dimensional stationary stochastic diffusion and advection-diffusion problems. The finite element discretization leads to a symmetric system of equations for the former problem and a non-symmetric one for the latter. The aforementioned parallel iterative solvers based on the preconditioned conjugate gradient method (see Appendix D) and the preconditioned biconjugate gradient stabilized method (see Appendix D.4) are used as forward solvers to obtain the forecast estimates and associated uncertainty. The parallel algorithm for the distributed implementation of the polynomial chaos-based Kalman filter as detailed in the previous section is used to assimilate the available data in order to obtain the posterior estimates.

The absolute performance or parallel scalability of the newly developed PCKF parallel algorithm is examined. More precisely, the parallel scalability of the algorithm is investigated for three cases: (1) the global problem size (i.e. order of the state vector) and number of measurements (i.e. sensors) is fixed while the number of subdomains (i.e. central processing units or CPUs) is increased, (2) the global problem size and num-
ber of subdomains are fixed while number of measurements is increased, and (3) the number of subdomains and number of measurements are fixed while the global problem size is increased. Although the numerical investigation is restricted to two-dimensional problems, the proposed algorithm is general and can be applied to three-dimensional problems.

6.4.1 Stationary Stochastic Diffusion Problem

The stationary stochastic diffusion problem is defined by a linear elliptic stochastic partial differential equation (SPDE) as [176]

\[-\nabla \cdot (c(\mathbf{x}, \theta) \nabla u(\mathbf{x}, \theta)) = f(\mathbf{x}) \quad \text{in } D \times \Omega,\]
\[u(\mathbf{x}, \theta) = 0 \quad \text{on } \partial D \times \Omega,\]

(6.47)

where $D$ is the spatial domain for the boundary value problem, $c$ is the random diffusion coefficient, $f$ is the source or right-hand side term, $u$ is the unknown species concentration, and $\Omega$ is a sample space belonging to the probability space $(\Omega, \mathcal{F}, P)$ in which $\mathcal{F}$ is a $\sigma$-algebra and $P$ is a probability measure (see [177] for details). The random diffusion coefficient is modeled as a stochastic process with given mean, variance, and covariance function. The source function $f$ is assumed to be deterministic ($f = 1$) and thus the source of uncertainty arises only from the random diffusivity. The SSFEM discretization leads to a symmetric system matrix and thus the parallel iterative solver based on the preconditioned conjugate gradient method and domain decomposition method described in Appendix D will be used to obtain the forecast ensemble of the PCE coefficients for $u$. This solver is validated for a stationary stochastic diffusion problem in Appendix D.3.1 whereby an analytical solution is available.
Prior PCE of Stochastic Response

The diffusion coefficient \( c(x, \theta) \) is modeled as a lognormal stochastic process as

\[
c(x, \theta) = \exp(g(x, \theta))
\]

with an underlying Gaussian process \( g(x, \theta) \) having the following exponential covariance function [1]

\[
C(x_1, x_2; y_1, y_2) = \sigma^2 e^{-|x_1-y_1|/b_1 - |x_2-y_2|/b_2},
\]

where \( \sigma^2 \) is the variance and \( b_1 \) and \( b_2 \) are the correlations lengths along the \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) directions, respectively. The analytical expressions for the eigenfunctions \( g_n(x) \) and eigenvalues \( \lambda_n \) of such covariance function are given in Appendix C.1.1. The numerical values used in the investigation are \( \sigma = 0.3 \) and \( b_1 = b_2 = 50 \), leading to the eigenvalue distribution given in Fig. 6.2. The first three eigenvalues account for approximately 99% of the energy of the Gaussian random process and their associated eigenfunctions are shown in Fig.(6.3). Thus, the underlying Gaussian process will be represented by the truncated KLE

\[
g(x, \theta) = g_0(x) + \sum_{n=1}^{3} \sqrt{\lambda_n} g_n(x) \xi_n(\theta)
\]

in which \( \xi_n \) are independent and identically distributed normal random variables and \( g_1 \) through \( g_3 \) are the eigenfunctions shown in Fig.(6.3). For this set of experiments, the mean of the underlying Gaussian process is \( g_0(x) = -4 \). Thus the dimension of PCE is also \( L = 3 \) for the lognormal process. It is also determined through numerical experiments (results not shown for brevity) that a third-order PC expansion \( (p = 3) \) is required to sufficiently capture the non-Gaussian nature of the input. Thus the total
number of coefficients in the PC expansion is $N = 20$. The analytical expressions for PCE coefficients of the input lognormal diffusivity process in terms of the KLE eigenfunctions are provided in Appendix C.2.1.

![Graph showing eigenvalues of the exponential covariance function.](image)

**Figure 6.2:** Eigenvalues of the exponential covariance function.

![Selected eigenfunctions of the exponential covariance function.](image)

(a) eigenfunction of the largest eigenvalue, (b) eigenfunction of the second largest eigenvalue, and (c) eigenfunction of the third largest eigenvalue.

**Figure 6.3:** Selected eigenfunctions of the exponential covariance function.

For numerical illustration, the spatial domain is discretized into a finite element mesh consisting of 100,241 linear triangular elements and 50,118 nodes as illustrated in...
Fig. 6.4a. The spatial domain is decomposed into 176 subdomains as shown in Fig. 6.4b resulting in a total of 5,379 global interface nodes. For uncertainty representation, the response is represented using a three-dimensional third-order PCE (i.e. $N = 20$), resulting in a linear system of order 1,002,360. Using the parallel solver based on domain decomposition and preconditioned conjugate gradient method for the extended Schur complement system (see Appendix D for the parallel algorithm), the PC coefficients of the solution process are computed and illustrated in Fig. 6.5. The Krylov-subspace iterate is initialized to zero and the stopping criteria for the PCGM solver is

$$\frac{\| \mathcal{X}_{t+1} - \mathcal{X}_t \|}{\| \mathcal{X}_t \|} \leq \epsilon = 10^{-15}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.51)

As these PCE coefficients represent the state of knowledge regarding the response prior to the assimilation of observations, these coefficients will be denoted by "prior" PCE coefficients of the response. The zeroth PCE coefficient representing the mean response is plotted again in Fig. 6.6a. The covariance matrix is a function of the PCE coefficients as in Eq. (6.26). The standard deviation of the response, computed as the square roots of the covariance matrix diagonal entries, is shown in Fig. 6.6b. At its peak mean response, the coefficient of variation (being the mean-normalized standard deviation) is approximately 30%. As evident, the mean and standard deviation of the response are zero whenever homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions are present. In fact, all of the PCE coefficients are zero at such boundaries as evident in Fig. 6.5.

**Data Assimilation - Experiment 1**

For an illustrative data assimilation experiment, a specific realization obtained from the prior PCE of the solution process is used as the "true" response from which noise-
contaminated observations are obtained. The noise is assumed to be Gaussian in nature with zero mean and 0.1 standard deviation. For the first experiment, only one observation is made available at the location shown in Fig. 6.7. The proposed parallel data assimilation method based on domain decomposition and PCKF is used to update the prior PCE coefficients, shown in Fig. 6.5, providing the so-called posterior PCE coefficients. These posterior PCE coefficients are shown in Fig. 6.8. The number of coefficients has increased due to the assimilation of data. The sources of uncertainty in the observations, being sensor error for example, are independent from those in the forecast response (random diffusivity) and thus the dimension of the problem in the stochastic space increases when data is assimilated. Since only one measurement is available, the random dimension of the problem increases by one. Furthermore, since the error is Gaussian in nature, the PC order required to capture the uncertainty in that (observational) dimension is one. Thus, only one extra PCE coefficient is required in this case.

In general, except for the mean coefficient, the PCE coefficients have been attenuated in the proximity of the sensor from which the observation data is gathered.

Fig. 6.9 shows the true response, and prior and posterior mean estimates. The posterior mean estimate, obtained using the available noisy observations, is closer to the
true solution than the prior estimate. The assimilation of data reduces the error in the estimates as evident in Fig 6.10 in which the prior and posterior standard deviations are plotted. Not only does the standard deviation decreases globally, the spatial distribution of uncertainty changes as well: the amount of uncertainty is much lower in the proximity of the sensor, but it is higher further away from the sensor location. This is expected as the correlation decreases between the response at the sensor and locations that are further away from the sensor.
Figure 6.6: Stationary stochastic diffusion problem: (a) Prior mean response (b) standard deviation. The spatial decomposition of the mean response and standard deviation is shown in the top figures.

Figure 6.7: Data assimilation in stationary stochastic diffusion problem - Experiment 1: Sensor location.

Data Assimilation - Experiment 2

In this data assimilation experiment, the number of observations available is increased from one in the previous case to 4 observations, as shown in Fig. 6.11. The same prior
Figure 6.8: Data assimilation in stationary stochastic diffusion problem
- Experiment 1: Posterior PCE coefficients.

PCE coefficients are used as in the previous case. Furthermore, the same true response is used and the measurement noise is independent and identically distributed being Gaussian noise of zero mean and 0.1 standard deviation. The posterior PCE coefficients are
Figure 6.9: Data assimilation in stationary stochastic diffusion problem - Experiment 1: (a) True response, (b) prior mean estimate, and (c) posterior mean estimate.

Figure 6.10: Data assimilation in stationary stochastic diffusion problem - Experiment 1: (a) prior standard deviation, and (b) posterior standard deviation.

shown in Fig. 6.12. The number of coefficients has increased due to the assimilation of data from 20 prior PCE coefficients to 24 posterior coefficients due to the assimilation of 4 observations. In general, with the exception of the mean coefficient, the PCE coefficients have been attenuated in the proximity of the sensors from which the observational data is gathered. Fig. 6.13 shows the true response, and prior and posterior mean estimates. Compared to the previous case, the assimilation of more data renders
the posterior mean estimate closer to the true solution. Furthermore, the posterior standard deviation, shown in Fig. 6.14, is reduced even more compared to the previous case of one observation. The presence of symmetry in the response and sensor distribution results in a posterior standard deviation of similar spatial features to that of the prior standard deviation.

Figure 6.11: Data assimilation in stationary stochastic diffusion problem - Experiment 2: Sensor locations.
Figure 6.12: Data assimilation in stationary stochastic diffusion problem - Experiment 2: Posterior PCE coefficients.
Figure 6.13: Data assimilation in stationary stochastic diffusion problem - Experiment 2: (a) True response, (b) prior mean estimate, and (c) posterior mean estimate.

Figure 6.14: Data assimilation in stationary stochastic diffusion problem - Experiment 2: (a) prior standard deviation, and (b) posterior standard deviation.
6.4.2 Stationary Stochastic Advection-Diffusion Problem

The governing equations for the stationary stochastic advection-diffusion boundary value problem are [178]

\[-\nabla \cdot (c(x, \theta) \nabla u(x, \theta)) + b \cdot \nabla u(x, \theta) = f(x) \quad \text{in} \quad D \times \Omega, \]
\[u(x, \theta) = u_0 \quad \text{on} \quad \partial D \times \Omega, \]

in which $D$ is the spatial domain of interest, $c$ is the random diffusion coefficient, $f$ is the source or right-hand side term, $b$ is the advection velocity, $u$ is the unknown concentration, and $\Omega$ is a sample space belonging to the probability space $(\Omega, \mathcal{F}, P)$ in which $\mathcal{F}$ is a $\sigma$-algebra and $P$ is a probability measure function [177]. The random diffusion coefficient is modeled as a lognormal stochastic process. The deterministic source function $f$ is given by

\[f(x, y) = f_0 e^{-2000((x-x_0)^2 + (y-y_0)^2)} \]

with $f_0 = 45.23$, $x_0 = 0.15$, and $y_0 = 0.5$. The case of Dirichlet boundary condition $u_0 = 0$ for the left boundary will be considered. The SSFEM discretization leads to a non-symmetric system matrix and thus a new parallel iterative solver based on the preconditioned biconjugate gradient stabilized method and domain decomposition is developed for stochastic systems in Appendix D.4. This solver will be used to forecast the PCE coefficients. This solver is validated for a stationary stochastic advection-diffusion problem in Appendix D.4.1.
Prior PCE of Stochastic Response

The diffusion coefficient \( c(x, \theta) \) is modeled as a lognormal stochastic process, i.e.

\[
c(x, \theta) = \exp(g(x, \theta))
\]

with an underlying Gaussian process \( g(x, \theta) \) having the following exponential covariance function [1]

\[
C(x_1, x_2; y_1, y_2) = \sigma^2 e^{-|x_1 - y_1|/b_1 - |x_2 - y_2|/b_2},
\]

in which \( \sigma^2 \) is the variance and \( b_1 \) and \( b_2 \) are the correlations lengths along the \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) directions, respectively. The analytical expressions for the eigenfunctions \( g_n(x) \) and eigenvalues \( \lambda_n \) of such covariance function are given in Appendix C.1.1. The numerical values used in the investigation are \( \sigma = 0.3 \) and \( b_1 = b_2 = 50 \), leading to the eigenvalue distribution given in Fig. 6.2. The first three eigenvalues account for approximately 99\% of the energy of the Gaussian random process and their associated eigenfunctions are shown in Fig.(6.3). Thus, the underlying Gaussian process will be represented by the truncated KLE

\[
g(x, \theta) = g_0(x) + \sum_{n=1}^{3} \sqrt{\lambda_n} g_n(x) \xi_n(\theta)
\]

in which \( \xi_n \) are independent and identically distributed normal random variables and \( g_1 \) through \( g_3 \) are the eigenfunctions shown in Fig. 6.3. For this set of experiments, the mean of the underlying Gaussian process is \( g_0(x) = -4.75 \). Thus a three-dimensional PCE \((L = 3)\) of the lognormal process will be required to capture the input uncertainty. It is also determined through numerical investigation (results not shown for brevity) that a third-order PC expansion \((p = 3)\) is required to sufficiently capture the non-Gaussian
nature of the input. A third-dimensional PCE of order 3 will be used to represent the input diffusivity resulting in a total of $N = 20$ PCE coefficients whose analytical expressions are provided in Appendix C.2.1.

For numerical illustration, the spatial domain is discretized into a finite element mesh consisting of 100,514 linear triangular elements and 50,256 nodes as illustrated in Fig. 6.15a. The spatial domain is decomposed into 176 subdomains as shown in Fig. 6.15b resulting in a total of 5,560 global interface nodes. For uncertainty representation, the response is represented using a three-dimensional third-order PCE (i.e. $N = 20$), resulting in a linear system of order 1,005,120. Using the parallel solver based on domain decomposition and preconditioned biconjugate gradient stabilized method for the extended Schur complement system (see Appendix D.4 for the parallel algorithm), the coefficients of the solution process are computed and illustrated in Fig. 6.16. The Krylov-subspace iterate is initialized to zero and the stopping criteria for the preconditioned BICGSTAB solver is

$$
\frac{\| \mathbf{x}_{k+1} - \mathbf{x}_k \|}{\| \mathbf{x}_k \|} \leq \epsilon = 10^{-15}.
$$

(6.57)

These PCE coefficients represent the state vector prior to the assimilation of observations. The zeroth PCE coefficient representing the mean response is replotted in Fig. 6.17a. The standard deviation of the response, computed as the square roots of the covariance matrix diagonal entries, is shown in Fig. 6.17b. At its peak mean response, the coefficient of variation (being the mean-normalized standard deviation) is approximately 10%.
Data Assimilation - Experiment 1

A realization obtained from the prior PCE of the solution process is used to represent the "true" response from which noise-contaminated observations are obtained. The noise is assumed to be Gaussian in nature with zero mean and 0.05 standard deviation. For the first experiment, a single observation at the location shown in Fig. 6.18 is used to update the PCE coefficients. The updated (or posterior) PCE coefficients are shown in Fig. 6.19. The number of coefficients has increased by one due to the assimilation of a single observation. It is obvious that some PCE coefficients have been attenuated by the assimilation of observational data, except for the mean coefficient. The true response, and prior and posterior mean estimates are provided in Fig. 6.20. The posterior mean estimate, obtained using the available noisy observation, is closer to the true solution than the prior estimate. The assimilation of data reduces the error in the estimates as evident in Fig 6.21. It is important to note negative posterior mean estimates in some regions of the computational domain. In certain cases such as this, the assimilation of data using PCKF results in physically inconsistent estimates due to the limitation of the linear analysis step common to all Kalman filter based algorithms including EnKF. This
analysis step is derived for Gaussian prior and measurement errors and will result in unwanted artifacts (such as an estimated negative concentration) for cases of non-Gaussian priors, as is the case in this experiment. The relative magnitude of these negative estimates is small due to the weak non-Gaussian characteristics in the prior pdf of the state vector. For strongly non-Gaussian prior pdfs, the particle filter might be a more suitable alternative albeit with a greater computational requirement.
Figure 6.17: Stationary stochastic advection-diffusion problem: (a) Prior mean response (b) standard deviation. The spatial decomposition of the mean response and standard deviation is shown in the top figures.

Figure 6.18: Data assimilation in stationary stochastic advection-diffusion problem - Experiment 1: Sensor location.

Data Assimilation - Experiment 2

In this data assimilation experiment, the number of observations available for data assimilation is four as opposed to one for the previous experiment. The locations of the
sensors from which data will be gathered are illustrated in Fig. 6.22. The same prior PCE coefficients are used in this experiment. Furthermore, the same true response is used with independent and identically distributed Gaussian measurement noise of zero
mean and 0.05 standard deviation. The posterior PCE coefficients are shown in Fig. 6.23 in which number of coefficients has increased due to the assimilation of four data points. In general, with the exception of the mean coefficient, the PCE coefficients have been further attenuated by the assimilation of an additional three observations, in comparison to the previous experiment. Fig. 6.24 illustrates the true response, and prior and posterior mean estimates. Compared to the previous case, the assimilation of more data
renders the posterior mean estimate closer to the true solution. Furthermore, the posterior standard deviation, shown in Fig. 6.25, is reduced further compared to the previous experiment involving only one observation.

Figure 6.22: Data assimilation in stationary stochastic advection-diffusion problem - Experiment 2: Sensor locations.
Figure 6.23: Data assimilation in stationary stochastic advection-diffusion problem - Experiment 2: Posterior PCE coefficients.
Figure 6.24: Data assimilation in stationary stochastic advection-diffusion problem - Experiment 2: (a) True response, (b) prior mean estimate, and (c) posterior mean estimate.

Figure 6.25: Data assimilation in stationary stochastic advection-diffusion problem - Experiment 2: (a) prior standard deviation, and (b) posterior standard deviation.
6.4.3 Parallel Scalability of the Parallel Data Assimilation Algorithm

The parallel scalability of the proposed parallel assimilation algorithm is examined next. The scalability of the algorithm is examined under three aspects: (1) the global problem size (i.e. order of the state vector elements) and number of measurements (i.e. sensors) is fixed while the number of subdomains (i.e. CPUs) is increased, (2) the problem size per subdomain is fixed, the number of measurements fixed, while the number of subdomains is increased, and (3) the number of measurements per subdomain is fixed, the global problem size is fixed, while the number of subdomains is increased. Although more strategic scalability studies can be formulated based on statistical design of experiments [179], this approach is not followed in this thesis. The algorithm is implemented using Fortran programming language (Fortran 90) and parallelized using Message Passing Interface (MPI) libraries [77]. Timing statistics of the parallel code are obtained using the MPI timer MPI_WTIME() for 10 runs and the average execution time is reported. The code is executed on a Linux cluster consisting of 176 core HP Intel Xeon cluster consisting of 22 nodes with 8 cores and 32 GB of memory per node with InfiniBand interconnect.

Parallel scalability with fixed problem size and number of measurements

In this scalability study, a constant global problem size is maintained while the number of CPUs to tackle the problem is increased in order to reduce the total execution time. The parallel scalability of the proposed parallel data assimilation algorithm (Algorithm 6.1) with respect to the number of subdomains is shown in Fig. 6.26. Three plots are provided, each for a different number of measurements. Within each plot, the
results for three global problem sizes (total number of unknowns) are shown. For the first case of 32 measurements, i.e. Fig. 6.26a, an initial increase in number of processors used to tackle the problem greatly reduces the total execution time. For this specific case, the optimal number of CPUs is 50. Increasing the number of CPUs further results in a communication overhead that dominates the total execution time, resulting in longer time of execution. As the number of measurements assimilated increases from 32 to 128, the optimal value of CPUs needed to solve the problem increases (beyond 50) for the case of 3.5 million total unknowns as evident by the black curve shown in Fig. 6.26b. A further increase of number of measurements to 512 pushes the optimal number of required CPUs beyond fifty even for the case of 1 million unknowns (see blue curve in Fig. 6.26c). These results indicate a trend of increasing optimal number of CPUs required for this parallel data assimilation algorithm as both the number of measurements and global problem size increases.

**Parallel scalability with fixed problem size per subdomain**

Next, the parallel scalability of the proposed parallel data assimilation algorithm is examined for fixed problem size per subdomain. The goal of this scalability study is to tackle an \( n \)-times larger system with \( n \)-times more processors or cores while ideally maintaining a nearly constant execution time. Fig. 6.27 shows that for the fixed problem size per processor, the total execution time grows steadily with the number of processors used to tackle the problem. This is a trend observed for the three different number of assimilated measurements. The deviation from the ideal constant execution time is largely attributed to the increase in inter-node communication as the number of processors used increases.
Figure 6.26: Parallel scalability of the parallel data assimilation algorithm: fixed problem size and number of measurements for (a) 32 measurements, (b) 128 measurements, and (c) 512 measurements.

Figure 6.27: Parallel scalability of the parallel data assimilation algorithm: fixed problem size per subdomain.

**Parallel scalability with fixed number of measurements per subdomain**

For a final scalability study of the proposed parallel data assimilation algorithm, the parallel scalability is examined for fixed number of assimilated measurements per sub-
domain. The goal of this scalability study is to assimilate $n$-times more measurements with $n$-times more processors or cores for a given global problem size while ideally maintaining a nearly constant execution time. Fig.6.28 shows that for the case of fixed number of measurements per processor, the total execution time grows steadily with the number of processors used to tackle the problem. Furthermore, there is strong evidence that all three curves for varying global problem size will converge to a single curve if the number of domains is increased further. Thus it seems that the total execution time for the parallel data assimilation algorithm is not heavily dependent on the global problem size when the number of measurements per subdomain remains fixed and more subdomains are used.

![Figure 6.28: Parallel scalability of the parallel data assimilation algorithm: fixed number of measurements per subdomain.](image)
Chapter 7

Summary of Contributions and Future Research Directions

7.1 Summary of Contributions

In this thesis, Bayesian inference is used to tackle the problem of state or state and parameter estimation of nonlinear stochastic ODEs and large-scale models arising from finite element discretization of stochastic PDEs. The contributions of the thesis lie in both novel applications and algorithmic development. For nonlinear oscillators, the problem of static parameter estimation is tackled using an MCMC algorithm complemented by nonlinear filters for state estimation. The methodology is validated using both numerical experiments and wind tunnel data obtained from an aeroelastic system undergoing limit cycle oscillation. For aeroelastic flutter, a Bayesian inference scheme is formulated to propagate the uncertainties in the vibration data providing robust estimates of the flutter speed.

For large-scale systems, a parallel data assimilation algorithm is developed which is based on polynomial chaos expansion for uncertainty representation and the Kalman
filter linear analysis step to update the polynomial chaos coefficients of the state vector. This algorithm takes advantage of the polynomial chaos based domain decomposition solvers for large-scale computational models. The parallel scalability of the proposed algorithm is investigated on a Linux cluster consisting of 22 nodes with 8 cores and 32 GB of memory per node having InfiniBand interconnect. For stochastic systems with non-symmetric matrices, a parallel iterative solver is developed based on domain decomposition method and preconditioned biconjugate gradient stabilized Krylov-subspace solver. This solver is used to tackle the steady-state stochastic advection-diffusion problem.

The following salient features emerged from the investigations undertaken in this thesis: (1) the proposed probabilistic flutter margin method in Chapter 3 applied to a two-degrees-of-freedom numerical model provided more accurate and more precise estimates for the flutter speed in comparison to the conventional method; (2) for the inverse problem of estimating time-invariant parameters of a nonlinear system exhibiting noisy oscillation considered in Chapter 4, Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling, ensemble Kalman filter and particle filter provided parameter estimates which are comparable in accuracy for the case of dense observational data and weak measurement noise whereas for the cases of strong measurement noise and sparse observational data, the parameter estimates from ensemble Kalman filter (for combined state and parameter estimation) became unwieldy. When the ensemble Kalman filter was used for just the state estimation, the Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling-based algorithm and particle filter both provided accurate estimates for the parameters; (3) Regarding the static parameter estimation problem of a non-linear aeroelastic system using wind tunnel data, as presented in chapter 5, the numerical predictions obtained using the reduced model showed good agreement with the experimental observations from wind tunnel tests. The estimated static moment coefficient compared fairly well with the data published in liter-
ature, with anticipated differences due to variations in the experimental set-up and con-
ditions; (4) Regarding the parallel data assimilation algorithm developed in Chapter 6
that integrates the polynomial chaos-based Kalman filter and a polynomial chaos-based
domain decomposition solver, a scalable performance was observed for stochastic dif-
fusion and advection-diffusion problems with spatially varying non-Gaussian stochastic
parameters; (5) The developed parallel solver for non-symmetric stochastic systems
based on the preconditioned biconjugate gradient stabilized method (see Appendix D.4)
was validated for the steady-state stochastic advection-diffusion problem with random
diffusivity modeled as a spatially varying non-Gaussian stochastic process.

7.2 Future Research Directions

Based on the investigations carried out in this thesis, the following research directions
are envisioned:

- **Application of Bayesian Inference to the Flutter Margin Method:**

  - The proposed Bayesian flutter margin method needs to be generalized to
    consider more complex aeroelastic models involving, for instance, (a) un-
    steady aerodynamic model and (b) turbulence. These issues must be ad-
    dressed for wider applicability of the method.

  - As a blind validation experiment, the method should be applied to available
    wind tunnel data. In certain cases, the presence of nonlinearity in the ob-
    served wind tunnel data must be modeled explicitly.

  - The method should be applied to more realistic problems including flutter
    speed estimation of F-18 using flight test data. For in-flight tests, note that
the airspeed is not known precisely and thus one must account for uncertainty in airspeed values.

• **Static Parameter Estimation of a Non-linear Aeroelastic System using Wind Tunnel Data:**

  – The aerodynamic behaviour used to model the observed limit cycle oscillation is based on quasi-steady aerodynamics. The effect of unsteady aerodynamics should be considered for future investigations.

  – Further investigations are initiated [149, 180] in order to (a) apply the proposed methodology to other transitional Reynolds numbers which identifies the effect of Reynolds number on aerodynamic parameters, (b) apply the model selection methods for model reduction based on the exact Bayesian Information Criterion, and (c) study the effect of unsteady aerodynamics on the observed limit cycle oscillation.

• **Data Assimilation for Large-scale Computational Models:**

  – The proposed parallel algorithm for data assimilation demonstrates good parallel scalability on available high performance computing platform. The rapid advancement of high performance computing systems and rapid development and deployment of modern high-resolution sensing technologies warrants further improvement of the aforementioned data assimilation algorithm towards its scalability to extreme-scale systems.

  – The application of the parallel forward solver and parallel data assimilation methods examined in this thesis was limited to stationary stochastic PDEs
as the first step in algorithmic development. To examine the performance of these methods for more realistic systems, the applications should consider time-dependent problems.

- **Parallel Solver for Non-Symmetric Systems Based on Preconditioned Biconjugate Gradient Stabilized Method:**

  - It is envisioned that the proposed parallel solver based on preconditioned bi-conjugate gradient stabilized method will have difficulty in scaling to very large number of processors/cores due to the use of a one-level preconditioner. Two-level parallel preconditioners [181] should be used to enhance the scalability of the algorithm to very large number of processors/cores in order to tackle large-scale filtering problems.
Appendix A

Mathematical Preliminaries

A.1 Inverse and Determinant of Partitioned Symmetric Matrix

The book by Levine [182] is followed for this section.

Theorem A.1.

For a $r \times r$ matrix $A$, $r \times q$ matrix $C$, $q \times q$ matrix $B$, and $q \times r$ matrix $D$, one has

$$(A + CBD)^{-1} = A^{-1} - A^{-1}C (B^{-1} + DA^{-1}C)^{-1} DA^{-1}.$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (A.1)$$
\textbf{Proof.}

\[(A + CBD) \left[ A^{-1} - A^{-1}C \left( B^{-1} + DA^{-1}C \right)^{-1} DA^{-1} \right] \]

\[= (A + CBD) A^{-1} - (A + CBD) A^{-1}C \left( B^{-1} + DA^{-1}C \right)^{-1} DA^{-1} \]

\[= I + CBDA^{-1} - (C + CBDA^{-1}C) \left( B^{-1} + DA^{-1}C \right)^{-1} DA^{-1} \]

\[= I + CBDA^{-1} - CB \left( B^{-1} + DA^{-1}C \right) \left( B^{-1} + DA^{-1}C \right)^{-1} DA^{-1} \]

\[= I + CBDA^{-1} - CBDA^{-1} = I \]

\(\square\)

\textbf{Theorem A.2 (Inverse of a Partitioned Symmetric Matrix).}

Given a symmetric 2 x 2 block matrix \(A\) of dimension \(n \times n\)

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
A_{11} & A_{12} \\
A_{21} & A_{22}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
A_{11} & A_{12} \\
A_{12}^T & A_{22}
\end{bmatrix}
\] (A.2)

and its inverse \(B = A^{-1}\) which can also be divided into four blocks as

\[
B = A^{-1} = \begin{bmatrix}
B_{11} & B_{12} \\
B_{21} & B_{22}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
B_{11} & B_{12} \\
B_{12}^T & B_{22}
\end{bmatrix}
\] (A.3)

with the following dimensions

- \(A_{11}\) and \(B_{11}\) are \(r \times r\),
- \(A_{22}\) and \(B_{22}\) are \(q \times q\),
- \(A_{12} = A_{21}^T\) and \(B_{12} = B_{21}^T\) are \(r \times q\),
- \(r + q = n\),
one has

\[
\mathbf{B}_{11} = (\mathbf{A}_{11} - \mathbf{A}_{12} \mathbf{A}_{22}^{-1} \mathbf{A}_{12}^T)^{-1} = \mathbf{A}_{11}^{-1} + \mathbf{A}_{11}^{-1} \mathbf{A}_{12} \left( \mathbf{A}_{22} - \mathbf{A}_{12}^T \mathbf{A}_{11}^{-1} \mathbf{A}_{12} \right)^{-1} \mathbf{A}_{12}^T \mathbf{A}_{12}^{-1}
\]

(A.4)

\[
\mathbf{B}_{22} = (\mathbf{A}_{22} - \mathbf{A}_{12} \mathbf{A}_{11}^{-1} \mathbf{A}_{12}^T)^{-1} = \mathbf{A}_{22}^{-1} + \mathbf{A}_{22}^{-1} \mathbf{A}_{12}^T \left( \mathbf{A}_{11} - \mathbf{A}_{12} \mathbf{A}_{22}^{-1} \mathbf{A}_{12}^T \right)^{-1} \mathbf{A}_{12}^T \mathbf{A}_{12}^{-1}
\]

(A.5)

\[
\mathbf{B}_{12}^T = -\mathbf{A}_{22}^{-1} \mathbf{A}_{12}^T \left( \mathbf{A}_{11} - \mathbf{A}_{12} \mathbf{A}_{22}^{-1} \mathbf{A}_{12}^T \right)^{-1}
\]

(A.6)

\[
\mathbf{B}_{12}^T = -\mathbf{A}_{11}^{-1} \mathbf{A}_{12} \left( \mathbf{A}_{22} - \mathbf{A}_{12}^T \mathbf{A}_{11}^{-1} \mathbf{A}_{12} \right)^{-1}.
\]

(A.7)

\textbf{Proof.} By definition of an inverse, one must have

\[
\mathbf{I}_n = \mathbf{A} \mathbf{A}^{-1} = \mathbf{AB} = \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{A}_{11} & \mathbf{A}_{12} \\ \mathbf{A}_{12}^T & \mathbf{A}_{22} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{B}_{11} & \mathbf{B}_{12} \\ \mathbf{B}_{12}^T & \mathbf{B}_{22} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{A}_{11} \mathbf{B}_{11} + \mathbf{A}_{12} \mathbf{B}_{12}^T & \mathbf{A}_{11} \mathbf{B}_{12} + \mathbf{A}_{12} \mathbf{B}_{22} \\ \mathbf{A}_{12}^T \mathbf{B}_{11} + \mathbf{A}_{22} \mathbf{B}_{12}^T & \mathbf{A}_{12}^T \mathbf{B}_{12} + \mathbf{A}_{22} \mathbf{B}_{22} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{I}_r & 0 \\ 0 & \mathbf{I}_q \end{bmatrix},
\]

i.e.,

\[
\mathbf{A}_{11} \mathbf{B}_{11} + \mathbf{A}_{12} \mathbf{B}_{12} = \mathbf{I}_r \quad \text{or} \quad \mathbf{B}_{11} = \mathbf{A}_{11}^{-1} - \mathbf{A}_{11}^{-1} \mathbf{A}_{12} \mathbf{B}_{12}^T
\]

\[
\mathbf{A}_{11} \mathbf{B}_{12} + \mathbf{A}_{12} \mathbf{B}_{22} = 0 \quad \text{or} \quad \mathbf{B}_{12} = -\mathbf{A}_{11}^{-1} \mathbf{A}_{12} \mathbf{B}_{22}
\]

\[
\mathbf{A}_{12}^T \mathbf{B}_{11} + \mathbf{A}_{22} \mathbf{B}_{12} = 0 \quad \text{or} \quad \mathbf{B}_{12}^T = -\mathbf{A}_{22}^{-1} \mathbf{A}_{12}^T \mathbf{B}_{11}
\]

\[
\mathbf{A}_{12}^T \mathbf{B}_{12} + \mathbf{A}_{22} \mathbf{B}_{22} = \mathbf{I}_q \quad \text{or} \quad \mathbf{B}_{22} = \mathbf{A}_{22}^{-1} - \mathbf{A}_{22}^{-1} \mathbf{A}_{12}^T \mathbf{B}_{12}
\]

Replace \( \mathbf{B}_{12}^T \) by the expression above into \( \mathbf{B}_{11} \) to get

\[
\mathbf{B}_{11} = \mathbf{A}_{11}^{-1} + \mathbf{A}_{11}^{-1} \mathbf{A}_{12} \mathbf{A}_{22}^{-1} \mathbf{A}_{12}^T \mathbf{B}_{11}
\]
or
\[
(I - A_{11}^{-1}A_{12}A_{22}^{-1}A_{12}^T) B_{11} = A_{11}^{-1} \quad \text{or} \quad (A_{11} - A_{12}A_{22}^{-1}A_{12}^T) B_{11} = I,
\]
or
\[
B_{11} = (A_{11} - A_{12}A_{22}^{-1}A_{12}^T)^{-1}.
\]

Applying Theorem A.1 to this expression, the other expression in the theorem may also be obtained, i.e.
\[
B_{11} = A_{11}^{-1} - A_{11}^{-1}A_{12}B_{12}^T.
\]

Similarly,
\[
B_{22} = (A_{22} - A_{12}^TA_{11}^{-1}A_{12})^{-1},
\]
\[
B_{12}^T = -A_{22}^{-1}A_{12}^T(A_{11} - A_{12}A_{22}^{-1}A_{12}^T)^{-1},
\]
and
\[
B_{12} = -A_{11}^{-1}A_{12}(A_{22} - A_{12}^TA_{11}^{-1}A_{12})^{-1}.
\]

\[\square\]

**Theorem A.3** (Determinant of a Partitioned Symmetric Matrix).

Given a symmetric 2 × 2 block matrix A of dimension n × n,
\[
|A| = \left|\begin{array}{cc} A_{11} & A_{12} \\ A_{21} & A_{22} \end{array}\right| = |A_{22}| |A_{11} - A_{12}A_{22}^{-1}A_{12}^T| = |A_{11}| |A_{22} - A_{12}^TA_{11}^{-1}A_{12}|.
\]

(A.8)
Proof. Given the decomposition of the matrix

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
A_{11} & A_{12} \\
A_{21} & A_{22}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
A_{11} & 0 \\
A_{12}^T & I
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
I & A_{11}^{-1} A_{12} \\
0 & A_{22} - A_{12}^T A_{11}^{-1} A_{12}
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
I & A_{12} \\
0 & A_{22}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
A_{11} - A_{12} A_{22}^{-1} A_{12}^T & 0 \\
A_{22}^{-1} A_{21} & I
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

In general,

\[|A B| = |A| |B|\]

and

\[
\begin{vmatrix}
B & 0 \\
C & D
\end{vmatrix} = \begin{vmatrix}
B & C \\
0 & D
\end{vmatrix} = |B| |D|.
\]

Finally,

\[
|A| = \begin{vmatrix}
A_{11} & 0 \\
A_{12}^T & I
\end{vmatrix} \begin{vmatrix}
I & A_{11}^{-1} A_{12} \\
0 & A_{22} - A_{12}^T A_{11}^{-1} A_{12}
\end{vmatrix}
= \begin{vmatrix}
I & A_{12} \\
0 & A_{22}
\end{vmatrix} \begin{vmatrix}
A_{11} - A_{12} A_{22}^{-1} A_{12}^T & 0 \\
A_{22}^{-1} A_{21} & I
\end{vmatrix}
= |A_{11}| |A_{22} - A_{12}^T A_{11}^{-1} A_{12}|
= |A_{22}| |A_{11} - A_{12} A_{22}^{-1} A_{12}^T|.
\]

□
A.2 Marginal and Conditional Distributions of Multivariate Normal Distribution

**Theorem A.4.** Assume an $n$-dimensional random vector

$$
\mathbf{x} = 
\begin{bmatrix}
\mathbf{x}_1 \\
\mathbf{x}_2
\end{bmatrix}
$$

has a normal distribution $\mathcal{N}(\mathbf{x}; \mu, \Sigma)$ with

$$
\mu = 
\begin{bmatrix}
\mu_1 \\
\mu_2
\end{bmatrix}
\quad \text{and} \quad
\Sigma = 
\begin{bmatrix}
\Sigma_{11} & \Sigma_{12} \\
\Sigma_{21} & \Sigma_{22}
\end{bmatrix}
$$

where $\mathbf{x}_1$ and $\mathbf{x}_2$ are two sub-vectors of respective dimensions $r$ and $q$ with $r + q = n$. Note that $\Sigma = \Sigma^T$, and $\Sigma_{21} = \Sigma_{21}^T$.

The marginal distributions of $\mathbf{x}_1$ and $\mathbf{x}_2$ are also normal with mean vector $\mu_i$ and covariance matrix $\Sigma_{ii}$ ($i = 1, 2$), respectively. Furthermore, The conditional distribution of $\mathbf{x}_i$ given $\mathbf{x}_j$ is also normal with mean vector

$$
\mu_{ij} = \mu_i + \Sigma_{ij} \Sigma^{-1}_{jj} (\mathbf{x}_j - \mu_j)
$$

(A.9)

and covariance matrix

$$
\Sigma_{ij} = \Sigma_{jj} - \Sigma_{ij} \Sigma^{-1}_{ii} \Sigma_{ij}
$$

(A.10)
Proof. The joint density of \( \mathbf{x} \) is:

\[
p(\mathbf{x}) = p(\mathbf{x}_1, \mathbf{x}_2)
= \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{n/2} |\Sigma|^{1/2}} \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2} (\mathbf{x} - \mu)^T \Sigma^{-1} (\mathbf{x} - \mu) \right]
= \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{n/2} |\Sigma|^{1/2}} \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2} f(\mathbf{x}_1, \mathbf{x}_2) \right]
\]

where \( f \) is defined as

\[
f(\mathbf{x}_1, \mathbf{x}_2) = (\mathbf{x} - \mu)^T \Sigma^{-1} (\mathbf{x} - \mu)
= \left[ (\mathbf{x}_1 - \mu_1)^T, (\mathbf{x}_2 - \mu_2)^T \right] \begin{bmatrix} \Sigma^{11} & \Sigma^{12} \\ \Sigma^{21} & \Sigma^{22} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{x}_1 - \mu_1 \\ \mathbf{x}_2 - \mu_2 \end{bmatrix}
= (\mathbf{x}_1 - \mu_1)^T \Sigma^{11} (\mathbf{x}_1 - \mu_1) + 2 (\mathbf{x}_1 - \mu_1)^T \Sigma^{12} (\mathbf{x}_2 - \mu_2)
+ (\mathbf{x}_2 - \mu_2)^T \Sigma^{22} (\mathbf{x}_2 - \mu_2)
\]

in which

\[
\Sigma^{-1} = \begin{bmatrix} \Sigma_{11} & \Sigma_{12} \\ \Sigma_{21} & \Sigma_{22} \end{bmatrix}^{-1} = \begin{bmatrix} \Sigma^{11} & \Sigma^{12} \\ \Sigma^{21} & \Sigma^{22} \end{bmatrix}.
\]

According to Theorem A.2,

\[
\Sigma^{11} = (\Sigma_{11} - \Sigma_{12} \Sigma_{22}^{-1} \Sigma_{12}^T)^{-1} = \Sigma_{11}^{-1} + \Sigma_{11}^{-1} \Sigma_{12} (\Sigma_{22} - \Sigma_{12}^T \Sigma_{11}^{-1} \Sigma_{12})^{-1} \Sigma_{12}^T \Sigma_{11}^{-1},
\]

\[
\Sigma^{22} = (\Sigma_{22} - (\Sigma_{12}^T \Sigma_{11}^{-1} \Sigma_{12})^{-1} = \Sigma_{22}^{-1} + \Sigma_{22}^{-1} \Sigma_{12}^T (\Sigma_{11} - \Sigma_{12} \Sigma_{22}^{-1} \Sigma_{12})^{-1} \Sigma_{12} \Sigma_{22}^{-1},
\]

and

\[
\Sigma^{12} = -\Sigma_{11}^{-1} \Sigma_{12} (\Sigma_{22} - \Sigma_{12}^T \Sigma_{11}^{-1} \Sigma_{12})^{-1} = (\Sigma^{21})^T.
\]
Substituting the expressions for \( \Sigma^{11} \), \( \Sigma^{22} \) and \( \Sigma^{12} \) into \( f(x_1, x_2) \), one obtains

\[
\begin{align*}
f(x_1, x_2) &= (x_1 - \mu_1)^T \left[ \Sigma_{11}^{-1} + \Sigma_{11}^{-1} \Sigma_{12} \left( \Sigma_{22} - \Sigma_{12}^T \Sigma_{11}^{-1} \Sigma_{12} \right)^{-1} \Sigma_{12}^T \Sigma_{11}^{-1} \right] (x_1 - \mu_1) \\
&\quad -2 (x_1 - \mu_1)^T \left[ \Sigma_{11}^{-1} \Sigma_{12} \left( \Sigma_{22} - \Sigma_{12}^T \Sigma_{11}^{-1} \Sigma_{12} \right)^{-1} \right] (x_2 - \mu_2) \\
&\quad + (x_2 - \mu_2)^T \left[ \left( \Sigma_{22} - \Sigma_{12}^T \Sigma_{11}^{-1} \Sigma_{12} \right)^{-1} \right] (x_2 - \mu_2) \\
&= (x_1 - \mu_1)^T \Sigma_{11}^{-1} (x_1 - \mu_1) \\
&\quad + (x_1 - \mu_1)^T \left[ \Sigma_{11}^{-1} \Sigma_{12} \left( \Sigma_{22} - \Sigma_{12}^T \Sigma_{11}^{-1} \Sigma_{12} \right)^{-1} \Sigma_{12}^T \Sigma_{11}^{-1} \right] (x_1 - \mu_1) \\
&\quad -2 (x_1 - \mu_1)^T \left[ \Sigma_{11}^{-1} \Sigma_{12} \left( \Sigma_{22} - \Sigma_{12}^T \Sigma_{11}^{-1} \Sigma_{12} \right)^{-1} \right] (x_2 - \mu_2) \\
&\quad + (x_2 - \mu_2)^T \left[ \left( \Sigma_{22} - \Sigma_{12}^T \Sigma_{11}^{-1} \Sigma_{12} \right)^{-1} \right] (x_2 - \mu_2) \\
&= (x_1 - \mu_1)^T \Sigma_{11}^{-1} (x_1 - \mu_1) \\
&\quad + [(x_2 - \mu_2) - \Sigma_{12}^T \Sigma_{11}^{-1} (x_1 - \mu_1)]^T \left( \Sigma_{22} - \Sigma_{12}^T \Sigma_{11}^{-1} \Sigma_{12} \right)^{-1} \\
&\quad \times [(x_2 - \mu_2) - \Sigma_{12}^T \Sigma_{11}^{-1} (x_1 - \mu_1)] .
\end{align*}
\]

The last equality is due to the following equations for any vectors \( u \) and \( v \) and a symmetric matrix \( A = A^T \):

\[
\begin{align*}
u^T A u - 2v^T A v + v^T A v &= u^T A u - u^T A v - u^T A v + v^T A v \\
&= u^T A (u - v) - (u - v)^T A v = u^T A (u - v) - v^T A (u - v) \\
&= (u - v)^T A (u - v) = (v - u)^T A (v - u) .
\end{align*}
\]

Let us define

\[
\begin{align*}
b &\triangleq \mu_2 + \Sigma_{12}^T \Sigma_{11}^{-1} (x_1 - \mu_1) , \\
A &\triangleq \Sigma_{22} - \Sigma_{12}^T \Sigma_{11}^{-1} \Sigma_{12} ,
\end{align*}
\]
and

\[
\begin{align*}
    f_1(x_1) & \triangleq (x_1 - \mu_1)^T \Sigma^{-1}_{11} (x_1 - \mu_1), \\
    f_2(x_1, x_2) & \triangleq \left[ (x_2 - \mu_2) - \Sigma_{12}^T \Sigma^{-1}_{11} (x_1 - \mu_1) \right]^T \left( \Sigma_{22} - \Sigma_{12}^T \Sigma^{-1}_{11} \Sigma_{12} \right)^{-1} \\
    & \quad \left[ (x_2 - \mu_2) - \Sigma_{12}^T \Sigma^{-1}_{11} (x_1 - \mu_1) \right] \\
    & = (x_2 - b)^T A^{-1} (x_2 - b).
\end{align*}
\]

Therefore,

\[
    f(x_1, x_2) = f_1(x_1) + f_2(x_1, x_2).
\]

Now, the joint distribution can be written as:

\[
\begin{align*}
    p(x) & = p(x_1, x_2) \\
    & = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{n/2} |\Sigma|^{1/2}} \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2} f(x_1, x_2) \right] \\
    & = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{n/2} |\Sigma_{11}|^{1/2} |\Sigma_{22} - \Sigma_{12}^T \Sigma^{-1}_{11} \Sigma_{12}|^{1/2}} \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2} (x_1 - \mu_1)^T \Sigma^{-1}_{11} (x_1 - \mu_1) \right] \\
    & \quad \times \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{r/2} |A|^{1/2}} \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2} (x_2 - b)^T A^{-1} (x_2 - b) \right] \\
    & = \mathcal{N}(x_1; \mu_1, \Sigma_{11}) \mathcal{N}(x_2; b, A).
\end{align*}
\]

The third equality is due to Theorem A.3:

\[
|\Sigma| = |\Sigma_{11}| |\Sigma_{22} - \Sigma_{12}^T \Sigma^{-1}_{11} \Sigma_{12}|.
\]
The marginal distribution of \( x_1 \) is

\[
P(x_1) = \int p(x_1, x_2) \, dx_2 = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{r/2} |\Sigma_{11}|^{1/2}} \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2} (x_1 - \mu_1)^T \Sigma_{11}^{-1} (x_1 - \mu_1) \right].
\]

Similarly, it can be shown that the marginal distribution of \( x_2 \) is

\[
P(x_2) = \int p(x_1, x_2) \, dx_1 = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{q/2} |\Sigma_{22}|^{1/2}} \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2} (x_2 - \mu_2)^T \Sigma_{22}^{-1} (x_2 - \mu_2) \right].
\]

The conditional distribution of \( x_2 \) given \( x_1 \) is

\[
p(x_2|x_1) = \frac{p(x_1, x_2)}{p(x_1)} = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{q/2} |A|^{1/2}} \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2} (x_2 - b)^T A^{-1} (x_2 - b) \right]
\]

with

\[
b = \mu_2 + \Sigma_{12}^T \Sigma_{11}^{-1} (x_1 - \mu_1)
\]

\[
A = \Sigma_{22} - \Sigma_{12}^T \Sigma_{11}^{-1} \Sigma_{12}
\]

Similarly, the conditional distribution of \( x_2 \) given \( x_1 \) is

\[
p(x_1|x_2) = \frac{p(x_2, x_1)}{p(x_2)} = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{r/2} |B|^{1/2}} \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2} (x_1 - c)^T B^{-1} (x_1 - c) \right]
\]

with

\[
c = \mu_1 + \Sigma_{21}^T \Sigma_{22}^{-1} (x_2 - \mu_2)
\]

\[
B = \Sigma_{11} - \Sigma_{21}^T \Sigma_{22}^{-1} \Sigma_{21}
\]
A.3 Theorems for the Derivation of the Kalman Filter

Theorem A.5.

\[ \mathcal{N}(a; Fb, C) \mathcal{N}(b; m, D) = \mathcal{N}
\left( \begin{pmatrix} a \\ b \end{pmatrix}; \begin{pmatrix} Fm \\ m \end{pmatrix},
\begin{pmatrix} FDF^T + C & FD \\ DF^T & D \end{pmatrix} \right) \]

(A.11)

Proof. The following definitions will be used

\[ x = b - m , \]
\[ \Sigma_{xx} = D , \]
\[ y = a - Fm , \]
\[ \Sigma_{yy} = C , \]
\[ A = F . \]

Thus, the theorem may be rewritten as

\[ \mathcal{N}(y; Ax, \Sigma_{yy}) \mathcal{N}(x; 0, \Sigma_{xx}) = \mathcal{N}
\left( \begin{pmatrix} y \\ x \end{pmatrix}; \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \end{pmatrix},
\begin{pmatrix} A\Sigma_{xx}A^T + \Sigma_{yy} & A\Sigma_{xx} \\ \Sigma_{xx}A^T & \Sigma_{xx} \end{pmatrix} \right) . \]

It is assumed that the dimensions of \( y \) and \( x \) are \( g \times 1 \) and \( k \times 1 \), respectively, and \( A \)
is a $g \times k$ matrix. Expanding the product of the normal distributions:

$$\mathcal{N}(y; Ax, \Sigma_{yy}) \mathcal{N}(x; 0, \Sigma_{xx})$$

$$= (2\pi)^{-g/2} |\Sigma_{yy}|^{-1/2} \exp \left(-\frac{1}{2} (y - Ax)^T \Sigma_{yy}^{-1} (y - Ax) \right)$$

$$\times (2\pi)^{-k/2} |\Sigma_{xx}|^{-1/2} \exp \left(-\frac{1}{2} x^T \Sigma_{xx}^{-1} x \right)$$

$$= (2\pi)^{-(g+k)/2} |\Sigma_{yy}|^{-1/2} \left|\Sigma_{xx}\right|^{-1/2}$$

$$\times \exp \left(-\frac{1}{2} \begin{pmatrix} y - Ax \\ x \end{pmatrix}^T \left( \begin{pmatrix} \Sigma_{yy} & 0 \\ 0 & \Sigma_{xx} \end{pmatrix} \right)^{-1} \begin{pmatrix} y - Ax \\ x \end{pmatrix} \right)$$

$$= (2\pi)^{-(g+k)/2} |\Sigma_{yy}|^{-1/2} \left|\Sigma_{xx}\right|^{-1/2}$$

$$\times \exp \left(-\frac{1}{2} \begin{pmatrix} y \\ x \end{pmatrix}^T \left( \begin{pmatrix} I_g & -A \\ 0 & I_k \end{pmatrix} \right)^T \left( \begin{pmatrix} \Sigma_{yy} & 0 \\ 0 & \Sigma_{xx} \end{pmatrix} \right)^{-1} \left( \begin{pmatrix} I_g & -A \\ 0 & I_k \end{pmatrix} \right) \begin{pmatrix} y \\ x \end{pmatrix} \right)$$

$$= (2\pi)^{-(g+k)/2} |\Sigma_{yy}|^{-1/2} \left|\Sigma_{xx}\right|^{-1/2}$$

$$\times \exp \left(-\frac{1}{2} \begin{pmatrix} y \\ x \end{pmatrix}^T \left( \begin{pmatrix} I_g & A \\ 0 & I_k \end{pmatrix} \right)^T \left( \begin{pmatrix} \Sigma_{yy} & 0 \\ 0 & \Sigma_{xx} \end{pmatrix} \right)^{-1} \left( \begin{pmatrix} I_g & A \\ 0 & I_k \end{pmatrix} \right) \begin{pmatrix} y \\ x \end{pmatrix} \right)$$

$$= (2\pi)^{-(g+k)/2} |\Sigma_{yy}|^{-1/2} \left|\Sigma_{xx}\right|^{-1/2}$$

$$\times \exp \left(-\frac{1}{2} \begin{pmatrix} y \\ x \end{pmatrix}^T \left( \begin{pmatrix} I_g & A \\ 0 & I_k \end{pmatrix} \right)^T \left( \begin{pmatrix} \Sigma_{yy} & 0 \\ 0 & \Sigma_{xx} \end{pmatrix} \right)^{-1} \left( \begin{pmatrix} I_g & A \\ 0 & I_k \end{pmatrix} \right)^{-1} \begin{pmatrix} y \\ x \end{pmatrix} \right)$$

$$= (2\pi)^{-(g+k)/2} |\Sigma_{yy}|^{-1/2} \left|\Sigma_{xx}\right|^{-1/2}$$

$$\times \exp \left(-\frac{1}{2} \begin{pmatrix} y \\ x \end{pmatrix}^T \left( \begin{pmatrix} A \Sigma_{xx} A^T + \Sigma_{yy} & A \Sigma_{xx} \\ \Sigma_{xx} A^T & \Sigma_{xx} \end{pmatrix} \right)^{-1} \begin{pmatrix} y \\ x \end{pmatrix} \right).$$
For the above derivation, the following identity was used:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
I_g & -A \\
l & I_k
\end{pmatrix}^{-1} = \begin{pmatrix}
I_g & A \\
0 & I_k
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

Using Theorem A.3,

\[
\left| \begin{pmatrix}
A\Sigma_{xx}A^T + \Sigma_{yy} & A\Sigma_{zx} \\
\Sigma_{zx}A^T & \Sigma_{xx}
\end{pmatrix} \right| = |\Sigma_{xx}| |\Sigma_{yy}|
\]

which leads to

\[
\mathcal{N}(y; Ax, \Sigma_{yy}) \mathcal{N}(x; 0, \Sigma_{xx})
\]

\[
= (2\pi)^{-(g+k)/2} \left| \begin{pmatrix}
A\Sigma_{xx}A^T + \Sigma_{yy} & A\Sigma_{zx} \\
\Sigma_{zx}A^T & \Sigma_{xx}
\end{pmatrix} \right|^{-1/2} \times \exp \left(-\frac{1}{2} \begin{pmatrix}
y \\
x
\end{pmatrix}^T \begin{pmatrix}
A\Sigma_{xx}A^T + \Sigma_{yy} & A\Sigma_{zx} \\
\Sigma_{zx}A^T & \Sigma_{xx}
\end{pmatrix}^{-1} \begin{pmatrix}
y \\
x
\end{pmatrix} \right).
\]

\[
= \mathcal{N} \begin{pmatrix}
y \\
x
\end{pmatrix} ; \begin{pmatrix}
0 \\
0
\end{pmatrix}, \begin{pmatrix}
A\Sigma_{xx}A^T + \Sigma_{yy} & A\Sigma_{zx} \\
\Sigma_{zx}A^T & \Sigma_{xx}
\end{pmatrix}
\]
Theorem A.6.

\[
\int \mathcal{N}(x_k; F_{k-1}x_{k-1}, Q_{k-1}) \mathcal{N}(x_{k-1}; \hat{x}_{k-1}^{a}, P_{k-1}) \, dx_{k-1}
= \mathcal{N}(x_k; F_{k-1}x_{k-1}^{a}, F_{k-1}^{T}P_{k-1}F_{k-1} + Q_{k-1}) \quad (A.12)
\]

Proof. According to Theorem A.5,

\[
\mathcal{N}(x_k; F_{k-1}x_{k-1}, Q_{k-1}) \mathcal{N}(x_{k-1}; \hat{x}_{k-1}^{a}, P_{k-1})
= \mathcal{N}\left(\begin{pmatrix} x_k \\ x_{k-1} \end{pmatrix}; \begin{pmatrix} F_{k-1} \hat{x}_{k-1}^{a} \\ \hat{x}_{k-1}^{a} \end{pmatrix}, \begin{pmatrix} F_{k-1}P_{k-1}F_{k-1}^{T} + Q_{k-1} & F_{k-1}P_{k-1}^{a} \\ P_{k-1}F_{k-1}^{T} & P_{k-1}^{a} \end{pmatrix}\right)
\]

Theorem A.4 provides the marginal distribution of \(x_k\):

\[
p(x_k) = \mathcal{N}(x_k; F_{k-1}x_{k-1}^{a}, F_{k-1}^{T}P_{k-1}F_{k-1} + Q_{k-1})
\]

which means

\[
\int \mathcal{N}(x_k; F_{k-1}x_{k-1}, Q_{k-1}) \mathcal{N}(x_{k-1}; \hat{x}_{k-1}^{a}, P_{k-1}) \, dx_{k-1}
= \mathcal{N}(x_k; F_{k-1}x_{k-1}^{a}, F_{k-1}^{T}P_{k-1}F_{k-1} + Q_{k-1})
\]

\(\square\)
A.4 Integral of a Product of Two Gaussian Functions

The multiplication of two Gaussian functions of a vector $x$ of dimension $d$ given by $\mathcal{N}(x; a, A)$ and $\mathcal{N}(x; b, B)$ is a Gaussian function [183]. In particular

$$\mathcal{N}(x; a, A) \mathcal{N}(x; b, B) = z \mathcal{N}(x; c, C) \quad \text{(A.13)}$$

where

$$C = (A^{-1} + B^{-1})^{-1} , \quad \text{(A.14)}$$

$$c = C [A^{-1}a + B^{-1}b] , \quad \text{(A.15)}$$

$$z = (2\pi)^{-d/2} |C|^{1/2} |A|^{-1/2} |B|^{-1/2} \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2} (a' A^{-1} a + b' B^{-1} b - c' C^{-1} c) \right] . \quad \text{(A.16)}$$

Thus the integral of a product of two Gaussian functions of random vector $x$ of dimension $d$ has the following closed form solution

$$\int \mathcal{N}(x; a, A) \mathcal{N}(x; b, B) \, dx =$$

$$(2\pi)^{-d/2} |C|^{1/2} |A|^{-1/2} |B|^{-1/2} \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2} (a' A^{-1} a + b' B^{-1} b - c' C^{-1} c) \right] \quad \text{(A.17)}$$
Appendix B

Newmark-Beta method for

Time-marching of Coupled ODEs

The book by Zienkiewicz [166] is closely followed for the derivation of this method. The coupled set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) given by

\[ h'_{n+1} - \dot{\theta}_i - T \cdot C_{u_i} + T \cdot K_{u_i} = f_{n+1}, \quad \text{(B.1)} \]

need to be integrated in time comprising the forecast step of many filtering techniques. The Newmark-Beta scheme is widely used to numerically integrate such system of ODEs. The Newmark-Beta method [168] states that the function \( u \) and its first-order time derivative \( \dot{u} \) are given by

\[
\begin{align*}
u_{n+1} &= u_n + \Delta t \dot{u}_n + \frac{1}{2} (1 - \beta_2) \Delta t^2 \ddot{u}_n + \frac{1}{2} \beta_2 \Delta t^2 \dddot{u}_{n+1}, \\
\dot{u}_{n+1} &= \dot{u}_n + (1 - \beta_1) \Delta t \ddot{u}_n + \beta_1 \Delta t \dddot{u}_{n+1}.
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \beta_1 \) and \( \beta_2 \) are some given parameters [166].
The above equations can be rewritten as

\[ \ddot{u}_{n+1} = \ddot{u}_{n+1} + \frac{2}{\beta_2 \Delta t^2} \dot{u}_{n+1}, \quad (B.4) \]

\[ \dot{u}_{n+1} = \dot{u}_{n+1} + \frac{2\beta_1}{\beta_2 \Delta t} \dot{u}_{n+1}, \quad (B.5) \]

where

\[ \ddot{u}_{n+1} = -\frac{2}{\beta_2 \Delta t^2} u_n - \frac{2}{\beta_2 \Delta t} \dot{u}_n - \frac{1 - \beta_2}{\beta_2} \ddot{u}_n, \quad (B.6) \]

\[ \dot{u}_{n+1} = -\frac{2\beta_1}{\beta_2 \Delta t} u_n + \left(1 - \frac{2\beta_1}{\beta_2}\right) \dot{u}_n + \left(1 - \frac{\beta_1}{\beta_2}\right) \Delta t \ddot{u}_n. \quad (B.7) \]

Combining Eqs. B.6-B.7 with the dynamic equation Eq. (B.1), one can solve for \( \dot{u} \) at time instant \((n+1)\) as

\[ A \dot{u}_{n+1} = f_{n+1} \quad (B.8) \]

where

\[ A = \frac{2}{\beta_2 \Delta t^2} M + \frac{2\beta_1}{\beta_2 \Delta t} C + K, \quad (B.9) \]

\[ f_{n+1} = \tilde{f}_{n+1} - C \dot{u}_{n+1} - M \ddot{u}_{n+1}. \quad (B.10) \]
Appendix C

Mathematical Representation of Random Processes

The following follows the book by Ghanem and Spanos [1], the paper by Sarkar and Ghanem [184], the paper by Sarkar et al. [82] and the papers by Subber and Sarkar [83–87].

C.1 Karhunen-Loeve Expansion

The Karhunen-Loeve expansion (KLE) of an arbitrary stochastic process $\alpha(x, \theta)$ is based on the spectral expansion of its covariance function $R_{\alpha\alpha}(x, y)$ where $x$ and $y$ represent geometric and temporal coordinates [185]. The KLE representation of the stochastic process $\alpha(x, \theta)$ is given by [185]

$$
\alpha(x, \theta) = \overline{\alpha}(x) + \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} \sqrt{\lambda_i} \xi_i(\theta) \phi_i(x), \quad (C.1)
$$
where $\bar{\alpha}(x)$ is the mean of $\alpha(x, \theta)$ and $\{\xi_i(\theta)\}$ denotes a set of orthogonal (but not generally independent) random variables. Furthermore, $\{\lambda_i\}$ and $\{\phi_i(x)\}$ are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance function, described by the following integral eigenvalue problem

$$\int_D R_{aa}(x, y) \phi_i(y) \, dy = \lambda_i \phi_i(x), \quad (C.2)$$

where $D$ denotes the domain over which the process $\alpha(x, \theta)$ is defined.

Using KLE, the random process $\alpha(x, \theta)$ is approximated by a combination of deterministic shape functions $\phi_i(x)$ having random amplitudes $\sqrt{\lambda_i} \xi_i(\theta)$. For broad-band processes (i.e. processes closer to white noise), a significant number of scales (frequencies) are present in the stochastic process, thereby increasing the number of terms in its KLE representation. For numerous engineering and natural systems, the system parameters may exhibit smooth variations whereby only a few dominant scales of fluctuations effectively contributes to the process $\alpha(x, \theta)$. For such narrow-banded processes, KLE contains only a few terms to capture the randomness effectively.

### C.1.1 Integral Eigenvalue Problem of Exponential Covariance Function

The following derivation of the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the exponential covariance function follows closely Ref. [1]. The Karhunen-Loève Expansion (KLE) of a two-dimensional stochastic process is of the form

$$\alpha(x_1, x_2, \theta) = \alpha_0(x_1, x_2) + \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \sqrt{\lambda_n} f_n(x_1, x_2) \xi_n(\theta), \quad (C.3)$$
in which \( \alpha_0(x_1, x_2) \) represents the mean process, \( \lambda_n \) and \( f_n(x_1, x_2) \) are the eigenpair of the covariance function, and \( \xi_n \) could be obtained using

\[
\xi_n(\theta) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\lambda_n}} \int \alpha(x_1, x_2, \theta) f_n(x_1, x_2) \, dx_1 \, dx_2 .
\]  
(C.4)

In this thesis, the exponential covariance function is used having the form

\[
C(x_1, x_2; y_1, y_2) = \sigma^2 e^{-|x_1-y_1|/b_1 - |x_2-y_2|/b_2} ,
\]  
(C.5)

in which \( \sigma^2 \) is the variance and \( b_1 \) and \( b_2 \) are the correlations lengths along the \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) directions, respectively. It is assumed that the process is defined over the two-dimensional domain \((-a_1, a_1) \times (-a_2, a_2)\).

The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the covariance kernel form the solution pair to the following integral eigenvalue problem

\[
\lambda_n f_n(x_1, x_2) = \int C(x_1, x_2; y_1, y_2) f_n(y_1, y_2) \, dy_1 \, dy_2 .
\]  
(C.6)

The following form of the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues are assumed:

\[
f_n(x_1, x_2) = f_i^{(1)}(x_1) f_j^{(2)}(x_2)
\]  
(C.7)

and

\[
\lambda_n = \lambda_i^{(1)} \lambda_j^{(2)} .
\]  
(C.8)

These assumptions lead to the following analytical solutions for \( f_i^{(1)}(x_1) \) and \( \lambda_i^{(1)} \) [1]

\[
\lambda_i^{(1)} = \frac{2b_i}{1 + b_i^2 \omega_i^2} ,
\]  
(C.9)
and

\begin{align*}
  f_{i}^{(1)}(x_1) &= \frac{\cos(\omega_1 x_1)}{\sqrt{a_1 + \frac{\sin(2\omega_1 a_1)}{2\omega_1}}} \quad \text{for } i \text{ odd ,} \quad \text{(C.10)} \\
  f_{i}^{(1)}(x_1) &= \frac{\cos(\omega_1 x_1)}{\sqrt{a_1 - \frac{\sin(2\omega_1 a_1)}{2\omega_1}}} \quad \text{for } i \text{ even ,} \quad \text{(C.11)}
\end{align*}

with \( \omega_i \) satisfying the following equations

\begin{align*}
  \frac{1}{b_1} - \omega_i \tan(\omega_i a_1) &= 0 \quad \text{for } i \text{ odd ,} \quad \text{(C.12)} \\
  \omega_i + \frac{1}{b_1} \tan(\omega_i a_1) &= 0 \quad \text{for } i \text{ even .} \quad \text{(C.13)}
\end{align*}

\( f_{j}^{(2)}(x_2) \) and \( \lambda_{j}^{(2)} \) have the same analytical expressions, with \( b_1, a_1 \) and \( x_1 \) replaced by \( b_2, a_2 \) and \( x_2 \), respectively. Within this thesis, it will be assumed that \( b_1 = b_2 \), in which case there will be two functions of the form Eq. (C.7) with the same eigenvalue.

### C.2 Polynomial Chaos Expansion

The Karhunen-Loeve expansion can not be used to represent a stochastic process, such as the random system output, when its covariance is not known. In such cases, the output process can be expressed as the nonlinear functional of the input random variables \( \{\xi_i(\theta)\} \) using the polynomial chaos expansion (PCE) [1, 81] as

\[
  u(\theta) = a_0 \Gamma_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} a_{i_1} \Gamma_1(\xi_{i_1}(\theta)) + \sum_{i_1=1}^{\infty} \sum_{i_2=1}^{i_1} a_{i_1 i_2} \Gamma_2(\xi_{i_1}(\theta), \xi_{i_2}(\theta)) + \ldots , \quad \text{(C.14)}
\]

where the symbol \( \Gamma_n(\xi_{i_1}, \ldots, \xi_{i_n}) \) are called the Polynomial Chaoses [1, 81] of order \( n \) in the variables \( \{\xi_{i_1}, \ldots, \xi_{i_n}\} \). The polynomial chaoses of order up to and including
where \( \delta_{i_1i_2} \) denotes the Kronecker delta defined as

\[
\delta_{i_1i_2} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } i_1 = i_2 \\
0 & \text{if } i_1 \neq i_2
\end{cases}
\] (C.19)

Concisely, the polynomial chaos expansion, truncated after the \( N \)th term, is represented as

\[
u (\theta) = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} u_i \Psi_i (\theta) .
\] (C.20)

For example, the third order polynomial chaos expansion of a stochastic process \( u \) using three random variables \( \{\xi_1, \xi_2, \xi_3\} \) is [1]

\[
u = u_0 + u_1 \xi_1 + u_2 \xi_2 + u_3 \xi_3 +
\]

\[
u_4 (\xi_1^2 - 1) + u_5 (\xi_2^2 - 1) + u_6 (\xi_3^2 - 1) +
\]

\[
u_7 \xi_1 \xi_2 + u_8 \xi_1 \xi_3 + u_9 \xi_2 \xi_3 +
\]

\[
u_{10} (\xi_1^3 - 3\xi_1) + u_{11} (\xi_2^3 - 3\xi_2) + u_{12} (\xi_3^3 - 3\xi_3) +
\]

\[
u_{13} (\xi_1^2 \xi_2 - \xi_2) + u_{14} (\xi_1^2 \xi_3 - \xi_3) + u_{15} (\xi_2^2 \xi_1 - \xi_1) +
\]

\[
u_{16} (\xi_2^2 \xi_3 - \xi_3) + u_{17} (\xi_3^2 \xi_1 - \xi_1) + u_{18} (\xi_3^2 \xi_2 - \xi_2) +
\]

\[
u_{19} \xi_1 \xi_2 \xi_3.
\] (C.21)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$i^{th}$ Polynomial Chaos</th>
<th>Order of the Homogeneous Chaos</th>
<th>$\Psi_i$</th>
<th>$\langle \Psi_i^2 \rangle$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\xi_1$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\xi_2$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\xi_3$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$\xi_1^2 - 1$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\xi_2^2 - 1$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\xi_3^2 - 1$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\xi_1 \xi_2$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\xi_1 \xi_3$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\xi_2 \xi_3$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$\xi_1^3 - 3\xi_1$</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\xi_2^3 - 3\xi_2$</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\xi_3^3 - 3\xi_3$</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\xi_1^2 \xi_2 - \xi_2$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\xi_1^2 \xi_3 - \xi_3$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\xi_2^2 \xi_1 - \xi_1$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\xi_2^2 \xi_3 - \xi_3$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\xi_3^2 \xi_1 - \xi_1$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\xi_3^2 \xi_2 - \xi_2$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\xi_1 \xi_2 \xi_3$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.1: Polynomial chaos for a random dimension of 2 of order up to and including 3 and their variances [1].

Table (C.1) shows the explicit expressions for the polynomials used in the above expansion of $u$. These polynomials are statistically orthogonal, i.e. $\langle \Psi_i (\theta) \Psi_j (\theta) \rangle = 0$ for $i \neq j$. $\{\Psi_i\}_{i=0}^{\infty}$ constitutes a complete set in the space of second order random variables [1]. The total number of terms ($N$) in a polynomial chaos expansion in Eq. (C.20) with order $p$ and random dimension $L$ is given by [80]

$$N = \frac{(L + p)!}{L! \, p!}.$$

(C.22)
C.2.1 PCE Representation of Lognormal Stochastic Process

The derivation of the PCE coefficients for a lognormal process follows closely Ref. [186, 187]. Denoting the underlying Gaussian process by \( g(x, \theta) \) having a covariance function \( C(x_1, x_2) \) with a variance of \( \sigma^2 \), the KLE representation of this process is given by

\[
g(x, \theta) = g_0(x) + \sum_{n=1}^{3} \sqrt{\lambda_n} f_n(x) \xi_n(\theta) .
\]  

(C.23)

The above equation can be compactly represented as

\[
g(x, \theta) = g_0(x) + \sum_{n=1}^{L} g_n(x) \xi_n,
\]  

(C.24)

where \( g_n(x) = \sqrt{\lambda_n} f_n(x) \).

The lognormal stochastic process \( l(x, \theta) = \exp[g(x, \theta)] \) can be rewritten using the KLE of the Gaussian process in Eq. (C.24) as

\[
l(x, \theta) = \exp \left[ g_0(x) + \sum_{i=1}^{L} g_i(x) \xi_i \right].
\]  

(C.25)

The PCE of the lognormal process \( l(x, \theta) \) has the following form

\[
l(x, \theta) = \sum_{i=0}^{P} l_i(x) \Psi_i(\xi),
\]  

(C.26)

in which the coefficients \( l_i(x) \) are obtained via Galerkin projection as

\[
l_i(x) = \frac{\langle l(x, \theta) \Psi_i(\xi) \rangle}{\langle \Psi_i^2(\xi) \rangle} .
\]  

(C.27)
The denominator in Eq.(C.27) can be evaluated analytically (see Appendix C.2) and the numerator can be expressed as [187]

\[
\langle l(x, \theta) \Psi_i(\xi) \rangle = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \exp \left[ g_0(x) + \sum_{j=1}^{L} g_j(x) \xi_j \right] \Psi_i(\xi) \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{L} \xi_j^2 \right] d\xi, \quad (C.28)
\]

which can be simplified to

\[
\langle l(x, \theta) \Psi_i(\xi) \rangle = \exp \left[ g_0(x) + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{L} g_j^2(x) \right] \langle \Psi_j(\eta) \rangle, \quad (C.29)
\]

where

\[
\eta_j = \xi_j - g_j(x). \quad (C.30)
\]

Eq.(C.29) can be expressed concisely as

\[
\langle l(x, \theta) \Psi_i(\xi) \rangle = l_0(x) \langle \Psi_j(\eta) \rangle, \quad (C.31)
\]

where \( l_0(x) \) is the mean of the lognormal stochastic process given by

\[
l_0(x) = \exp \left[ g_0(x) + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{L} g_i^2(x) \right]. \quad (C.32)
\]

Note that in the limit as \( L \to \infty \), the mean lognormal process converges to

\[
l_0(x) = \exp \left[ g_0(x) + \frac{1}{2} \sigma^2 \right]. \quad (C.33)
\]

The quantity \( \langle \Psi_j(\eta) \rangle \) is the expectation of the PC basis around the Gaussian coefficients \( g_i(x) \). This expectation can be evaluated analytically and the results are given in Table C.2 for \( L = 3 \).
Table C.2: The expectation and variance of the PC basis.

Thus, the PCE of the lognormal stochastic process can be written as

$$l(x, \theta) = l_0(x) \sum_{i=0}^{L} \frac{\langle \psi_i(\eta) \rangle}{\langle \psi_i^2(\xi) \rangle} \psi_i(\xi).$$

(C.34)
Appendix D

Parallel Iterative Solvers for the
Extended Schur Complement System

In the context of numerical solutions of partial differential equations, domain decomposition methods tackle a boundary value problem over a domain of interest by solving a set of smaller problems on a number of subdomains [173, 188–190]. In the context of non-overlapping domain decomposition methods, the resulting Schur complement system describes the behaviour of the collection of unknowns forming the interfaces between these subdomains [173, 188–190]. The solution of the Schur complement system is obtained using iterative methods [174]. During each iteration, the problem on each subdomain is tackled independently, leading to data parallelism. Typically, preconditioned Krylov subspace methods are utilized to solve the Schur complement system iteratively [174]. From this perspective, domain decomposition methods provide parallel preconditioners for the Krylov subspace iterative methods to solve the Schur complement system [173, 188–190].

Krylov subspace methods can be categorized into two groups: one applicable to symmetric positive-definite systems and another to non-symmetric systems. Within the
scope of this thesis, the conjugate gradient method (CGM) [174, 191, 192] will be used for the first class of systems. For non-symmetric systems, CGM can not guarantee orthogonality of the residual vectors [193] and thus can not be applied directly. The Generalized Minimum Residual Method (GMRES) [174, 192, 194] guarantees orthogonality of the residual vectors while requiring the storage of all previously computed residual vectors. Thus GMRES becomes memory intensive especially for large scale systems. The Biconjugate Gradient Method (BICG) provides a non-optimal approximation of the solution vector in the same Krylov subspace as GMRES, but with less computational work per iteration [195]. Furthermore, BICG does not need the storage of all previous residuals in contrast to GMRES, and thus memory requirement does not grow with the number of iterations. BICG achieves this by replacing the orthogonal sequence of residual vectors in GMRES by two mutually orthogonal sequences, one based on the original system matrix and the other on its transpose [192]. The applicability of BICG to non-symmetric systems is limited due to its irregular convergence behaviour [192]. The Conjugate Gradient Squared algorithm (CGS) [196] improves upon BICG by (a) avoiding the need for matrix-vector product steps involving the transpose of the system matrix, and (b) providing better convergence characteristics with similar computational complexity as BICG. The Biconjugate Gradient Stabilized method (BICGSTAB) [174, 192, 197] was developed to remedy some of the numerical problems associated with CGS, resulting in a method with a more regular convergence property. Due to its attractive features, BICGSTAB will be parallelized with the aid of DDM to provide a solver for large scale non-symmetric systems investigated within this thesis. For both CGM and BICGSTAB, the Schur complement matrix will not be constructed explicitly. Instead, the effect of the Schur complement matrix on a vector (i.e. a matrix-vector product) is computed in parallel.
The performance of Krylov subspace methods depends heavily on the spectral properties of the system matrix [174], i.e. the distribution of eigenvalues. A transformation of the original system, known as preconditioning, ensues more favorable spectral characteristics [174]. Thus, preconditioning is a commonly used technique to improve the convergence attributes of Krylov subspace methods. Preconditioning is performed with the aid of a preconditioning matrix, or preconditioner, \( \mathcal{M} \). When the preconditioner is applied from the left, the preconditioned extended Schur complement system in Eq. (6.20) has the following form:

\[
\mathcal{M}^{-1} S \mathcal{X}_r = \mathcal{M}^{-1} \mathcal{G}_r .
\]

The algorithms for preconditioned CGM and preconditioned BICGSTAB to solve the Schur complement system of equations are given in Algorithms D.1 and D.2, respectively [174, 192].

```
Input: Initial iterate \( \mathcal{X}_{r0} \)
Output: Interface solution \( \mathcal{X}_r \)

1 \( r_0 = \mathcal{G}_r - S \mathcal{X}_{r0} \)
2 for \( i = 0, 1, \ldots \), do:
3 \( z_i = \mathcal{M}^{-1} r_i \)
4 \( \rho_i = (r_i, z_i) \)
5 if \( i = 0 \) then
6 \( p_{i+1} = z_i \)
7 else
8 \( \beta_i = \rho_i / \rho_{i-1} \)
9 \( p_{i+1} = z_i + \beta_i p_i \)
10 end if
11 \( q_{i+1} = S p_{i+1} \)
12 \( \alpha_{i+1} = \rho_i / (p_{i+1} \cdot q_{i+1}) \)
13 \( \mathcal{X}_{r_{i+1}} = \mathcal{X}_{r_i} + \alpha_{i+1} p_{i+1} \)
14 \( r_{i+1} = r_i - \alpha_{i+1} q_{i+1} \)
15 if iterate has converged, exit
16 end do
```

**Algorithm D.1**: Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Method.

A parallel preconditioner is a critical component of an efficient solver for large scale
Input: Initial iterate $X_{i0}$
Output: Interface solution $X_T$

1. $r_0 = G_T - S X_{i0}$
2. Choose $\tilde{r}$ such that $(\tilde{r}, r_0) \neq 0$, for example $\tilde{r} = r_0$
3. for $i = 0, 1, \ldots$, do:
   4. $\rho_i = (\tilde{r}, r_i)$
   5. if $\rho_i = 0$ method fails
      6. if $i = 0$ then
         7. $p_{i+1} = r_i$
      8. else
         9. $\beta_i = (\rho_i / \rho_{i-1}) (\alpha_i / \omega_i)$
         10. $p_{i+1} = r_i + \beta_i (p_i - \omega_i v_i)$
     end if
   11. $\hat{p} = M^{-1} p_{i+1}$
   12. $v_{i+1} = S \hat{p}$
   13. $\alpha_{i+1} = \rho_i (\tilde{r}, v_{i+1})$
   14. $s = r_i - \alpha_{i+1} v_{i+1}$
   15. if norm of $s$ is small, set $X_{i+1} = X_{i+1} + \alpha_{i+1} \hat{p}$ and exit
   16. $\hat{s} = M^{-1} s$
   17. $t = S \hat{s}$
   18. $\omega_{i+1} = (t, s) / (t, t)$
   19. $X_{i+1} = X_{i+1} + \alpha_{i+1} \hat{p} + \omega_{i+1} \hat{s}$
   20. $r_{i+1} = s - \omega_{i+1} t$
   21. if iterate has converged, exit
end do

Algorithm D.2: Preconditioned Biconjugate Gradient Stabilized Method.
systems. A class of parallel preconditioners requires only distributed matrix-vector products [174]. For optimal convergence behavior of the iterative solver, these preconditioners should mimic the extended Schur complement matrix as close as possible, i.e. \( \mathcal{M} \approx \mathcal{S} \). As a result, the eigenvalues of the preconditioned system \( \mathcal{M}^{-1} \mathcal{S} \) would be distributed around unity, resulting in a smaller condition number and faster convergence of the iterative solver [174]. The one-level lumped preconditioner used in this thesis is one such preconditioner, and its parallel implementation will be discussed next.

### D.1 Parallel One-Level Lumped Preconditioner

Starting with the extended Schur complement matrix defined in Eq. (6.21):

\[
\mathcal{S} = \sum_{s=1}^{n_s} \mathcal{R}_s^T [\mathcal{A}_{II}^s - \mathcal{A}_{I}^s (\mathcal{A}_{II}^s)^{-1} \mathcal{A}_{II}^s] \mathcal{R}_s , \tag{D.2}
\]

a one-level preconditioner can be constructed using only the local interface coupling matrices \( \mathcal{A}_{I}^s \) in the following form [181]:

\[
\mathcal{M}^{-1} = \sum_{s=1}^{n_s} \mathcal{R}_s^T [\mathcal{A}_{II}^s]^{-1} \mathcal{R}_s . \tag{D.3}
\]

Once the inverse of the local matrices \( \mathcal{A}_{II}^s \) is computed, this preconditioning step involves an MPI gather operation on local (subdomain level) matrix-vector products. Generally, the preconditioning step of Krylov subspace methods involves solving the following system of equations

\[
\mathcal{M} \mathbf{z} = \mathbf{r} \tag{D.4}
\]

with \( \mathbf{r} \) denoting the so-called residual vector and \( \mathbf{z} \) the preconditioned residual. Equiva-
lently, the result of the following matrix-vector product is needed during each iteration:

\[ z = \mathcal{M}^{-1} r \]

\[ = \sum_{s=1}^{n_s} \mathcal{R}_s^T [A_{rr}^s]^{-1} \mathcal{R}_s r. \] (D.5)

as outlined in Algorithm D.3 [84, 87]. Step 2 of Algorithm D.3 can be performed in parallel as it does not depend on data belonging to other subdomains. \( r^s \) and \( z^s \) are vectors that are defined locally at the subdomain level whereas \( r \) and \( z \) are globally defined vectors.

| Input: Residual \( r \)  
| Output: Preconditioned residual \( z \)  
| 1 for each processor \( P_s, s = 1, 2, \ldots, n_s \), do:  
| 2 Scatter the residual: \( r^s = \mathcal{R}_s r \)  
| 3 Compute \( z^s = [A_{rr}^s]^{-1} r^s \)  
| 4 Gather the preconditioned residual: \( z = \sum_{s=1}^{n_s} \mathcal{R}_s^T z^s \)  
| 5 end do |

**Algorithm D.3**: Parallel Preconditioning of Extended Schur Complement System.

The computationally intensive steps of the preconditioned CGM and preconditioned BICGSTAB methods, as outlined in Algorithms D.1 and D.2, are (a) obtaining the result of the matrix-vector product involving the Schur complement matrix in the form of \( q = S p \), and (b) computing the preconditioned residual vector, i.e. \( z = \mathcal{M}^{-1} r \). The above parallel preconditioner makes use of iterative substructuring techniques to obtain the preconditioning effect at the subdomain (or local) level with the aid of MPI scatter and gather operations. Similarly, the matrix-vector product involving the Schur complement matrix can be parallelized as explained in the following section.
D.2 Parallel Matrix-Vector Product

One of the most computationally demanding operations in the preconditioned CGM and BICGSTAB methods for solving the Schur complement system of equations involves a matrix-vector product of the form

$$ q = S p $$

$$ = \sum_{s=1}^{n_s} R^T_s [A^s_{II} - A^s_{II} (A^s_{II})^{-1} A^s_{II}] R_s p, $$

(D.6)

in which $S$ denotes the Schur complement matrix. For preconditioned CGM, this is performed in step 11 of Algorithm D.1. For preconditioned BICGSTAB, this operation is performed twice per iteration, in steps 13 and 18. Iterative substructuring methods [173, 181, 188–190] permit a parallelization of this operation without requiring the explicit construction of the Schur complement matrix as detailed in Algorithm D.4 [84, 87]. It is clear that the global matrix-vector product can be computed by solving local Dirichlet problems (step 4) in addition to three local matrix-vector products (steps 3, 5, and 6) followed by a gather operation (step 8) [181].

**Input:** Search direction vector $p$

**Output:** Matrix-vector product $q$

```plaintext
1 for each processor $P_s, s = 1, 2, \cdots, n_s$, do:
2     Scatter the search direction vector: $p^s = R_s p$
3     Compute $u_1 = A^s_{II} p^s$
4     Solve $A^s_{II} u_2 = u_1$
5     Compute $u_3 = A^s_{II} u_2$
6     Compute $u_4 = A^s_{II} p^s$
7     Compute $q^s = u_4 - u_3$
8     Gather the preconditioned residual: $q = \sum_{s=1}^{n_s} R^T_s q^s$
9 end do
```

**Algorithm D.4:** Parallel Matrix-Vector Product for the Extended Schur Complement System.

The parallelization of the matrix-vector product, along with the parallel precondi-
tioning algorithm detailed in the previous section, permits an efficient distributed implementa-
tion of Krylov subspace solvers to tackle the Schur complement system. Subber and Sarkar [84, 87, 181] developed a parallel preconditioned CGM solver for symmetric systems based on the preconditioner and matrix-vector product algorithms presented above as detailed in the next section. Similarly, a parallel preconditioned BICGSTAB solver is also developed to tackle non-symmetric systems as presented later.

D.3 Parallel Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Method:
Iterative Solver for the Extended Schur Complement System

Algorithms D.3 and D.4 are employed by Subber and Sarkar to develop a parallel version of the preconditioned CGM algorithm (Appendix D.1) as detailed in Algorithm D.5 [84, 87]. There are four global communication operations, two gathers (steps 4 and 16) and two scatters (steps 6 and 22). The operations performed locally, as indicated in the algorithm, are executed in parallel and the result is gathered at the head node.

D.3.1 Numerical Validation

For numerical validation of the parallel iterative solver based on the preconditioned conjugate gradient method, the stochastic diffusion problem is examined described as [176]:

\[-\nabla \cdot (c(x, \theta) \nabla u(x, \theta)) = f(x) \quad \text{in} \ D \times \Omega,\]

\[u(x, \theta) = 0 \quad \text{on} \ \partial D \times \Omega,\]  

(D.7)
Input: Initial iterate $X_{p_0}$
Output: Interface solution $X_T$

1. $r_0 = \mathcal{G}_T - S X_{p_0}$
2. for $i = 0, 1, \ldots$, do:
   3. for each processor $P_s, s = 1, 2, \ldots, n_s$, do:
      4. Scatter: $r^s = \mathcal{R}_s r_i$
      5. Compute locally: $z^s = [A_{fT}^s]^{-1} r^s$
      6. Gather: $z_i = \sum_{s=1}^{n_s} \mathcal{R}_s^T z^s$
   end do
3. $\rho_i = (r_i, z_i)$
4. if $i = 0$ then
5. \hspace{1em} $p_{i+1} = z_i$
6. else
7. \hspace{1em} $\beta_i = \rho_i / \rho_{i-1}$
8. \hspace{1em} $p_{i+1} = z_i + \beta_i p_i$
9. end if
10. for each processor $P_s, s = 1, 2, \ldots, n_s$, do:
11. \hspace{1em} Scatter: $p^s = \mathcal{R}_s p_{i+1}$
12. \hspace{1em} Compute locally: $u_1 = A_{1T}^s p^s$
13. \hspace{1em} Solve locally: $A_{2T}^s u_2 = u_1$
14. \hspace{1em} Compute locally: $u_3 = A_{3T}^s u_2$
15. \hspace{1em} Compute locally: $u_4 = A_{4T}^s p^s$
16. \hspace{1em} Compute locally: $q^s = u_4 - u_3$
17. \hspace{1em} Gather: $q_{i+1} = \sum_{s=1}^{n_s} \mathcal{R}_s^T q^s$
18. end do
19. $\alpha_{i+1} = \rho_i / (p_{i+1}, q_{i+1})$
20. $X_{r_{i+1}} = X_{r_i} + \alpha_{i+1} p_{i+1}$
21. $r_{i+1} = r_i - \alpha_{i+1} q_{i+1}$
22. if iterate has converged, exit
23. end do

Algorithm D.5: Parallel Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Method.
in which the square $D = (0, 1)^2$ represents the spatial domain for the boundary value problem. The random diffusivity $c$ is modeled as a lognormal random variable, i.e. $c \sim \text{LogN}(\mu, \sigma^2)$, whose third-order truncated polynomial chaos expansion given by

$$c \approx \exp \left( \mu + \frac{\sigma^2}{2} \right) \left[ 1 + \sigma \xi + \sigma^2 \left( \xi^2 - 1 \right) /2 + \sigma^3 \left( \xi^3 - 3 \xi \right) /6 \right]. \quad (D.8)$$

Here, $\xi$ is a Gaussian random variable having zero mean and unit variance. In this special case of space-invariant diffusion coefficient, the governing equation Eq. (D.7) can be rewritten as

$$- c(\theta) \nabla^2 u(x, \theta) = f(x). \quad (D.9)$$

The deterministic source function is chosen as

$$f(x, y) = 2\pi^2 \sin(\pi x) \sin(\pi y), \quad (D.10)$$

leading to the following analytical solution for the response

$$u(x, y, \theta) = \frac{\sin(\pi x) \sin(\pi y)}{c(\theta)}. \quad (D.11)$$

This solution satisfies both the governing equation and the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary value conditions. For $\mu = 1$ and $\sigma = 0.3$, 1000 samples of $\xi$ are generated using Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) technique [121, 122] providing 1000 realizations of the diffusion coefficient $c$ using Eq. (D.8). Finally, 1000 realizations of the solution process could be obtained using Eq. (D.11), from which the ensemble mean and standard deviation are obtained as shown in Figs. D.1.

The estimates in Figs. D.1 are used as approximations to the true mean and standard deviation for validation purposes. The spatial domain is discretized into a fi-
finite element mesh consisting of 19,694 linear triangular elements and 10,020 nodes as illustrated in Fig. D.2a. The spatial domain is decomposed into 20 subdomains as shown in Fig. D.2b resulting in a total of 344 global interface nodes. Using the parallel solver based on domain decomposition and preconditioned conjugate gradient method for SPDEs detailed in this section, the results in Fig. D.1 will be reproduced. A third order PCE expansion for the solution process is used and the coefficients of the solution process are obtained using the domain decomposition method. The Krylov-subspace iterate is initialized to zero. The stopping criteria for the PCGM solver is

$$\frac{\| X_{R_{i+1}} - X_{R_i} \|}{\| X_{R_i} \|} \leq \epsilon = 10^{-10}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (D.12)

The zeroth order PCE coefficient representing the mean response is shown in Fig. D.3a with the error plotted in Fig. D.3b. One can see that the error is approximately three orders of magnitude smaller than the actual mean response. The main contributors to the
total error are (a) the finite element discretization error, (b) the MC sampling error in obtaining the "true" estimate, (c) the truncation error associated with a third order expansion of the solution process, and (d) the error associated with the termination of the PCGM iterations once the stopping criteria is met. The standard deviation in the solution process is next examined as a measure of uncertainty in the response. The covariance matrix is a function of the first through third order PCE coefficients as in Eq. (6.26). The standard deviation of the response, computed as the square roots of the covariance matrix diagonal entries, along with the error are shown in Fig. D.4. Again, the error is approximately three orders of magnitude smaller than the actual standard deviation.

Figure D.2: Validation of parallel PCGM solver: (a) Finite element mesh and (b) the partitioned domain.
Figure D.3: Validation of parallel PCGM solver: (a) Mean of the solution process using the parallel solver based on domain decomposition and preconditioned conjugate gradient method and (b) associated error in comparison to MC ensemble mean of analytical response.

Figure D.4: Validation of parallel PCGM solver: (a) Standard deviation of the solution process using the parallel solver based on domain decomposition and preconditioned conjugate gradient method and (b) associated error in comparison to MC ensemble standard deviation of analytical response.
D.4 Parallel Preconditioned Biconjugate Gradient Stabilized Algorithm: Iterative Solver for the Extended Schur Complement System

As illustrated in the previous section, a parallel preconditioner and a parallel distributed algorithm for the matrix-vector product involving the Schur complement matrix can be exploited to obtain a parallel version of the preconditioned CGM solver. This solver will be used in this thesis for systems with symmetric matrices. In a similar fashion, the parallel preconditioning and matrix-vector product algorithms can be used to parallelize any Krylov subspace method. As discussed in Subsection D, BICGSTAB will be adapted to tackle large-scale non-symmetric systems. The following parallel version of preconditioned BICGSTAB method is used as outlined in Appendix D.2 exploiting the available parallel Algorithms D.3 and D.4. The parallel preconditioned BICGSTAB method is detailed in Algorithm D.6.

D.4.1 Numerical Validation

In this section the parallel iterative solver based on the preconditioned biconjugate gradient stabilized method and domain decomposition method outlined above will be validated using the stochastic advection-diffusion equation given by [178]

\[- \nabla \cdot (c(x, \theta) \nabla u(x, \theta)) + b(x) \cdot \nabla u(x, \theta) = f(x) \quad \text{in } D \times \Omega.\]  \hspace{1cm} (D.13)

The spatial domain $D$ used for this validation exercise is the unit square $(0, 1)^2$. The
**Input:** Initial iterate $X_{P_0}$  
**Output:** Interface solution $X_I$

1. $r_0 = G - S X_{P_0}$
2. Choose $\bar{r}$ such that $(\bar{r}, r_0) \neq 0$, for example $\bar{r} = r_0$
3. for $i = 0, 1, \ldots$, do:
   4. $p_0 = (\bar{r}, r_i)$
   5. if $p_0 = 0$ method fails
      6. if $i = 0$ then
         7. $p_{i+1} = r_i$
      else
         8. $\beta_i = (p_i/p_{i-1}) (\alpha_i/\omega_i)$
         9. $p_{i+1} = r_i + \beta_i (p_i - \omega_i v_i)$
   end if

for each processor $P_s, s = 1, 2, \ldots, n_s$, do:

10. Scatter: $p^s = R_s p_{i+1}$
11. Compute locally: $p^s = [A^s_{P_I}]^{-1} p^s$
12. Gather: $p = \sum_{s=1}^{n_s} R_s^T p^s$

end do

for each processor $P_s, s = 1, 2, \ldots, n_s$, do:

13. Scatter: $p^s = R_s p$
14. Compute locally: $u_1 = A^s_{P_I} r^s$
15. Solve locally: $A^s_{P_I} u_2 = u_1$
16. Compute locally: $u_3 = A^s_{P_I} p^s$
17. Compute locally: $v^s = u_4 - u_3$
18. Gather: $v_{i+1} = \sum_{s=1}^{n_s} R_s^T v^s$

end do

for each processor $P_s, s = 1, 2, \ldots, n_s$, do:

19. Scatter: $s^s = R_s s$
20. Compute locally: $s^s = [A^s_{P_I}]^{-1} s^s$
21. Gather: $s = \sum_{s=1}^{n_s} R_s^T s^s$

end do

for each processor $P_s, s = 1, 2, \ldots, n_s$, do:

22. Scatter: $s^s = R_s s$
23. Compute locally: $u_1 = A^s_{P_I} s^s$
24. Solve locally: $A^s_{P_I} u_2 = u_1$
25. Compute locally: $u_3 = A^s_{P_I} p^s$
26. Compute locally: $v^s = u_4 - u_3$
27. Gather: $v = \sum_{s=1}^{n_s} R_s^T v$

end do

28. $\omega_i+1 = \rho_i / (\bar{r}, v_{i+1})$
29. $s = r_i - \alpha_{i+1} v_{i+1}$
30. if norm of $s$ is small, set $X_{P_{i+1}} = X_{P_i} + \alpha_{i+1} \hat{p}$ and exit

for each processor $P_s, s = 1, 2, \ldots, n_s$, do:

31. Scatter: $s^s = R_s s$
32. Compute locally: $s^s = [A^s_{P_I}]^{-1} s^s$
33. Gather: $s = \sum_{s=1}^{n_s} R_s^T s^s$

end do

for each processor $P_s, s = 1, 2, \ldots, n_s$, do:

34. Scatter: $s^s = R_s s$
35. Compute locally: $u_1 = A^s_{P_I} s^s$
36. Solve locally: $A^s_{P_I} u_2 = u_1$
37. Compute locally: $u_3 = A^s_{P_I} p^s$
38. Compute locally: $u_4 = A^s_{P_I} p^s$
39. Compute locally: $v^s = u_4 - u_3$
40. Gather: $v_{i+1} = \sum_{s=1}^{n_s} R_s^T v$

end do

41. $\omega_i+1 = (s, s) / (s, t)$
42. $X_{P_{i+1}} = X_{P_i} + \alpha_{i+1} \hat{p} + \omega_{i+1} \hat{s}$
43. $r_{i+1} = s - \omega_{i+1} t$
44. if iterate has converged, exit

end do

Algorithm D.6: Parallel Preconditioned Biconjugate Gradient Stabilized Method.
diffusion coefficient $c$ is modeled as a lognormal random variable, i.e. $c \sim \log N (\mu, \sigma^2)$, with a third-order truncated polynomial chaos expansion in Eq. (D.8). In this special case the governing equation Eq. (D.13) can be written as

$$- c(\theta) \nabla^2 u(x, \theta) + b \cdot \nabla u(x, \theta) = f(x). \quad (D.14)$$

The case of zero right-hand side (i.e. $f = 0$) and Dirichlet boundary value conditions of $u = 0$ for the left boundary and $u = 1$ for the right boundary is considered. Under these conditions and an advection velocity of $b(x) = (1, 0)$, the following analytical solution satisfies both the governing equation and the imposed Dirichlet boundary conditions [178]

$$u(x, y, \theta) = \frac{e^{\frac{c(\theta)}{\beta}} - 1}{e^{\frac{-1}{\beta^{\alpha}}} - 1}. \quad (D.15)$$

Similar to the validation experiments outlined in Section D.3.1, 1000 samples of $c$ are generated using its truncated PCE representation and Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) technique [121, 122] using an underlying Gaussian random variable having mean $\mu = 1$ and standard deviation $\sigma = 0.3$. These samples provide 1000 realizations of the solution process using Eq. (D.15) resulting in an ensemble mean and standard deviation shown in Figs. D.5.

The mean and standard deviation estimates in Fig. D.5 will be used as the "true" mean and standard deviation for validation of the parallel solver. The FEM discretization and domain decomposition of the spatial domain are illustrated in Fig. D.2 resulting in 19,694 linear triangular elements and 10,020 nodes for the FEM mesh decomposed into 20 subdomains. Using the parallel solver based on domain decomposition and preconditioned biconjugate gradient stabilized method, the PCE coefficients of a third order PCE expansion for the solution process are obtained. A zero initial value for the
Krylov-subspace iterate is used along with the stopping criteria given by Eq. (D.12) with $\epsilon = 10^{-15}$. The mean response, being the zeroth order coefficient, is shown in Fig. D.6a. The error between that estimate and the true mean response is given in Fig. D.6b, being roughly four orders of magnitude smaller than the true mean response. The covariance matrix is computed using Eq. (6.26) and the standard deviation of the response is subsequently obtained, along with the associated error, and plotted in Fig. D.7. The error in the standard deviation is relatively greater than the error in the mean, an observation that is expected of estimates obtained using finite MC sampling and truncated PCE representations.
Figure D.6: Validation of parallel BICGSTAB solver: (a) Mean of the solution process using the parallel solver based on domain decomposition and preconditioned biconjugate gradient stabilized method and (b) associated error in comparison to MC ensemble mean of analytical response.

Figure D.7: Validation of parallel BICGSTAB solver: (a) Standard deviation of the solution process using the parallel solver based on domain decomposition and preconditioned biconjugate gradient stabilized method and (b) associated error in comparison to MC ensemble standard deviation of analytical response.
Equation of Motion for a 2D Airfoil with Quasi-Steady Aerodynamics

Based on thin airfoil theory and using a quasi-steady aerodynamic model, the equation of motion for a 2D airfoil undergoing heave, denoted by $h$, and pitch, denoted by $\theta$, motion (see Fig E.1) is given by [198]

\[
m \ddot{h} + \frac{mc\theta}{2} \dot{\theta} + d_h \dot{h} + k_h h = -L \tag{E.1}
\]

\[
I_{EA} \ddot{\theta} + \frac{mc\theta}{2} \ddot{h} + d_\theta \dot{\theta} + k_\theta \theta = M_{EA} \tag{E.2}
\]

with the aerodynamic loads being

\[
L = \frac{\rho U^2}{2} cs2\pi \left( \theta + \frac{\dot{h}}{U} + \frac{\dot{\theta} c (1/2 - a_h)}{2U} \right) \tag{E.3}
\]

\[
M_{EA} = \frac{\rho U^2}{2} cs2\pi \left( \theta \frac{c (1/2 + a_h)}{2} + \dot{h} \frac{c (1/2 + a_h)}{2U} + \dot{\theta} \left( \frac{c^2 (1/2 - a_h) (1/2 + a_h)}{4U} - \frac{c^2}{16U} \right) \right) \tag{E.4}
\]

where $m$ represents the structural mass, $I_{EA}$ the mass moment of inertia, $k_h$ the spring stiffnesses in heave, $k_\theta$ the spring stiffnesses in pitch, $c$ the chord length of the airfoil, $x_\theta$ the mass offset aft of the elastic axis normalized by the half-chord length, $L$ the
aerodynamic lift, $M_{E_A}$ the aerodynamic moment about the elastic axis, $U$ the free flow airspeed, $\rho$ the air density, $s$ the span of the airfoil, and $\alpha_h$ the elastic axis offset aft of mid-chord normalized by the half-chord length. In Fig. E.1, AC denotes the aerodynamic center being the point on the airfoil at which the aerodynamic moment remains constant with respect to changing angle of attack (in low angle range and high Reynolds Number) and EA denotes the elastic axis.

One can combine the structural and aerodynamic terms together and rewrite the above system of equations in matrix form as

$$[M] \begin{bmatrix} \ddot{h} \\ \dot{\theta} \end{bmatrix} + [C] \begin{bmatrix} \dot{h} \\ \dot{\theta} \end{bmatrix} + [K] \begin{bmatrix} h \\ \theta \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}. \tag{E.5}$$

where

$$[M] = \begin{bmatrix} m & \frac{mc_{xa}}{2} \\ \frac{mc_{xa}}{2} & I_{E_A} \end{bmatrix}, \tag{E.6}$$

$$[C] = \begin{bmatrix} d_h + \rho U c s \pi & \rho U c^2 s \pi \left( \frac{1}{16} - \frac{(1/2 - \alpha_h)(1/2 + \alpha_h)}{4} \right) \\ -\rho U c^2 s \pi \left( \frac{1}{2} + \alpha_h \right) & d_\theta + \rho U c^3 s \pi \left( \frac{1}{16} - \frac{(1/2 - \alpha_h)(1/2 + \alpha_h)}{4} \right) \end{bmatrix}, \tag{E.7}$$

$$[K] = \begin{bmatrix} k_h & \rho U^2 c s \pi \\ 0 & k_\theta - \rho U^2 c^2 s \pi \frac{1}{2} + \alpha_h \end{bmatrix}. \tag{E.8}$$

Note that the two degrees of freedom $h$ and $\theta$ are coupled by the off-diagonal el-
Elements of the system matrices. There is coupling in the mass, damping and stiffness matrices. It is interesting to note that for both the mass and damping matrices, there is a two-way coupling. There is, however, a one-way coupling in stiffness. Physically, it means that a non-zero pitch angle would create a lift force for the heave degree of freedom for a static problem. However, a non-zero heave would not create a moment for the pitch degree of freedom.
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